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14 IVAN W. S:1ITH, Esq., Chairman, .a
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! 19 Clerk to the Board
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: -1 E.? O_C E R D __ I N'G_S <

2 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Are you ready to. proceed,-Mr.

3 Cutchin? '
)
i-
.; 4 3R. CUTCHINs. Yes, sir.

4

~

5 dr. Jensen and Mr. Sullivan are at-the stand. Mr.

6 Jensen has 'previously been sworn. Mr. Sullivan has not. I-

7 call them as zy next witnesses.

8 CHAIEMAN' SMITH: Okay, Mr. Sullivan has been sworn.

9 DE. JURDAN Just now.
;

10 MR. CUTCHIN: I am sorry, you a re right. It is
.

11 early in the morning.

12 Wher eupon ,
.

13 WALTON L. JENSEN, JE.
",

.

-

' . 14 recalled as a vitness by Counsel for Nuclear Regulatory

~ 15 Comm.i.ssion S tat'f , having been previously duly sworn by the<

16 Chairman , was examined and testified ac follews:

j 17 and Whereupon,

18 D0li ALD F. SULLIV AS,

i

; 19 called as a witness by Counsel for Nuclear Eegulatory

'

20 Commission Staf f , having first been duly cwcrn by the
i

| 21 Ch airman , was examined and testified as follows:

22- DIRECT EXAZINATION
i

!

i- 23 EY MP. CUTCHIN: I

_

24 0 2r. Jensen, you-have before you, do you not, a

25 copy of a docu:ent labeled NFC Staff Testir.ony of Falton L.
!

!10
.

; ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
i

| 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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L '1' Jensen,- Jr., Relative _ to _ Manual Termination of High Pressure

2 Injection, - Sholly Contention' 3."

- 3 A (WITNESS JENSEN) les, I do.-

-

''

'4 Q That document consists of seven pages.

5- _Do.you have any corrections or additions you wish-

6 to make. to that testimony?-

7 A (WITNESS JENE-"' No.

8 0 Do: you adopt it ask'your written direct testi: ony-

9 in this proceedina?

10 A (WITNESS JE.NSEN) Yes.

11 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I ask that the f

12 document consisting of seven pages be received into evidence

13 and bound in to the tr anscrip t along with the outline and the

14 two pages of Mr. Jensen 's professional _ qualifications which

15 have previously. been admitted.

16 CH AIR:'.AN SMITH: If there are-no objections, the

17 document is received.

18 (The document referred to, written direct-

19 testimony of Walton L. Jensen , Jr. , f ollows: )

20

21

22

23

5 - 24

25

O

- ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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OUTLINE

( )- This testimony of Walton L. Jensen, Jr. contains the NRC Staff's response to
.

Sholly Contention 3.

The purpose of this testimony is to demonstrate that, as was asserted by the

contention to be necessary, emergency core cooling system operating procedures

for TMI-l have been mcdified to assure that the operator will not prematurely

reduce or terninate emergency core cooling and cause an accident with consec.uences

sinilar to those of the TMI-2 accident.

Conclusions to be drawn from this testimony:

- () In the event of a small-break LOCA emergency coolant is provided by the hiah
pressure injection system.

The capacity of the HPI system is such that it can provide more coolant than
is necessary to cope with certain small-break LOCA's.

To prevent unnecessary and undesirable releases of reactor coolant to containment
HPI flow may require reduction or temporary termination following certain
small-break LOCA's.

HPI flow should not be reduced or terminated unless the reactor coolant tenperature
remains at least 50' F below its boiling temperature (50 F subcooled).

By relying on solely a pressurizer level indication the operator at TMI-2
prematurely terminated HPI flow.

Instrumentation available to the operator at TMI-l to indicate reactor coolant
subcooling has been improved, and the operator has been traiaed to properly
use it.-

rs Operating procedures at THI-l have been modified to avoid eliance solely on1

\s,) pressurizer level to determine if and when to reduce or tarminate HPI flow following
a small-break LOCA.

J

,

-e
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENS~NG BOARD

O
In the Matter of )

)
METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Decket No. 50-289

) (Restart)
(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No.1) )

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF WALTON L. JENSEN, JR., RELATIVE TO

MANUAL TERMINATION OF HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION

(SHOLLY-CONTENTION 3)-

Q1) Please state your name and position with the NRC.

O ^) "r ameis we'toa ' 3easea or- t a e=9'ovee of the u s ""c'e r

Regulatory c.' mission assigned to the Reactor Systems Branch, Division of

Systems Inter.! ration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. From June

through Dece?ber 1979, I was assigned to the Analysis Group of the Bulletins

and Orders Task Force, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Q2) Have you prepared a statement of professional qualifications?

A) Yes. A copy of this statement is attached to this testimony.

.

| Q3) Please state the nature of the responsibilities that you have had with

respt.ct to the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station - Unit 1.

A) The accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) on March F.8,1979,

involved a feedwater transient coupled with the equivalent of a small break

in the reactor coolant system, though the accident's ultimate severity resulted

from a number of interacting elements including lack of complete understanding
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of system respons'e, misleading instrument readings and inadequate operator

training and procedures. .Beca le of the resulting severity of ensuing

events and the potential generic applicability of the accident .to otherO
reactors, the NRC staff initiated prompt action to:

(1) assure that other reactor licensees, particularly those plants such

as TMI-1 which have a similar design to TMI-2, took the necessary actions

to substantially reduce the likelihood of future TMI-2-type ev'ents from

occurring, and (2) initiate ccmprehensive investigations into the potential

generic implications of this accident on other operat'ing plants.

To accomplish some of this work, the Bulletins and Orders Task Force

(B&OTF) was established within the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

(NRR) in early May 1979. T.ie B&OTF was responsible for reviewing and
4

directing the TMI-2-relatr.d staff activities associated with loss of

feedwater transient and small break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) for
4

all operating plants to assure their continued safe operation.

I was assigned to the Task Force in June 1979. I participated in the

preparation of NUREG-0565, " Generic Evaluation of Small Break Loss-of-

Coolant Accident Behavior in Babcock & Wilcox Desig'ad 177-FA Operating

Plants."

Following my assignment to the Reactor Systems Branch, I participated in

- the evaluation of potential feedwater transients at operating B&W plants

and participated in the final preparation of the staff Safety Evaluation

on the Three Mile Island 1 restart.

;

!

. - . . . .- - _.
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Q4) Please state the purpose of this testimony. '

A) The purpose of this testimony is to respond to Sholly Contention 3 which

reads:
[)

"It is contended that as a result of Licensee's Operating Procedures, the

emergency core cooling system can be defeated by operator actions during

the course of a transient and/or accident at Unit 1, such defeat consisting

of either throttling back the high pressure injection pumps or tripping

these pumps. It is further contended that under the conditions of a

loss-of-feedwater transient / loss of coolant accident at Unit 1, defeat of3

the emergency core cooling system high pressure injection system by pump
1

throttling and/or pump trip results in significant cladding metal-water

reaction, causing.the production of amounts ot' hydrogen gas in excess of

() the amounts required by NRC regulations to be considered in the design

and accident analysis of nuclear power plants. It is contended further

that such production of hydrogen gas results in the high risk of breach

of containment integrity due to the explosive combustion of the hydrogen

gas in the containment. Inasmuch as the emergency core cooling system is

an engineered safety feature which is relied upon to protect the public

health and safety, and because proper oceration of the emergency core

cooling system is required to provide easonable assurance that Unit 1

can be operated without endangering the public health and safety, it is

contended that the emergency core cooling system operating procedure

must be modified in order to ensure compliance with the GDC 35 requirements

of negligible clad metal-water reactiua following a loss-of-coolant accident

.

-3-

-

|
.-. -- . . .
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(LOCA). It is further contended that the emergency core cooling system
.

operating procedures must be appreapriately modified prior to restart in

order to provide for protection of the public health and safety."

QS) What is the principal function of the high pressure injection system?

A) The principal function of the high pressure injection system (HPI) is to

provide emergency coolant water to the reactor in the event of a small

break loss-of-coolant accident.
,

Q6) What are the design requirements of the HFI in terms of the reactort

system pressure that would be expected following a small break loss-of-

coolant accident?

A) In order to deliver water to the reactor system following a small break

O 'oca. ta aiscaers Pre #r er ta a4sa are==#r <=5 ctie" =>=te= a==a=

mu"1 be greater than the reactor system pressure. Analyses by B&W of

cartain small breaks have predicted that the reactor system coulf

repressurize up to 1800 psia if the emergency feedwater were assumed to
f be operating, and up to the safety valve setpoint if no feedwate? were

assumed to be available.

s

! Q7) What effect does HPI operation have on reactor system pressure?

A) The addition of water to the reactor system by the HPI would act to

cor,7ess the fluid already in the reactor system if the reactor system

were filled 'with liquid. This could cause the reactor system pressure to

increase for very small breaks and transients which actuate safety

injection. For larger break sizes for which the primary system might

contain a large amount of steam, actuation of the HPI would act to reduce

reactor system pressure by steam condensation.

-4-

- - - . -. . _ _ - -
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Q8) For very small breaks and transients that actuate safety injection, what

.would be the effect of continuous operation of the HPI?

A) For very small breaks, operation of the HPI causes the reactor system tog
U

repressurize to a pressure such that break flow equals HPI flow. The

smaller the break size, the higher this equilibrium pressure would be.

If the brea' zer e small enough, the relief snd/or safety valves would be

opened when their set pressure was reached. This would also be the case

for transients which caused safety injection to be actuated. Continuous

HPI operation would cause the reactor to remain at a high pressure and

would cause a continuous discharge of primary coolant through the relief

and/or safety valves into the containment. While this discharged water

would be used during the long-term recirculation mode to cool the core,

it is desirable to limit such releases of reactor coolant to the containment.

O
Q9) What action should the operator take to minimize the discharge of primary

coolant for very small breaks and transients?

A) As discussed in our Safety Evaluation Report for TMI-l Restart, NUREG-0680,

(See pages Cl-12 to Cl-16), the operator would be expected to reduce HPI

flow and to maintain at least 50*F subcooling, as described in the small
,

break LOCA procedures. This means that the reactor system water temperature

will be 50*F below its beiling point. The operator will also reduce

secondary system pressure by operation of the turbine bypass val /es or;

i

secondary relief valves. The reduction of the secondary system pressure

will cool and decressurize the primary system. The operator will add

O Hel weter es requiree to keen the reector water 4n the s0 F suecooied

condition.
i
1

5

.
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Q10) Wat is the significance of 50*F subcooling?

A. ..,a temperature sensors which measure the reactor water tamperature for

this determination are located above the core. An indication of 50 F

subcooling therefore means that the reactor core is covered with water

which is below the boiling point (subcooled), including a safety margin

.

Qll) If it is desirable to minimize unnecessary discharge of reactor coolant

through relief and/or safety valves, why not modify the HPI system to

preclude this high pumping pressure?

A. While lower pressure HPI pumps would not result in a loss of water from

the relief and/or safety valves, once the HPI were actuated for very

small breah ;r transients the HPI system would still have to be eventually

throttled to per. nit the operator to depressurize the system. An additional

O coasideration wooid be that for a iower pressure Hel desisa the eccs

alone could not protect the core for all break sizes since for certain

small breaks, cooling by the steam generators would be required to red.sce

reactor system pressure to below the HPI maximum operating pressure. For

a postulated loss of both main and auxiliary feedwater, the feed and

bleed mode of removing decay heat would also no longer be available.

Q12) At TMI-2, throttling or shutting off of the HPI system by the operator

prevented adequate emergency cocling from entering the core. How have

the operating , ,cedures at TMI-1 been changed to prevent the premature

throttling of the HPI?

A) At TMI-2, the operator controlled tae flow of HPI water by monitoring the

level in the pressurizer. Analysen by B&W and NRC have shown that

pressurizer water level alone is a1 unreliable indication for determining
|

-6-
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that the core is covered, As discussed by the NRC staff in the Safety

Evaluation Report on TMI-1 Restart, pace Cl-16, the operators have been

retrained to recognize the symptoms of a small break LOCA, and the

O small break emergency precedures EP 1202-6B have been rewritten so that

HPI flow will not be throttled based solely on the level in the pressurizer.
'

The approval of these procedures by the NRC is described on pages C1-15 and C2-5

of the NRC TMI-1 restart Safety Evaluation (NUREG-0680). The instrumentation

available to the operator to indicate that the core is cooled following

a small break LOCA has also been igroved.

Q13) If the operator follows the modified procedures using the modified instru-

mentation, is there any reason to believe that the problem whien occurred

at TMI-2, regarding clad metal-water reaction will occur at TMI-1 fo11cwing

a small break LOCA?

A) No.

:

O
l

I

7 |

!
,
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MALTON L. JENSEN, JR.

O.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

.

I am a Senior Nuclear Engineer in the Reactor Systems Branch of the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. In this position I am responsible for the technical

analysis and evaluatien of the public health and safety aspects of reactor-

systems.

Frcs June 1979 to Jacember 1979, I was assigned to the Bulletins and Orders

Task Force of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I participated in the

'( preparation of NUREG-0565, " Generic Evaluation of Small Break Loss-of-Coolant

Accident Behavior in Babcock & Wilcox Designed 177-FA Cperating Plants."

From 1972 to 1976, I was assigned to the Containment Systems Branch of the

NRC/AEC, and from 1976 to 1979, I was assigned to the Analysis Branch of the

NRC. In these positions I was responsible for the development,and evaluation

of computer pr' jrams and tecnniques to calculate the reactor system and

containment system response to postulated loss-of-coolant accidents.

From 1967 to 1972, I was employed by the Babcock and Wilcox Company at Lynchburg,

f'') Virginia. There I was lead engineer for the development of loss-of-coolant
V

computer programs and the qualification of these programs by comparison with

experimental data.

O
.

!

.__ - - _ , _.- _ _ . , !
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From 1963 to 1967, I was employed by the Atomic Energy Commission in the

'' Division of Reactor Licensing. I assisted in the safety reviews of large

power reactors, and I led the reviews of several small research reactors.

I received an M.S. degree in Nuclear Engineering at t; e Catholic University of

America in 1968 and a B.S. degree in Nuclear Engineering at Iississippi State

University in 1963.

I ;m a g"aduate of the Oak Ridge School for Reactor Technology, 1963-1954.

I am a member of the American Nuclear Society.

rs
kJ I am the author of three scientific papers dealing with the response of B&W

reactors to Loss-of-Coolant Accidents and have authored one scientific paper

dealing with containment analysis. -

(7-
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(G"T
'1 FY ME. CUTCHIN:. (Resuming)

2 Q Mr. Sullivan, do you have before you a copy of a
~

3 document consisting of five'pages labeled "NPC Staff
{a]g -,

4 Testimony of Donald F. Sullivan regarding Completion of.

5 Protection System Action, UCS Contention 10?"

6 A (WITNESS SULLIVA N) I will have to give you a.

7 qualified answer . You stated my name incorrectly. It is

8 Donald F, as in Francis, Sullivan.

9 0 -Excuse ~me.
'

10 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) It is all right. For the

11 record I want it corrected. The answer to your question is

12 yes, I have it before me.

(- -

13 0 First-of all, do you have any mcdifications or.
k/ 14 corrections to make to that . testimony?

I

15 A- 'WIThESS SULLIVAN) No.

16- 0 Do you adopt it as your written direct testimony?

17 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes.
:

18 MR. CUTCHIN. Mr. Chairman, I a sk - that these five'

19 pages plus the outline and -- that these five pages be

20 received into ovidence and that they-be bound into the

|. 21 transcript along with the outline and the two pages of Mr.

22 Sullivan 's prof essicnal qualifications which have previously
-1

23 been received into evidence. ~ j

'

[,) 24 MS. hE;35: No objection

; 25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: So received.

O

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

! 400 VIRGINIA AVE S.W WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

, . ., , - .-, - , - . . . - . . . . , , , , , , . _ - . , - , - , . , , , . - . , - , - . , - . . _ , -
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1 (The document referred to, written direct

! 2 testimony of Donald F. Sullivan, follows )

; O
1 4
1

! 5
1

4

i 6
|
! 7
i

! 8
:

f
i 9
!

i 10
1

j 11

12 ,

13

14

15 ;

I
|

16 |

!

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O

Ai" QSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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OUTLINE

([]) This testimony of Donald F. Sullivan 'contains the NRC Staff's response to UCS

Contention 10.

The purpose of this testimony is to demonstrate that, contrary to the assertions

made .in the contention, a safety system design that prevents operator intervention

prior to completion of a safety fanction that is automatically initiated is

neither required by IEEE 279 nor practical. :

Conclusions to be drawn from this testimony:

IEEE 279 by its terms applies to design of the protection system that activates
the equipment that performs the safety function not to the design of the equipment
that performs the safety function.

'( I A safety system design that does not prevent premature termination
of the safety function by the operator, does not violate IEEE 279.

Design for. fully automatic oper; tion of safety systems is theoretically possible.

Such a design would require determination of all possible accident scenarios
and is thus impractical.

O

:

:

!
:

-- . .- . _ - _ - - . . . . . . - _ - , _ _ _ .. - ,,
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BEFORd TliE AlpMIC SAFETY A740 1.lCEliSiltG BOARD
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In the Matter of )
).

MI:. TROP 01.! TAN EDISON COMPANY, ) Docket tio. 50-239
)et. a1 .

)

'

(Three Mile' Island t!uclear | )
Generating Station Unit 1) )* -

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF DONALD F. SUI.LIVAN
REGAR0 LNG COMPLEIl0N OF PROTECTION SYSTEM ACTION

(UCSCentention10)

Q. 1 Please state your name and position with the t;RC.

A. My name is Donald F. Sullivan. I am a Sanior fluclear Engineer assigned

to the Reactor Syst.cins Standards Branch, Of fice of Standards Develope:ent.

.) From July 1979 to September 1,1980, I was temporarily assigned to the

Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch, Office of fuclear Reactor

Regulation.

Q. 2 Have you prepared a statement of professional qualifications?

A. Yes. A copy of this statement is attached to this testimony.

Q. 3 ricase state the nature of the responsibilities you have had with respect

to the Three Mile Island, Unit 1 restart program.

A. I prepared the responses to UCS Interrogatories 67, 83, SS, 36, 88, 89,
,O

90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 97, and 98. These Interrogatories and responses

include those pertaining to UCS Contention 10.

'
.

,
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Q. 4 Uhat is the purpose of your testimony?

A. - The purpose of my testimony is to respond to UCS Contention 10 which states:

"The design of the safety systems at Il4I is such that the operator can

prevent the completion of a safety function which is initiated auto- *

r:atically; to wit: the operator can (and did) shut off the emergency-

core cooling system prematurely. This violates !4.16 of CEE 279'as

incorporated in 10 CFR 50.55 (a)(h) which states:

The protection system shall be so designed that, once initiated,

a protection system action shall go to completion.

The desion must be modi _f_ icd so that no operator action can prevent the

completion _ of a safety function once initiated."
.

This contention is limited to core cooling, containment isolation, and

emergency feedwater systems.
'

:

Q, 5 Will you please explain the relationship of IEEE 279 to the Regulatory

process?

A. There are two versions of IEEE 27'9, specifically, IEEE 279-1968 and the

revision, IEEE 279-1971. The quotation in the Contention is from Section

4.16 of IEEE 279-1968. Both standards are incorporated by reference in

(a') the Connission's regulations (10 CFR 50, Section 50.55a(h) ). Thus, they

comprise a portion of our regulations, and compliance with their provisions

in effect on the forrnal doctet date of the application for a construction

per.ait is candatory for plants that received their construction permits

af ter January 1,1,971.
.

9
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Q. 6 1.*han was the _ construction penait for THI-1 issued?

A. ~ O n l'ay 18 , 1968. . ... .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .- -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .

. :

Q. 7 Nevertheless, even thougl compliance with IEEE 279-1958 is not mndatory

for TMI-1, does the design of' THI-l violate Section 4.16.of the standard?
. . -

A. "o, it does not.

Q.8 !!ill you picase explain why? '

A. I recognize that ope'rator actica did prec.at acely reduce the effectiveness

of the ECCS at TMI-2. There is a real distinction, however, between a

safety function, (such as the actual pumping of water into the reactor)

and the protection system that actuates the equip.nent (such as motors

and pu.aps) which performs the safety function.

This distinction is nade in Section 1, " Scope," of IEEE 279-1968 which

stat's in part, "....the nucicar power plant protection syste:n encompasese

all electric and mechanical devices and circuitry (from sensors to
,

actuation device input tenai..als) involved in generating those signals

associated with-the protective function. These: signals include these

that actuate reactor trip and that, in the event of a serious reactor

accident, actuate engineered safeguards such as containment isolation,

core spray, safety injection, pressure reduction and air cleaning."

Thus, the standard does not address the motors, puaps, etc., that

actually perform the safety functions. For this reason, a design :.hich

:

.
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gives the operator the capability of prematurely tenninating a safety
,

, function,, however undesirable this ter.nination may be, is not in violation

of Section 4.16 of the standard.
.

Confonnance to Section 4.16 requires,, in part, a protection system so

designed that, once initiated, the protection system action shall go'

to co.apletion. This implies a design r;herein the actuation circuitry

is " scaled-in" in the sense that a return of the initiating parameter

(e.g. , high containment pressure) to a normal level by virtue of the

safety function itself (or for any reason) does not automatically reset

I the protection system and tenninate ti. ' safety function. Instead, the

actuation circuite, 'are designed to continue to demand the safety function,

and to do so until subsequent deliberate intervention by the operator,

as provided for in the second sentence of Section 4.16.

:
The protection system at Il11-1 is designed with the " scal-in" feature

such that the protection system action goes to completion in the sense

described above. Return to operation (removal of the " scal") requires

subsequent deliberate operator action. Thus, the protection system is

in confor.ntoce with Section 4.16 of IEEE 279-196J.
,

9 !* hat is the Staff's position with respect to whether the design must be

cadified so that no operator actio'n can prevent the completion of a safety

functicn once initiated?

.

i
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'A . The Staf f does not generally require the designs of engineered safety
'

feature (ESF) systems to be such that the operator cannot interrupt the

safety function at any time, subsequent to initiation. One reason is that
'

the safety advantages of an ESF safety function that cannot be prevented

by the operator from going to completion must be weighed against the

potentially adverse effect; on safety that could, under certain circum-

stances, result from continued operation of the system. For example, it

may be necessary to snot off a damaged ESF pump prior to completion of the

safety function in order to prevent the loss of its physical integrity

fre.n aggravating the event.
( )

G.' ---

Fully automatic safety systems might in theory be desigr..:-d 1.hich n2ither

pernit nor require operator intervention. But to do so would require the

determination, a priori, of ali possible accident sequences to ensure. .. .

that operational requirements placed on these systems are adequate. h'e

considar it unlitely that this objective could be achieved and, therefore,

such sysices would be susceptible to misoperations during events which

might not have bean postulated. On balance, the staff believes that it is

prudant to rely on a well trained operator, provided with adequate

iniorntien, to function as an integral elec2nt of a respcase to an emarg ncy.
1

.
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-PROFESSIONAL DUALIFICATIONS=

DONALD F. SUI.LIVAN

. U. S. ' NUCLEAR REGULAT6?Y_C,0M4ISSION

I am aL senior nuclear er.gineer assigned to. the Reactor Systems Standards
;-

: Branch of _ the Office of Standards Development. I am currently on temporaiy-_

,

.assignrent to the Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch. Office of

; Nuclear.Reacto. Regulation, performing various design reviews incident to
_

the plant licensing process. This assignment will terminate on September 1,1980.

i

I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in' Physics from Holy ' Cross College,

Worcester, f:assachusetts, and a !! aster of Science degree in Phys'ics' from

Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut. In addition, I have studied

electrical engineering, mathematics and physics at the graduate schools
rm,

'

Brown University, Providence, RI, and the University of Tennessee,

,
' Knoxville, TN.

I have approximately 26 years of professional experience, commencing in
,

d August 1954. During the first 915 years, I. was a member of the Instrument

Group, ~and later the Controls Group 'of the Connecticut Advanced flucleari

Enginee.'ing Laboratory (CANEL), fliddletown, CT. This service included a: ,

temporary assignment of -19 months at the Reactor Controls Department, Oak
,

; ;

; Ridge National Laboratory. My- responsibilities at CAf4EL included the !
1

i design, specification and installation of various portions of'the instru-

nt and control systems for the. CANEL critical assembly facilities, the-

i

i hium Cooled Reactor Experiment and its . simulator, and miscellaneous test
,

stands.

t
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I joined the AEC (NRC) in March 1964 and for the first (approximately) 8

years performed licensing safety reviews of the protection, control and 1

emergency power systems of numerous comercial nuclear power stations and( (, . .|
f

research and military reactors, and participated in the formulation of !
v

related standards and guides.
I

In April 1972, I was transferred to what is currently the Reactor Systems
In this capacity

Standards Branch of the Office of Standards Development.

I am responsible for the development of various regulatory guides and

criteria in the areas of protection, control, and emergency power system

From August 1978 to April 1979 I served as Actingdesign and testing.

Branch Chief of the Reactor Systems Standards Branch.

I am the NRC member of the IEEE Nuclear Power Engineering Committee, and

(V participate in the Committee's development of standards for nuclear powerl

plants.

In August 1973 I was the U. S. member of the International Atomic Energy

Agency's Panel on the Code of Practice on Safe Reactor Design and Construc-

tion, held in Vienna, Austria.

I hold Patent No. 3,050,575 for the development of a special purpose thermo-

couple . s

e
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'

1 MR. CUTCHIN: At this time I have a few questions;

2 of Mr. Sullivan in the nature of rebuttal testimony on Mr.

' 3 Pollard 's testimony. The document that we will te referrino

4 to is Mr. Pollard's direct written testimony on UCS 10.

5 BY ME. CUTCHIN: (Fesuming)

6 0 ". r . Sullivan, on page 10-5 of his written direct

7 testimony on UCS 10, Mr. Pollard disagrees with the staff's

8 position that protection system actuation is complete upon

9 seal-in of the signal that actuates the equipment that

10 perf orms the safety function. Mr. Polla rd clains tha t the

11 correct interpretatica of Section 4.16 of IEEE Standard 279

12 requires a desion which assures completion of the safety

13 f unction itself.,,

[
'

.
'

Could you give us your interpretation of what14

15 Section 4.16 requires?

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, now, wait a minute, is tha t

17 the sum and substance of your testimony, Mr. Polla rd ?

18 Would you like to have that question read beck?

19 MR. ICLLAPD: I would have to because I really was

20 not paying full attent.on.i

21 MR. CUTCHIN: I would be glad to repeat it, Mr.

22 Chairman . |

23 CHAIPMAN SMITH: All right.

24 BY ME. CUTCHIN: (Eeruming)

25 0 The s ta tem en t I made was that en page 10-5, "r.

,-

i
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( 1 Pollard distgrees with the staff's position that protection

2 system actuation is complete upon seal-in of the signal that

/~1 3 actuatas the equipnent that pe rf o rm s th e safety function.

4 He clains that the correct interpretation of Eection 4.16 of

5 IEEE Standard 279 requires a design which assures completion

6 of the safety function.

7 MR. POLLARD: The testinony which I gave is not,

8 of course, that interpretation on it. As I tried to explain

9 on the stand yesterday, we are not orguing over the legal

10 wording of the scope definition, but that taking the

11 principles expressed in 4.16 and considering the reasons for

12 ad op tion of tho.ca requirements as properly interpreted

!-
13 should also be applied to the actuator system.

+

\

(_/ 14 CHAI? MAN EXITH: ;s a matter of engineering
'

15 judgment.

16 M3. FOlLAED: Yes, sir.

17 C1 AIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

18 VR. CUTCHIN: Is there some discute as to whether

13 he views tha t as a correct a pplication or in terpretation of

20 t h e design? I had not assumed so. I understood his

21 posi tion to he that if IEEE 279, Section 4.16 was properly

22 applied , correctly interpreted, whatever the choice of |

23 wo rd s , that it would requira a design that assares

24 completion of the safety function.

25 '' S . 'FISS: '4011, I think that pa r t of it is.

s
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1 1 correct , but your first introductory sentence did not carry
v

2a correct im plica tio n .

3 MR. CUTCHIN: I am only reading from the testimony.j ,

_

4 CHAIPMAL SMITH: That is the problem, you are

5 reading from the testimony and you are charactericing at

6 this point in the record an incomplete position by Mr.

7 Pollard, and I just wanted the record at this point you--

8 know , sometim es people pick these things up at randon and

9 begin reading.

10 MR. C'JTCE I N : I underctand, and T am willing to go

11 with the interpretation placed on it now. I don't think it

12 changes the answer.

- 13 BY MR. CUTCHIN: ( Resu,nin a )
!

\- 14 0 Do you understand the question, %r. Sullivan?

15 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I believe I do.

16 0 '43uld you recpond, please?

17 A ('JITN CSS SULLIV A N) I believe I do in light of

18 w h a t Mr. Fallard has said. ! will just state hare tha+ the

19 -- that IFEE 279 17 a decign dccument as opposed te an

20 operations document. That is, it is simils to 603 and it

21 cannot manda te actua l operation. It cannot say such and

22 such a f unction will inevitably occur. It can only address

23 the design capability.

24 I;o v , with regard to the question of the ceal-in

25 sealing in the Icgic circuits on the protection cyctem, such

g
u.-
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1a design I believe implies completion of protection action
)

2 at the nystem level, which is somewh a t legalirtic here , but

c 3 just to go a littla further, such a design .s completely.

N/'
4 consistent and comoatible with the protection system's

5 purpose, which is to initiate the safety function, that is,

6 to pump the water into the core, and to taking that function

7 to completion.

8 Now, again, either 279 or 603 can mandate

9 operation. It cannot say that this will occur. Therefore,

10 all the standards can mandate is the design capability.

11 Tha t is not inconsistent with ope ra ' n' intervention.

12 If I can just give a down to earth example, just

13 to illustra te , like an automobile is derigned to travel at

14 55 miles an hour on a h ir;h wa y , that design capability is in

15 no w a y inconsistent wj 2 being able to pull over to the side

16 and parking the car. I. is only design capability.

17 0 You nentioned IEEE Standard 603. Cn pages 10-8

18 an d 10-9 of his written direct testimony, tr. Follard refers

19 to IEEE Standard 603, which he implies was to hava replaced

20IEEE Standard 279 in " arch cf 1979.

21 Has IFE" 9tandard 603 been given any regulatory

22 f orce by the NEC7

23 A ('fITNZES SULLIVAN) Nc, not to the best of my

24 knowledce , it has not. I do know for 3 fact it har not been

25 codified in our reg 21ations, nor has it been endorsod !y a

,

_,/
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}
1 regula to ry guide.

2 So in that sense I understand that 603-1977 has no

[~ ; 3 regulatory force. That is not to say it is a deficient
U

A standard or an ything of this nature. It is partially

5 deficient in my v i .' w , but I am simp]y saying there are some

6 good provisions in there. M.uch current practice is well

7 codified in the standard, but in direct response to the

8 question, it has not been endorsed by a guide or

9 incorpora ted into our rules.

10 DR. JCRDANs Has the staff taken a position on the

11 Standardr Committee opposing any sections of 6037

12 'JITNESS SCLL!V A!!: I will have to answer that in

13 tw o parts, Dr. Jordan, because there are two versions of

4 603. IEEE 603-1977, which is the one we are discussina

15 h e r e , is a trial use standard Only, and the staff had

16 virt ually no intention from the publicatica of that standard

17 to endorse it with a Eequlatory Guide. In fact, I

18 personally fought against publishing the standard by IFEE

19 Nuclear Powe r En gine e rin g Committee as a full status

20 standard thrae or four years aco, 1976, which would have

21 implied perhaps we should have endorsed it. At the time I

22 vo ted af firm a tive fo r publica tion of th e '77 version for

23 tria l use , I de not believe I listed any -- I do not believe

24 I recorted to the Committee any outstanding deficiencies.

25 Howe ver, I do know there are come for a fact by virtue of

,-

6
.
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1 some other work we had done with tho standard. So there are

2 some deficiencics in the '77 version.

J] 3 Also, the 1930 vorcion, Revicion 1 to this, is
-,.

4 about to be published. The publication is imminent, if it

5has not already been. Maybo it was yecterday, maybe

*'e are right on the threshold of it.6 tomorrow. a

7 The staff has at leact three -- well, it has at

8 least three objections to the standard, the 1980 version,

9 with regard to incorporating it into the rules, and two

10 objections, two of those three which would be an objection

11 to incorpora ting it into a Regulatory Guide. That may sound

12 stra nce to say. ! won't go into the details, but there are

13 two of them. They are too difficult.

14 This would not preclude it, however, fro.?

15 incorpora ting it into a Regulatory C ide, that is, the 1980

16 ve rsion.

17 DE. JCFDAN: Okay. "e will go into the nature of

18 the objecti3ns later, but not now.

19 EY MR. CUTCHIN. (Encumino)

20 0 "r. Fullivan, as a follow-up to that, you

21 mention 9d P egula tory Guidec. Do hequiatory Guides set forth

22 new regulatcry requiremente, or to Begulatory Guides merely

23 p r ovid e s t a t f guiiance en th e means and method of complying

24 with regulatory requirements, eaning reans and nethods that

25 are acceptatla to the staff corbined with re g ula t o r'f

(\
i |
v
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1 requirenents?
;

2 A (MIT;.ESS SULLIVAN) Gkay, in the strictest sense,

( ') 3 th e legal sen se , Regulatory Guides are not regulations.
,.)

4 They have no force of law whatsoever. A Fequlatory Guide is

5 an acceptable method that is acceptable to the staff for

6 f ulfilling a regulation such as an appendix -- the Appendix

7A, the General resign Criteria, but they set forth no new

8 requirenents.

9 Now, they may well set forth a few new techniques

10 of a ccen plishing , of carrying out a regulation.

11 0 Durine his testinony yesterday, Mr. Follard stated

12 that Section 4.4 of IEEE Ftandard 603-1977, if applied, *

13 would support UCS's position on preventing operators from

8| 14 interf ering with completion of safety functions.
1

15 Do you agree?

16 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) No, I do not 1;ree.

17 Fs I stated in response to your first question --

18 a n d this is a very important point, I don 't think it has

19 been emphasized until new -- 603 is a design standard and it

20 cannot mandate operation, only design capability.

21 Now, I will read from 4.4. It is entitlod

22 "Com ple tion of Protective Action," and it sa y s , and I quote,

|23 "The saf ety systems shall be designed so that once initiated

24 automa tically or nanually, the intended sequence of

25 protective ac tions a t the cysten level shall centinue until

n
v
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)
1 completion."

w

2 There is some moro but I am nc'c reading it here.

( 3 Now, since this is a design standard, all the standard can

4 mand ate is the design capability, which in no way is

S inconsistent with a capability for the operator to

6 interrup t , and in fact, in the second sentence of the

7 standard, this point is brcught home by the Standard

8 Committpe, and I quote, "Doliberate operato*. action shall be

9 required to return the safety system to normal." *his

10 implies two things, one, tha t there may be a capability that

11 is not violating the standard ' y havina the capability.

12 There may be a capability of having operator intervention in

_. 13 terms of returning the rafaty system to normal, and the

I i '

N ~/ 14 othe r implica tion is that there shall not be automatic reset

15 beca usa that would simply pointlessly terminate the sequence

16 righ t in mid-action.

17 '5 . WEIS3s Would you keep your voice up, please?

18 Could you repeat the last three sentences?

19 WITNESS SULLIYAN: Repeat the last three

20 sentences? I a .T not sure what they were.

21 Ctay.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Did you have deliberate operator

23 action shall be reguired to roturn the safety systen to

24 no rm al ? Did you pick that up?

25 From there on in.

p
%i'
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1 MS. WEISS: Yes.( ;

2 CHAIEMAN SMITH: The next sentence, address the

3 next sentence in the section.

4 WITNESS SULLIVAN: You wish me to address the last

5 sentence? Okay. I will read it, "This r eq u ir er.e n t shall

6 not preclude the use of equipment, protective devices, or

7 the provision for those delibera te operator interventions

8 which are identified in 3.1C of the Design Basis." This

9 means, for ?xample, it might occur to a iesigner, is it

10 legal, that is, is it in accordance with tt ' standard to put

11 a protective device on a diesel generator to protect a

12 diesel cenerator, for example, from overheating, from

13 overh eated water temperature, or overheating, or for a bus

8,
14 f ault, a desd short circuit at the main output bus, and this

15 question might occur to a designer. This is guidance for

16 th e designer, and the answar is no, that is not precluded.

17 You can . So that is great.

18 Also, and another very obvious one in what it

19 brings cut for explanation, there are deliberate operator

20 interventions which are identified in 3.10, and presumably

21 t h e y are there so the equipment designer, not the one who

22 wrote the desicn basis, but the designer doesn 't have to
|

23 include the controlc and systems to accomplish these

8 24 particular interventions.

25 However, this ly.st , in the second to the last

%-

i
. I
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; ; 1 sentence, if ! can choose my words correctly , is not
vs

2 exclusive. It does not say these are the only thinos., It

( ) 3 says these are a list of some things. It does not exclude
-

4 others.

5 I believe the second sentence is governing in that

6 delibera te opera tor action shall be required to return the

7 safe ty system to nornal.

8 To repeat myself, that capability is in no way,

9 th e design ca ability is in no way inconsistent with the

10 design standard as 603 is. It is a design standard, not an

11 cperation standard.

12 BY ME. CUTCHIN: (Resuming)

- 13 0 .arther along that lina, Mt. Eullivan, since Yr.
! )

14 Pollard lid state tha if implemented, Section 4.0 would'

15 require the type of design that he ad voca tes , could you tell

16 us w hat would bo the effect on the design of TMI should the

17 staff incorporate IEEE Standard 503-1977, Section a.u? By

18 t h a t I mean how would the design differ from that that

19 alre ady exists by having followed the guidance in IEEE

20 1971-- IEEE 279-1971?

21 MS. 'a' EI F 5 : Mr. Chairman, at this tire I would ask

22 f or -- I think the last answer, the witness indicated a

23 misa pplication of the Centention, or misunderstand 1nc, and

24 th a t is why I wculd lik e this question , instead cf referring i

25 to what Mr. Pollard suqqests er what UCT suggests, to spell
,,

,

\_'
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/ i 1out the interro;ator's understanding of what the Contention
' '

.-

2 asks for so the record will be clear that the Witness is

/ ) 3 directing hinself to what the Contention asks for.
"u/

4 50 CUTCHIN: I wo uld be glad to do that.

5 ily understanding of one of Mr. Follard's responses

6 to o.Te of Dr. Jorasn'c questions yesterday was that if

7 Section u.4 of IEEZ Standard 603-1977 were incorporated, it

8 would require a design of the type being advoca ted by Mr.

9 Pollard, that being --

10 MS. WEISS: That is ny point. I would like you to

11 spell out for purposes of the question what your -- what the

12 witness's un derstanding is of the design being a d voca ted by

13 Mr . Pollard , just so the record is clear.-

/ )
k' 14 ZR. CUTCHIN: That being a design that would

15 require not merely a sealing in of the sig..al, but one that

16 would prevent operator in te rvention prior tc conpletion of

17 the saf e+ y function.

18 15. ;ZISS: Okay.

19 CHAIEMAN SMITH: That is your understanding, too,

20 M r . Sullivan. * hat is what you requested, wasn't it?

21 D. JO? DAN: ! think naybe -- I think you

22 ex pressed it very well, but now I tnink the witners needs to

|
23 catch on to exactly how you said it.

24 So say it again, the sane thing.

25 NF. CUTCHIN: I would be glad to.

,m.

|
_'
'

i/
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1 BY MP. CUTCHIli: (Resuming)- ;
2 0 I u' .cstand the design, as advoca ted by Mr.

| ) 3 Polla rd, to requi.e that the design be such that rather than
' s'

4 merely se- 'o in the signal calling for actua. tion of the

5 safety function, it would prevent operator intervention

6 prior to completion of the safety function.

7 DR. J0PDANs And by it he means 603.

8 EY MR. CUTCHIN: (Resuming)

9 0 IEEE Standard 603-1977, Section 4.4

10 A (4ITNESS SULLIVAN) That is my understanding of

11 Mr. Pollard's view. I believe that is the question I 'm

12 bein g acked.

13 DR. JORDAN: Yes. In your estimate, now, in yours

)
x' 14 understandin g of 603, does that require completion of the

15 f unction , or Joes it require only the sealin g in of the

16 action? I believe that is the question.

17 MP. CUICHIN: My question really was what would

18 that require of th e design, that IEEE 279-1971 doer not

19 already result in, if the guidance in that guide is inceed

20 f ollowed ?

21 CHAIPMAN EMITH: Enfore the answer comes up, Mr.

22 Pollard made us con sitive to the precise meaning of these

23 t e rm s , and I think that you misspoke when you referred to

24 the signal act'2ating the safety function. It wa s a safety

25 action shich was initiated until completion of the function

( )
'

m
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( 1 1 in his testimony.

2 MR. CUTCHIN: Well, there has been a lot of use of

; 3 diff erent terms. A protective action, as viewed by the
x_-

4 staf f and the Licensee, I believe I u nderstood , was complete

5 upon sesi-in of the signal. The protection function or the

6 saf ety function is not complete until the water flows to

7 completion o r whatever.

8 CHAIEMAN 3hITH: Since he is addressing 9. r .

9 Pollard 's tastimony, I wanted it to reflect --

10 MR. CUTCHIN: I have no problen if you can put it

11 in the richt terms, Mr. Chaircan. I do not retenber the

12 nuances of the varicus terms.

- 13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I don't believe the substance is

[I
)

''- 14 ch an ge d , but I did want it to parallel his description.

15 DR. JORDAN: Now, then --

16 NITEISS EULLIVAN: I an a little bit lost. I

17 think the question is would there have to be any changes in

18 TMI if 4.4 were adopted. I believe that is the question.

19 BY ??. CUTCHIN: ( Eesu m in g )

20 0 That is the question.

21 A (WITNESS SCLLIVAN) Ckay.

22 O But f think the Chairman wants to be sure the

23 re co rd is straight here.

8 24 CH.IPYAN SMITH: I don 't 'elieve + ha t is the

25 ques tion.

,,
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i.

( 1' 3R. CUTCHIN: My question originally was, Mr.

[ 2 Chairman', if indeed Section 4.4 of IEEE Standard 603 were to

'
., - 3 be adopted, how would the design have to change from what
i

i 4 already' exists, as a result of having followed the guidance

5 of.- IEEE Standard 279?,

6 CHAIRYAN SMITHa All right.
,

i = 7 DR. JORD Ali s Go ahead.

f. 8 WITNESS SULLIVAN: In my opinion, there would be

9 no changes required at TMI 1 because TMI 1, to the best of
:

10 my knowledge, has systems such a s I have described that are

| 11 designed to go to completion, that is, if nobody

i

12 intervenes. They may well have this interventiont

13 ca pa bility , but that still does not militate against thea

; 1-

14 design capability. j
t.

15 So the answer is there would be no change in'the

16 TM7 design strictly by virtue of 4.4

17 MR. CUTCHIN: That completes my questioning, Mr.

18 Ch airman . Ihe witnesses are available for crosc examinatioa.
,

19 C5 AIRMAN S!ITH: Have you had an understanding as

20 to who leads ?
i

21 You are, lead counsel in both of these, aren't you?

| 22. MS. WEISS: Yes.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH All right, proceed.

~ 24 CROSS EXAMINATION
,

25 BY MS. WEISS:
i

O
,
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( ) i C With respect to that sentence, "r. Sullivan, you

2 directed us to in Section 4.4 of IEEE 503, stating that this

( ; 3 requirement shall not preclude the use of equipment
v

4 protective devices or the provision for those deliberate

5 operator interventions which are identified in 3.10 of the

6 Design Pasis, what are those deliberate operator

7 interventions? Are those operator interventions to reset

8 the signal?

9 A (~JITNESS SULLIVAN) You are referring to a design

10 basis requirement. In other words, it would depend on the

11 design. It would depend on whatever a pa rticular plant war

12 for the Design Basis. The Design Basis is used for the

13 inst rument engineer to develop his designs. For example, acm

i -,

' 14 Design Essis hypothetically might be that after a certain'-

15 poin t in time the operator should be capable of throttling

16 flow . Okay, that says that th e designer, th e instrunent

17 designer would then read the Design Basis and provide the

18 capa bility by the switches and so forth.

19 C All right.

20 Is that in any sense inconsistent with your

21 unde rstan ding of what UCS has called for?

22 A ('4 I T N E E S SULLIVAN) You say is it inconsistent?

23 0 Do you understand the UCS Contention to have

24 called for a fully autonated system which does not provide

25 f or any opera tcr action ?

( )
_
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| 1 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Well, that was my

2 understanding.
,

| 3 Wait a minute, now. There is a difference. I

4 think the UCS Contention is callinc f'or a blanket'

5 prohibition, that is a physical intervention with interlocks
|

6against any. intervention except those few that might be-

.7 specified in the Design Basis on throttling or whatever. I

8 am saying that there is no need for that kind of interlock
i

9 system in order to meet 603, in other words, a system which

10 is designed to co to conpletion.
;

11 0 I understand that is your position, and I am

! 12 trying to understand the basis for it with particular

13 ref erence to the sentence.
,

- 14 Now,'wouldn't it be accurate that under Section

15 3.10 of IEEE 603, that you would-identify'those conditions.

: 16 under which -- that calls for you to iden tif y the conditions
i

17 under which safety systems can be throttled, or --

18 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) You would iden tif y certain, I

19 would not say all of them, but certain conditions, but I

20 believe if UCS prevailed, then only the capability only for.

21 those very specific, perhaps twc or three or four

22 !'iterventions under highly prescribed conditions sculd be

23 inco rporated into th e . design .
%

24 0 You understana that to completely parallel -- do
9

25 you understand those conditions to conpletely parallel the4

i

i
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f ) 1 conditions con tained in the energency p;ocedures for the

2 plan t which prescribe the operator action?

(] 3 A ('4ITNFSS SULLIVAN) 'I presume they would be in the
v

4 emergancy procedures.

5 0 You have heard the last couple of days of

6 testimony?

7 A ('iITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes, I have.

8 0 And you have heard tha t and --

9 A ('4ITNESS SULLIV AN) Eut I have also read the

10 Contention that says that no, the system should be

11 redesign ed . Maybe I should read righ t f rom the Contention.

12* Q Okay.

13 A ('4ITNESS SULLIVAN) Just bear with me, please.fs

I\') I4 I will -read it in part, and this is underlined

15 exce pt for the first word. The design must be modified to

16 th at no operater action can prevent the comrletion of a

17 saf=ty f unction once initiated, =nd b:ccd on v r. Follard 's

18 testimony yesterday, I am just a little confused on that

19 beca use appa rently -- he appears to me to be backing off on
.

20 this and saying, okay, well, if you a re throttling, you

21 know , the principal control system, we are going to

22 inte rlock --

23 C It would be impossible to design a plant co that
(3
) )
'(,/ 24 no operator action could be taken to defeat the safety

25 syst ems, wouldn't it?

/'s
b
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1 E (WITNES3 SULLIVAN) No t according to -- yes, I,

2 agree with you.

~

3 O Osay.( ';
_

4 Just confine yourself to a fes or no ucewer.

5 I am going to give you an opportunity to expand on

6 your testimony, so --

7 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Okay.

8 0 I do not think that you will feel it is distorted.

9 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I am coing to have a

10 problem if Ar. Sullivan feels the need to explain his yes ., r

11 no answer.

12 :15. WEISS: No problem so long as I get the yas or

13 no first. I have no problem with the explanation.,- ,

),

\> 14 BY MS. WFISS: (Eesuming)

15 0 Ett it is true, isn't it, that it is impossible to

16 design a pla n t so that no operator action can be taken; the

17 operatcr could always do something to defeat the safety

18 syst ems.

19 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Absolutely.

20 C Ra could turn off all electrical power .

21 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I could not ag ree with you

22 more .

23 C Now, is it your current understanding of the UCS

24 Cont ention tha t it asks only for a design that precludes the

25 cper ator from terminating emergency systems until the

- ,

5 /
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l 1 parameters specified in the emergency procedures for

2 terminating such systems have' been met? Is that your

3 current' understanding?

4 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) That is my understanding in
.

"

5 using the principal control system, throttling switch or

6 whatever.

7 0 Now, given that understanding, is there anything<

8 in the second rentence of Section 4.4 of IEEE 603 which

| 9 would . be inconsistent with that? I'm sorry, th? third

10 sentence.

11 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Not inconsistent with it. In
!

12 other words, the UCS design would meet, as far as I can
,

13 tell , 279. I would like to emphasize -- expand on that.

I
14 Just because it meets 279 does not mean it is a

15 good design. It is perfectly possible -- and I can give you

16 some examples -- to design to meet a minimum standard ~ and

17 have the world's worst design. I can give you a quick-one

18 if I may.

19 0 I would agree with that.

20 ) (VITNESS SULLIVAN) Eut I can give you a quick one
,

.

t

' 21 o r -- le t me just give you one.

22 Let's say you have a physical separation

23 requirement, minimal separation for -- like six inches on a

i 24 pa n el . You cannot bring redundant switches closer than-six

25 inches. There is no maximum in the standari. In theory,'if

O'

!
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(} 1 you can meet the standard -- and I will be facetious -- you-

'

2 can put the switch three miles away, over the county line.

( - 3 You ha ve the minimum standard,_ but it is terrible.

4 You csn meet 279, and I think the UCS system

5 would, but that in my judgment does not make it a good

6 system.

j 7 C Right.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Ms. Weiss and the witness, when'

;

9 you refer to the secored sentence and third sentence,

'

10 summarize it, will you, so it appears in the record.
'

11 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

12 0 My next sentence was 7oing to try to make that i

13 absolutely clear.

A/ .The deliberate operator interventions identified'14

15 in Section '4.4 of IEEE 603 would not be prohibited by'the
f

16 UCS Contention , isn ' t that c orrec t?

17 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) No, I think it would be -- I

| 18 think in the throttling switch you selected as beino the

19 prin cipal. on e, it would be prevented. You are scying, using

20 th a t particular throttling device control switch, you will-

21 no t allow intervention. That is my understandinc.

22 Q Until the condition -- until.the conditions are i

23 m e t .

/ ('ITNESS'SULLIVAN) Right, but .7 y view is it is424 A

| 25 not a good idea to do it tha t way. You should allow the

O
!

4
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[j 1 intervention.

2 Q I understand that.

(' 3 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Fut your design would not meet
L.)

4 279 -- 603.

5 C Okay.

6 You made the statement that although tha sentence

7 in Section 4.4 of IEEE 603 that we have just been discussing

8 refers to those deliberate operator interventions which are

9 iden tified in 3.10 of the De sign Basis, that 3.10 would not

to be the exclusive -- that there will be others tha t might go

11 beyond 3.10.

12 A (W!TNESS SULLIVAN) Yes. 3.10 gives, I believe,

13 two examples, and does not exclude other possicilities.-

( )
*

14 Lik e , here is two that a desianer night think of. A young''

15 designer would suddenly ask himself, could I interlock out a

16 dies el with a protective device, and here is the answer.

17 Writir.g standards is not helpf ul hin ts to the housawif e.

18 Th a t is just a slang term. It is extra material that is

19 explanatory .

20 0 Can you indicate to me anywhere in the standard

21 that it states that these are not exclusive?

22 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I am going by the wording in

23 th e stand a rd . It simply says that the requiranent does not

24 preclude -- I will summarize A and E. Fine, that does not

25 mean to preclude C and D either. I se simoly coinc by

,-

8' .I
-
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'

1 ordinary logic. !t does not preclude .i and B. That does;

<>

2 not say it prec3udes C and D.

3 C Do you know of any. cases where any deliberata
, ;

' .J

4 operator interventions th a t waren't included in either A or

5B were permitted?

6 A (VlTd?SS SULLIVAN) I will have to answer lthe

7 question juct based on my rqview experience. I believe the

8 capability is there. I cannot put my finger on one, but I

9 believe the capability is rather universal throughout the

10 plan ts , simply an on-off switch, kind of lik e the lights in

11 this room. Maybe the design basis is we should turn them

12 o u t at 5:00 o' clock when we go home, but there is no

- 13 prohibition to turning them off right now.7s

| )
'> 14 O So you think the presence of the on and off switch

15 implies that despite the fact that the standard requires the

16 designers to come up with a specific condition for

17 terminatinc saf ety systems, that the presence of an on-off

18 switch im plies that there are other conditions that he does

19 n o t havo to identify?

20 A ("ITNESS SULLIVAN) He cannot p o s s :.: .y identify

21 all conditions. There is an infinitude of them. He has

22 provided in the real world and in conforrance with the

23 standa rd simply the capability to turn the --

24 C You imply that from tha presence o f the on-off

25 switch ?
,.-

% .. .|
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i 1 (WITNrSS SULLIVAN) Yes.e

2 Q Can you tell re in your opinion what the purpose

3 -- let me back up a little.j

\j
4 Would you agree that IEEE Standard 603 explicitly

5 extends the principles of IEEE 279 boyend the strict

6 definition of protection system in the scope of IFEE 2707

7 A ('JITNESS SULLIVAN) Absolutely. That is the whole

8 purpose of 603. It covers the whole safety system including

9 the protection system.

10 0 And what was the purpose of IEEE 503?

11 A (MITNESS SULLIVAN) The purpose if IEEE 603 is to

12 provide design critoria f or the entire saf ety system. As

13 sll of us well know, 279 was limited in scope just by virtue,

(.
,

x- 14 of the experience of the standard writing committee back in

15 1965 and 1966.

16 DR. JORDAN: Please rpeak up.

17 '4IT N ESS SULLIVAN: The purpose of IEEE 6C3 is to

18 provide criteria for the entire safety syster, including the

19 protection system. I believe tha t wa s the question that was

20 ask'd . I believe I responded rather to the questien --

21 D .R . JOEDANs And by the entire safety system, you

22 mean these engineered saf t ty features like energency core

23 coolinc.

24 WIINESS SULLIV AN's C h ., yes. It includes not just

25 down to the actuators, such as the solenoid valve er notor

,

N
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(( ) 1 start, it includes the motors, the pumps, the discharge

2 valves, and I believe even the piping back into the system.

( 3 I am not sure. There may be a boundary there, but it goes

4 right to the motors, the valves, the entire safety system.

5 BY MS. WEISS: (Eesuming)

6 0 Isn't it true that even though IEEE 503 has not

7 been fornally incorporated into the NRC regulations, that

8 the principles of IEEE 279 have been applied by the NRC

9 beyond the strict iafinition of protection system in the

10 scope section of that standard?

11 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) You say the principles of

12 603. Let ce statee that the --

13 CHAIR.*AN SMITH: That is not what she said.,,

!i
k' 14 RY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)-

15 0 I said the principles of 279.

16 A (WITN ESS EULLIVAN) The principles of 279 have

17 been in general applied to the reaainder of the safety

18 system simply bacause they, in nost cases, reprasent

19 univeral design princi;1es anyhcw. For exam ple, the single

20 f ailuro criterion has ariversal application. Also, the

21 provisions of 279 are Cthpletely consistent with our

22 regulations which require simila r --

23 Q Can you slow down just a touch?

24 A ('iITNESS SULLIVAN) I an talking too fast?

25 Q It gets a little quick for ma.

.

N
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1' A (WITNESS SULLIVAN ) I am sorry, ' don't mean to.

2 Q. I have to concentrate real hard.;.

3 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) To answer your questton, I4

2 4 will do At seain. The principles of 279 are unisersal

.
5 principles ice the most part, as I explained, such as the

r.
i

6 single failure criterion. Also, the principles are
i |
' 7 consistent with the General Design Criteria regarding many

8 things, including independent testability, so the principles

9 have been applied down through the whole saf ety system.

10 The staff does not operate with blinders on. We.

11 are fully aware of all of these princi;les. In fact, the

12 standard did not just appear one afternoon in 1977. It was

13 developed with people who were involved in the building of

'

14 plan ts, reviewing and so on and so forth.

15 0 And in fact there are safety evaluation reports

16 for individual plants which contain statemen ts that indicate

17 specifically + hat IEEE 279 is beina applied to systems which

'

18 go beyond the strict definition of protection system.

19 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) There may well be. Ie- <t

20 think 'of one right now. An applicant might get a ques lon

21 like does the notors or something meet the independent
.

22 criteria of 279. In some ways it is a misapplication of the-

23 standard in the sense that it is outside the scope, but

24 those questione are asked, that type of question.
;

25 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

O'

,

1
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1 Q. Mr. Sullivan, did you serve on any.of the NBC

|
2 croups charged with evaluating the Three Mile Island

~

' 3 accident .and .the lessons learned -- or the lessons learned

i 4 from the accident?
I
! 5 Let me be --
1

I 6 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I understand the question. I

i i

7 have a mental block on this.
I

8 CHAIEFAN SMITH: You mean other than this

9 litigation.

10 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

'

11 0. Did you serve on the task force that prepared

12 NUREG-05787

g 13 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) That is the TMI Restart Eeport?.

14 Q Lessons learned.

15 A- (WITNESS SULLIVAN) ' Lessons Learned, no.

16 0 No?

17 A (WITNFSS SULLIVAS) No. I did not serve on that.

18 Q Or did you have a role in the preparation of

19 NUEEG-G585 which was the final Lessons Learned document?

20 A ('4ITNESS SULLIV AN) No.
e

21 0 Did you serve on the NRC Special Inquiry Group,

22 the so-called Pogovin group?

23 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes, I did for a brief period'
i

|
24 of about ' f our weeks. I substituted for an individual wno '

25 was ill.

O
i

I
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_

1 0 Four. weeks?

i 2 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) One of which I was on

3 vaca tion , -so I' believe it was three. It was on the order of

4 three or four weeks. It was very brief. I took over his

5 task of monitoring a contract on human factors engineering

6 with a corporation that was under contract to'us.

7 0 Okay.

i 8 Were you a member of the Bulletins and Orders Task

9 Force?'

10 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Tha t is the one I am having a'

,

1? little difficulty with. I was assigned to the licensing

12 side of the house about last August, a year aco August, I

13 should say, to help cut in the TMI'-- because of the TMI

14 workload. I was sent from Standards, I volunteered to ao3

15 down . I believe I did some work for the Bulletins and

16 Orders Task Force. I am just not clear on that. I was not

17 really assigned f ully to the Bulletins and Orders Task Force.

18 I have to admit I have a mental block on that. I

19 just cannot answer the question.

| 20 C You cannot remember unat it was you might have

: 21 done f or that task force?
i

22 A (VITFESS SULLIVAN) I have a mental block. It was

23 evaluating designs proposed iv certain applicants in

'

24 response , I believe, to Bulletins and Orders. That was the

25 relationship of it, and upgrading feedwater systens,

-

|
t
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1 emergency feedwater systems.
'

.,

2 C Design foir emergency feedwater?

[j 3 A -(WITNESS SULLIVAN) As a result of the TMI
LJ'

4 additionr1 requiren9nts. I just could not remember the

5 review of tne reactors. Okay.~

6 0 That is all right.

7 Would it be correct, then, that your testimony

8 toda y, wi th regard to the interpretation of 279 and its

9 requirements is not based on an evaluation of the Three Mile

10 Island Unit 2 .iccident and ite implica tions, but that the

11 testimony is essentially the same as you would have made

12 bef ore the accident?

rw 13 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes.

I i
'

''
14 0 You note that you are currently on temporary

15 assignmen t to the Instrumentation and Control Systems

16 Bran ch , Office of J uclea r Reactor Regula tion , and that

17 assignmen t terminated Septemter 1.

18 A ( W I T 5' ES S SULLIVAN) That is an anachronism. When

19 I wrote my qualifica tions, I signed then and dated them

20 August 29, so September 1 was two days into the future

21 t h e n . So I went back to Standards September 1.

22 O You vent back to Standards.

23 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Last September.

24 0 Okay.

1

25 A (WIT'ESS SULLIVAN) However, I carried with me |
|

/~x |
| | !
%s

,

|
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( ) 1 some of the tarks involved with the hearing, quita obviously.

2 0 Right.

3 You note that while you were on temporary

4 assignment to the Instrumentation and Control Systems Franch

5 -- how long was that tempo ra ry a ssignmen t?

6 A ('4IT.'iESS S ULLIV A N ) Approximately 13 months.

7 Q Thirteen?

8 A (MITNESS SULLIVAN) It was really two six-month or

9 seven month back to back, with a little time in between, but

10 rou;hly it was about a year or 13 months.

11 C You say that you performed various design reviews

12 in cident to the plant licensing procesr durina that time

13 perioc.

14 Would you specify, if you can, wha t plants you

15 reviewed , and what systems in those pla ;. t s ?

16 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Eefore I answer that, Iw uld

17 like to see if that is precisely wnat I said.

18 . Okay, it is lines 4 and 5 of your professional

19 qualifications.

20 A (WITrrSS SULLIVAN) Oksy. I reviewed design

21 submittals based on, I believe, Forth Anna -- this is with

22 regard to p th e feedwater, post-TYI -- I believe the Farley

23 plan t in Alabama, I think it is in Alabama. Wht t is the

24 othe r one , Sonn Yankee.

25 C Connec oicut Yankae?

,-

~--'
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(' ) 1 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Connecticut Yankee up on the

2 Connecticut River. This had to do with the propesal --

t ; 3 proposed designs to meet the feedwater initiation and
( f-

4 indication , the uporading requirements put out by, I

5 believe, Eulletins and Crders.

6 0 Have you ever done a safety review at the

7 operating license stage for a Ba bcock and Wilcox reactor?

8 A (WITNESS EULLIVAN) Operating stage, yes, TMI 1.

9 0 Okay. Well, then, you are the appropriate person

10 to ask the next question of.

11 It is true, isn't it, that the sta ff reviewed the

12 design of Th ree Mile Isl an d Unit 1 at the operating license

13 stage against specifically the requirements of TEEE 279?7- ,

|

- ' 14 A (WITNFSS SULLIVAN) I recall reading the SER on

15 that rame time ago. As I recall, the opening words were to

16 the ef fect that IEEE 279-1968 -- I will para phrace a little,

17 something to the effect that 279 '68 served as a basis for

18 th e review . That --

19 Q Ckay. And that was despite the fact that the

20 standard was not officially promulgated until after Three

21 Mile Island Unit 1 received its construc'lon permit?

22 A (WITNFSS SULLIVAN) That is correct. As I said,

23 the staf f does not put on blinders. We use the test

24 in f o rma tion we can.

25 For example, in those days we were, let's say,

v./
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..}
1 inventing our way to standards and inventing our way to

2 review processes, and we vill be -- we tented to watch it.

~) 3 For example, the questions would have the thrust like you do
,

\_f-

4 meet IEEE 279, don't you, even though they were not required

5 legally to do it.

6 0 You are describing essentially the same sort of

7 process that Mr. Pollard described yesterday. It may take a

8 while for the words of the regulations to ca tch up with the

9 practice of the staff, isn't that accurate?

10 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) With the practice of the staff

11 and the entire industry, yes, standards are usually

12 lagging. In other words, they document current practice as

- 13 opposed to being inventive. There are a few standards that
f

14 do inven+ new ideas, but by and large they follow the-

15 practice , that is, follow in time sequence the practice.

16 0 You ctate on page 3 of your testimony that

17 compliance with IEEE 279-1958 was not mandatory for TMI 1.

18 Bu t I just understcod you to have said that in fact you did

19 apply the standard in the review of Three 'ii le Island 1.

20 What do you ?.ean by the ure of the phrase "not

21 mand atory ?"

22 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Not required by law. In other

23 w o rd s , the standard came out after the construction permit,

24 I believe . The timing was cuch that under the la w -- I

25 believe the construction permit came cut and then the

,,
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|
1 standard, so it was not TMI -- one is not bound under the

2 law. The regulation had the force of law. However, that is

3 not inconsistent with people doing it anyway.
,

,_

4 0 I agree.

5 Do you know if Metropolitan Edison committed

6 during the process of the operating license review, either

7 in the final safety analysis report or any other document

8 sdigned under oath, to meet the requirements of IEEE

9 279-196B ?

10 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I don't know. I really don't

11 know whsther they would have committed or not. You are

12 getting ints a legal question. It even raises the question

13 wha t legal force does a commitment -- what legal commitmentg~s
i

14 is there in an SER? I would rather tell you what in fact''

15 happens as we apply the standad.

16 O The reason why I ?.sked you that is ycur testimony

17 does not indicate that you reviewed the derign against IEEE

18 279-1968, or that they committed to meet it. All it says is

19 t h a t compliance was not mandatory, and I found tha t to be

20 no t a com pletely candid response.

21 MR. BAXTEE: I object to that characterization.

22 Th e next question and answer asked for the design -- whether

23 th e design violates that stendard. The witness says no, it

24 does not . I presume tha t follows some consideration of what

25 th e standard requires and what the des'ign has.

,,

( )
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1 '4ITN ESS SU L. . . AN I don't understand the; j
-

2 inconsistency you are pointing out.

, '

.
3 BY MS. WEISS (Resumino)

~

'
-

4 C You don't? Just read your Question 6 and Question

5 7 together. Guestion 6 on page three of your testinony is

6 when was the construction 'pernit for TMI 1 issued. Your

7 answer is oa May 18, 1968. Question 7 is, nevertheless,

8 even though compliance with IEEE 279-1968 is not mandatory

9 for TMI 1, does the design violate Section 4.16, and your

10 answer is no , it does not.

11 Don't you think that it is not apparent on the

12 f ace of that document that in fact the staff reviewed the

es 13 plan t specifically against IEEE 279, or that the Licensee
! )

.

- 14 committed to meet it? That is not apparent on the face of

15 those two questions and answerr.

16 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) So, it is not apparent on the

17 f ace of the -- Well, it may not be apparent on the face of

18 t h a t , but I d o '< n o w based on my recollec ti on s tha t the

19 system does not violate 279 the way I interpret t.

20 Q That is a separate question.

21 With respect to your use of the word " mandatory,"

22 that compliance is not mandatory, would you agree with me

23 t h a t if there wore a commitment under oath in the final

24 safety analysis report to meet IEEE 279-196F, that

25 comoliance would be mandatory within your definition of that
,

i
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) I word?

2 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I cannot answe r that

' j 3 question. It is a legal question and I have heard in

4 discussions back in Bethesda the pros and cons to the degree

5 of binding on it. So I cannot answer that.

6 CHAIEXAN SMITH: Ms. '4 eis t is it your view that

7 on this issue, the Licensee has declined to comply with 2797

8 MS. WEISS: I don't know if I have actually

9 addressed myself to that question. The mo tivation f rom the

10 line of questions in that I thought it was -- frankly, the

11 witnesses were not being wholly forthcomings about the

12 application of 279 and its status at the time the plant was

13 reviewed . I just wanted to make it clear on the record that,-

I
\' 14 the staff did in fact r e vi e'. the plant as against 279, even

15 though the promel;9 tion date war af te r the plant received

161ts construction permit.

17 CHAIEMAN SMITH: You sre trying to establish the

18 principle , then.

19 MS. WEISS: Eight, that tr. o s e prin ciples have

20 applied over a long period of time, and tra t it takes times

2 for the words to catch up in this whole process.

22 ChAIFMAN SY.ITH: This point has been made

23 repea tedly, you know, throuchaut the issue, and it just

24 seem s to me that we are li ti ga ting the applicability of 279

25 just too much.

| f3
!
' _
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1 Where does it take you, if you vrap your case up

2 in 279 and then 279 fails, where are you? I mean, just --

~

J' ' 3 MS. WEISS: We go beyond that.

U
4 CHA!EMAN SMITH 4 That is exactly my point. I

5 don't understand why we are spending so much time on the

6 reach of 279 when we understand very wall your case extends

7 the 279 principle beyond the literal reach of it.

8 MS. WFISSs Maybe th e best thin g f or me to do is

9 accewpt the Poard's judgment and go on to th e next line of

10 ques tioning .

11 CHAIEMAN SMITH: I don't know. I am just trying

12 to understand why the persistence l'n litigating it over and

13 over again. Is there a feelinc we don't understand your,.s

i 4

14 po si tion , o r ----'

15 M3. WEISS: I think the cotivation for this line

16 of questions is that there has been a lot of questioning by

17 Licensee and by the staff out when was the standard.

18 of ficially adop ted , as if that date had some dispositive

19 meaning both as to 279 and as to 603, and I am trying to

20 sh o w that the applicaticn of these principles has been

21 applied in th e past prior to the dates.

22 CH AIE!; A:' S :ITH : But we have procressed to much

23 since the Contention was written and since the testimony was

24 prepared . I think we probably understand what the position

25 o f the pa rties is.

e
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) 1 WITNESS SULLIVAN: Ms. Weiss, you made a statement

2 in passing, I guess, a momen t ago th a t I was somewhat less

/ S 3 than candid in discussing how th e application cf 279 -- I an
U

4 trying to be very candid, and I would appreciate it if you

5 would point out specifically where I could be more candid.

6 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

7 0 I don't mean to insult you, Mr. Sullivan. I think

8 when you read Cuestion 6 and Question 7 tocether, that

9 although they tell the truth, in my view they do not tell

10 the whole truth. Tha t is all t ha t I meant.

11 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) May I respectfully remind you

12 I a n also here in person. Tha five pages are not all of my

r> 13 testimony . I am here in peqson to give you the answers.
!,
'"

14 C We have already gone over it.

15 a (WITaESS SULLIVAN) Are you sayina I am candid or

16 not ?

17 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Mr. Sullivan, of course when the

18 sug7estion is one's testimony is less than candid, it is

19 very understandable, it is certainly your right to point out

20 a n d take exception to it p e r so n a ll y , professionally, and we

21 will always give you that right, but this again raises the

| 22 problem I at talkinc about. This testi L.;y was prepared in

23 a vacuum, looking at the pure languace of your Centention.

Si

24 I just don't see anything lacking in candor in his cuest ions

25 and answers.
7.
t
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1 MS. WEISS: Well --; ,

2 CHAIEMAN SMITH 4 As they were written at that time.

' ' 3 Now, if they had been written perhaps after
u

4 hearino all of "r. Pollard'c testimony and all the

5 arguments, maybe, just perhaps you might have an a rgument.

6 .4 5 . WEISS: There was not a vacuum. There had

7 been depositions of Mr. Pollard and we have answered

8 extensive discovery. It is not entirely accurate to say

9 that this is in a vacuun.

10 CHAIPPAN SMITH: All right. I can pradict,

11 though , when you use that term you are going to have a

12 dig ression. *

fm 13 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)
i :
''"' 14 0 Let's go, Mr. Sullivan, to page 5 cf your

15 testimony.

16 You ctate at the top, "The Staff deec not

17 generally require the design s of encineered safety feature

18 systems to be such that the operator cannot intorrupt the

19 sa f e ty function at any time subsequent to initiation."

20 I note the use of the term, the ;,hrase, " generally

21 require . " Are t h e r'e some exceptions to that?

22 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I can think of one that is a

23 desian exception, and that is on certain -- I cannet think

24 of the plant pa rtic ula rl y , but I know this hac been applied

25 to one or more toilino water reactors, and thic has to do

,,
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{') 1 with the tripping of the rods, the scramming of the rods.

2 There was a care in a plant where the rocs were in

/
) 3 midstream , that is, teing driven upwards, halfway home, and

4 the operator -- this was many years ago -- reset and g ra bbed

5 the rods half way home, which is not the best thino to be

6 doing. So I understand on at least some of these plants

7 there are timers which interlock out the reset switch.

8 f. E . BAXTER: For how long?

9 WITNESS SULLIVAN: About ten seconds, which is

10 abou t eight seconds longer than necessary.

11 BY MS. WEISS: (Fesuming)

12 O And the rods themselves are not part of the

13 protection system?s.
. :

!

14 A ('a'ITNESS SULLIV AN ) The rods are not part of the'-

15 prot ection s ystam. They ara part of the safety system.

16 0 You give an example of the potentially adverse

17 ef f acts on saf ety that could result from continued operation

18 of a safety system, and that is the example of a damaged ESF

19 pump .

20 What kind of pump were you thinking of, high

21 pressure injection, low pressura injection or doesn't it

22 matter?
|

23 A (WITNESS SULLIVAb) That is only an example. I |

24 was thinking of a pump under high pressure. This is all
1

25 hypathetical . It 7.ight start to vibrato or cive the

(m
v
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gs
i 1 appearance that it is about t( fly apart. One would want to,

--

2 shut it down just to p re v'en t the damage from propacating.

| I 3 As I say, that is an example. There are oth er examples I

4 could give.

5 I notice --

6 Q I c at sorry, I did not mean te interrupt.

7 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I notice in th e testimony, Mr.

8 Pollard objects to that particular example on th'e grounds of

9 application of single f ailure criteria. I could give

10 another exam ple, a motor fire.

11 0 A motor fire?

12 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) A motor fire, potential

13 smoldering fire. It seems to me under those conditions one~}
,' '

14 would want to, disconnect the motor to preven t the motor from

15 continuing to heat up and burn even worse, to have a fire go

16 back up the cable trays. 'Sybe that is not a good one

17 eitner.

18 BY MF. PDLLARD:

19 0 On your T,ost recent example, ?. r . Sullivan, are you

20 f amilia r with the proceedings before the Commission in

21 response to UCS's petition for emergency and renedial action

22 coverine fire protection?

23 A (VITNESS SULLIVAF) ho.

24 O Then you r.re not aware of the staff's porition

25 that you are not allcwed to postulate a fire in conbination

,

x
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'~] 1 with a loss of coolan t accident.
w

2 A (MITNESS SULLIVAN) I am not aware of that.

' " ' 3 P! hS. WEISS: (Resuming)
i

4 0 You are not?

5 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Cn the other hand, I would

6 characterize that as an unforeseen, potentially unforeseen

7 even t, or one of that type of thing.

8 O Eut it is not the sort of event which is permitted

9 by the regulations to be postulated.

10 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Well, okay, I will not dispute

11 the example. It is not crucial to my viewpoint. My

12 "lewpoin t on ti.e suiject is more cene ra l . Gne should take

#3 into conside r a tio n the potential, let's say, unforeseen
7-
!

' 14 ev en ts , and the fact that one might not te able to think of'
''-

15 th eTi is no excuse not to protect against them. I don't

16 consider that speculation, as so=eone stated that the other

17 d a y . ! consider it engineerinc foresicht.

18 C Can you give ne a sincle example of an instance

19 where it is necessary or desireble for the operator to

20 terminate a saf ety function before the plant has achieved

21 t h e conditions specified in the emergency procedures for

22 termination of the safety function?
|

23 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I will try to. Even if I |

24 cannot , it will not knock ?. y arcument down at least as I see

25 it.

(* 1

'
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(~ 1 Let's take a hypothetical HFI system, flooding the

2 core under very high pressure, and'let's assume you have a

' '

3 common mode failure of the pressurizer level instruments
x

4 such that they read downscale when in fact the vessel and

5 the pressurizer are filled and under pressure.

6 Now, under that particular condition, using a UCS

7 positin or design, the HPI pumps would continue to pump,

8 there would be no way to turn them off, at least no

9 reasonable way to turn them off. In this case we would be

10 continually -- in this case the sit ua tio n would be that the

11 vesse? vould be continuously being overpressured while it

12 was being cooled down.

13 0 Even with this failure in the pressuriner level7s- ,
e

- 14 instrumen ts, wouldn't the plant reach the appropriate

15 subcooling marcin? It would not prevent --

16 A (WITSESS SULLIVAN) I am not sure I get the thrust

17 of your question. All I an saying is let's say you have the

18 HPI systen, and it is interlocked with this UCS -- I will

1scall it UCS fesign.with the pressurizer level, it might even

20 be interlocked with the subcooling, I don't care. I am

21 goin g Lo assume a common mode failure of t'ose instrumants

22 which are interlocking it.

23 0 Wait a second. Let's make sure we are talking

24 abou t the same thing. Assume for the .T o n en t that the
1
125 circuitry provides the intarlock on three signals '

-

+

|
|

|
|
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( ) 1 corresponding to the conditions set out in the emergency

2 procedures, that is, the subcooling margin, low pressure

/ 3 injection flow, and the core thermocouple reasons, and only
.

4 one of those have to be met for termination.

5 Are you postulating a failure of all of that

6 instrumentation at once?

7 A (WITNSSS SULLIVA!.) You are giving me a very

8 specific exanpla on the subcooling meter. I was attempting

9 to give a specific example in some other reactor. In other

10 wo rd s , I am being little tit more general. I am sayingu

11 let's assume there is a reactor design. I do not mean to

12 t r y to get out from under your question here, but let's say

13 there is a design. Remember, now, we are talking about-s
!

'

14 standards. You can design anything, not just subcooling

15 me te rt , to the stan da rd .

16 0 No, no, no. We are talking about a design, and I

17 have asked you -- we are talking about whether the plan * can

18 be designed so that this would function correctly.

19 A (WITJESS SULLIVAS) There may well be a common

20 mod e failure. I cannot say there would not be a common mode

21 f ailure. I am sinply postulating a common mcde failure in

22 these in terlock systems. There might be a single short

23 circuit fran a piece of copper on a terminal strip that

8 24 comes around a couple of -- maybe I am bending the sincle

25 f ailure criterion here on this. You are asking me can I

,

?
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1 think of something, and I am saying yes, co?. mon mode
-

2 f ail'ures can occur. They occurred at TMI. The pressurizer

( 3 level instrumer cs were reading high when in fact the vessel

4 level was low . Common mode f a ilu res can occur. The

5 unexpected can occur.

6 Under this condition, you asked me if I could

7 po stulate it . I am postulating a condition under the

8 condition of the low pressurizer water level calling for the

9 continuous spurious operation of these high pressure pumps.

10 They would, under my example, continue to overpressurice the

11 vessel and even worse, while the vessel is cooling down

12 below presumably the nil ductility transition temperature,

13 bu t again I am followinc a hypothetical sequence in response,

! 's
i !

- 14 to your question. If you are going to ask me to evaluate

15 specific desicas on the subcooling meter, I cannot do that

16 sitting here.

17 0 I am asking ycu first if you are postulating a

18 f ailure o f all of the instrunentation, a common mode f ailu re

19 o f t h e instrumentation tied tc the saturation meter,

20 inst rumen ta tion tied to the prossure level, instruments, all

21 t h e instrumentation.

22 A (WITF ESS SL'LLIV A N ) We are talking about two

23 dif f eren t things. You are asking me to analyze the

24 pa rticula r sa tura tion meter systen. I am giving the -- I am

25 giving you my example. I cave you + le example of the system

zm
f I
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1 that does not have a saturation meter for the sake of

2 argument.

/ ') 3 0 Give me an example related to Three Mile Island.
'

-

4 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Right row I guess I cannot.

5 However, that does not mean there are not any.

6 Q How long have you tried to think of one? At least

7 a couple of days, I assume.

8 A (MITNESS SU LLIV AN ) A few days, but that is not

9 how engineers design for eventualities. You do not say,

10 g e e , I cannot think of one. Therefore I will not desig.1.

11 you ha ve to say is it reasonable to ha.' an unexpected

12 event ? We have Three Mile Island 2 is an unexpected e v e r. t .

r's 13 So a good engineer I believe would say not that I can't
i.

I

' ' 14 think of one, but rather, since I cannot' prove there are no t

15 a n y , !C had best have engineering foresight and derian for

16 the eventuality.

17 0 Ckay. Let's talk about your unforeseen evant then.

18 A (WITN SS SULLIVAN) Talk about wha t?

19 C Your unforeseen event.

20 I cather that your testimony essentially
|

21 pa rallel's M r. Clark 's, that is, that the primary advantage i
1

22 of the system as you see it is that it permite operator

23 flexibility to cope with unf oreseen events.

8 24 A (MITNFSS SULLIVAN) That is correct.

25 C Do you know what the probability is cf this

i
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^

1 unforeseen event?
v

2 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) It is greater than zero. It

~'

| 3 happened a year ago.
_

4 Q It is extremely remote, though, wouldn't you say?

5 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I said greater than zero. I

6 did not say equal to zero. It has happened twice that I can

7 think of. T!'I is one example of a totally unforeseen

8 event. I mean, really, you know, both severe and unforeseen.

9 C Don't the Commission's regulations require that

10 this event have a probability of occurrence 'ess than 1
-6

11 times 10 per reactor year?

12 A (WITFESS SULLIVAN) Fcr what? You mean, if you

13 have the low probability you do not have to design against

0 -

14 it ? Is that what you are sa ying ?

15 0 Right.

16 A (W il'iESS SU LLIV AN ) To give a facetious example of

17 collision with * arc, one does not have to design against.

18 th a t .

19 C Isn't the line between foreseen and unforeseen
-6

20 ev en ts , for purposes of the re g u la tio n s , 1 times 10 per

21 reactor year probability?

22 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I cannot swear to that. It is ;

|
23 probably of that orcer of magnitude. I

24 Q So then, you would agree with me that the

25 probablity of this unforeseen event is at least supposed to

( .
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) 1 be extrenely remote?

2 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I do not think that is the

[ 3 poin t. I am not even sure how to answer your question.

4 The probability of an unf'reseen event, since I do

5not know what it is, ' don't know how probable it is. I am

9

6 nerely -- the answer I am giving you, the cnly one I can

7 give you is designing -- contingency designing, designing

8 for the unforeseen.

9 0 Well, if you have confidence in the NEC's

10 regula tions, don't you have to conclude that the probability

11 of this unforeseen event is extremely remote? After all,

12 the regulations permit you to provide no safeguards to

(''1 13 protect against that unforeseen event.

;
''

14 A (WITNESS SULLIV AN) You cannot provide a direct,

15 specific saf eguard against an unforeseen event, since you

16 d o n ' t know what th e event ir. Eut that does not preclude

17 just plain com7.on sense of civing the operator, cr a' least

18 n o t denying the operator the capabili ty of using his human

19 in telligence to cope with sonething unusual. It is like

20 driving a car. Suddenly a deer runs in front of you; you do

21 n o t progran that into an automatic system.

22 C Let's assume that this unforeseen event occurn.

23 Do you hule any idas what the probability is that the

24 correct action to cope with it will be action that is

25 inconsistent with the emerpency procedures, re m e m b e rin g that

o

s /.
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1 if it is consistent with the emergency procedures and UCS's
_

2 design would net interfere with it or prohibit it.

[ l 3 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I don't know the probability,

4 but I do feel you are better off havino it since you are

5 going to have this scenario following a weird and unforeseen

G path , you are better off havin the opera tor cope with it

7 than not.

8 0 Try -- I am sorry, Mr. Sullivan, please tr y to

9 an. 7er my questions. I know what your underlying opinion

10 i s . . Now I am trying to get at the reasons for it. Please

11 try and answer my questions.

12 There is some subclass, would yo agree, of the

r 13 class unf orescen events, for which action consistent with
| |
'
' 14 the emergency proceduras would in fact be th e co rrec t

15 action , nd on the other hand, there ir some subclass for

16 which it would be the incorrect action.

17 A ( W IT N F.S S SULLIVAN) It you are saying can the

18 oper a tor have an event occur and do th= right thing and

19 another event occur and do the wrong thing, I think I agree

20 with you.

21 C Well --

22 A (WITSESS SULLIVAN) Ihere are certain events he

23 will cope with correctly and certain enes he will cope with

8 24 perh aps inco rrectly.

25 0 What I am asking in this quertion is assure for

_

| )i

''|
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_ ' 1 the moment that this unforeseen event occurs, and that the
;

w/ \

2 appropriate action to mitigate it is action consistent with

(~' 3 the emergency procedures. In that case, there would be
.

4 nothing in the UCS proposed design that would preven'. that

5 action f rom being taken. You do agree with me that far?

6 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I do believe I do.

7 Q So we are only talking about a smaller subclass of

8 the unforeseen events, that is those for which such action

9 would be inappropriate.

10 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes.

11 Q Ok ay. Fnd of that subclass --

12 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Excuse ae, wait a minute -- I

13 d o n ' t mean wait a minute, but subclass for which the
,-, s

; .

I 14 automatic action would take the wrong -- would be doing the'-

15 wron g thing. It is a subclass for which the automatic

16 action would be doing the wrong thing.

17 0 Let ce lay the background again because I t h i c.k

18 af ter you have thought about it, you may think you want to

19 disa gree where you did agree. Assurinc that the correct

20 action to take in the event of this unforeseen event is an

21 action a ppropria te -- excuse me -- is an action consistent

22 with emergency procedures, then you do understand that there

23 is nothina in the UCS Contontion that would prevent that

24 operator action from being taken.

25 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) All right, I will accept tha t .

,_s
!. ''-
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( 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH Would you object to taking the

2 break now?

'

') 3 XS. WEISS: If I could go just a couple of more
s

4 questions, it would be a better time for a break, I think.

5 Q So within that subclass of events, of unforeseen

6 ev ents for which action consistent with the emergency

7 procedures would be inappropriate, do you have any idea what

8 the probability is that there will be a system available in

9 the plant to mitiga te this unforeseen event, since the

10 regulations do not require such systems to be provided?

11 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Ckay, I will frame my question

12 in the understanding -- my understanding that thera is some

13 even t, the automatic systems are either not able to cope

14 with it, matters are getting vorse, it is agg ra va ting it. I

15 think you asked me abcut tha probability of this. I don't

16 know.

17 C Actually assuming that we have gotten as far as

18 you ha ve said, what is the probability -- and the operator

19 is in a situation where he has to improvise or act on

20 judoment , what is the probability that there will be a

21 syst em available in the plan t to mitigate that event, given

22 that the reculations do not require that there be such

23 Systems ?

8 24 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I would think it would be

25 ra ther high , maybe on the order of 50-60 percent. I am only

,,,
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1 speculating . Si m ply because the cperator could use his

2 ingenuity in utilizing those existing control systems for

3 purposes for which they may not have been intended. A
:

4 classic exar.ple -- I am going out of the realm of nuclear

5 powe r, but the classic example is Apollo 13. I may be too

6far afield here, but the space -- the astronauts improvised

7 af ter the fire in the Apollo -- the accident in outer space,

8 they were able to improvise, including im pro vising breathing

9 appa ratus, as I recall. But the answer to my question is

10 just because something is not precisely and specifically

11 designed to cope with a particular event, that does not mean

12 that what is there, all th at is available stuff, all the

13 available equipment could not be ingeniously used by an

0 c

14 intelligent operator to cope with the unforeseen. I think

15 t h a t is a rather common experience.

16 C Wall, I wculd agroe with you that it might well be

17 possible, but I am trying to see whether you agree with me

18 th a t it may be just as possible that there would be no

19 system capable of mitigating an accident by the time you get

20 to that point.

21 A (WIThEE5 SULLIYAID It is quite possible, and all

22 that proves is there is no such thing as a perfect system.

23It is just that I think what I am advocating is somewhat i

24 better in terms of safety than what UCS is. It is not

25 perf ect .

g
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(' 1 0 Okay. So we have yet a smaller subclass of events

2 for which -- in which the advantages of this flexibility can

i[ h 3 be seen. It is the subclass of unforeseen events for which
-

4 operator action consistent with the procedures would be

5 inappropriate, and for which there is a system in the plant

6 capa ble of mitigating the event. Isn 't it yet a smaller

7 subclass? What is the probability, given you have gotten

8 that far, that all the actions available to the operator, he

9 vill in fact take the correct action, given that this isn ' t

10 an event that his training has prepared him for?

11 A (WITNFSS SUlLIVAN) Well, I do not know the

12 prob a bility. I am really arguing more just on my own '

13 general engineering background that it is best to have

14 som? body , you know, a qualified operator, to 1cok at the

15 unf oreseen. I think it is just plain common senre. I

16 really de not f9el iet is legitimate, it is legal and all

17 t h a t , but I metn from an engineerino point of view, to start

18 a rguing over numbers on this. I think it is juct a matter

19 of common sense to have operator backup to intervene when

20 some thing goes wrong.

21 0 Well, but it is balancing advantages against

22 disa dvan tages , and I think you would agree with me -- I read

23 i t from your testimony that you understand that thore are

24 some advantages to preventing the ocerators from prematurely

25 terminating syste.?s required to protect the public. But in

i r''i
'
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1 your view it is outweighed by what you think are the more

2 important advantages of providing operator flexibility in

~

(X 3 the case of this subclass of unforeseen events. I take it
v

4 that accurately describes your testimony?

5 A (WITNFSS SUlLIVAN) Yes. Well, there is a balance

6 there. As I say, I think we have gotten right to the crux

7 ot the argument. Yoa feel it is not beneficial, for you

8 reasons, to let the opera tor intervene, and you have given

9 all your reasons. I have given mine. I think this is where

10 there is the disagreement among honest people. That is

11 really the basis. That is it. I don't know if we can

12 really say any more on it. Ferhaps we can, but that is it.

13 0 In weighing the advantages of those two systems,--
'

; ,

14 you made -- you did not make an attempt to get some feelino'

15 f o r whet the probability was that the event would arise in

16 which the advantages of your system would te important.

17 A (WIT! MSS SULLIVAS) I have not de e any rico ro us

18 analysis. It is ancineering judgment that goes back to my

19 ea rly days of training and all the way through as an

20 engineer , to design for these centingencies, not just in

21 reacto rs, but in other a reas where the operator can make a

22 contribution . Me sill not always do it. He can make a

23 mistake. F.u t I think it is on balance -- it is just my

24 jud g ment . I cannot sit here and prove it.

25 33. WEISS: I think if you would liko to take a

p
._-
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f 1 break at this point --

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

,,
I 3 Ms. Weiss, sometime -- and th e parties -- sometimej

4 before we leave this issue, the Board would like to hear the

5 position of the parties as to who has the burden of proof

6 and/or the burden of persuasion on the issue. Not now, I

7 don't expect it to be without some thought.

8 (A recess was taken.)

9 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Are you ready to proceed?

10 MS. WEISS: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

11 BY MS. WEISS: (Pesuming)

12 C With respect to your statoment that in your

13 opinion the application of Standardk 603 to the Three Mile

14 Isla nd Unit 1 design would not result or require any changes

15 in that design, have you ever reviewed a plant against

16 requireme nts of IEEE 603?

17 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) No.

18 Q Did you par ticipate in the writing of IEEE 603?

19 E. (WITNESS SULLIVAN) As a member of the carent

20 commit tee , I participated in the development of the

21 stan dard . The standa rd was actually written by a |

22 subcommit tee , I believe Subcommittee 5. Then it ir referred

23 to t h e parent committee, so I was involved in the

24 de velopme nt. So in that sense, balancing sendinc in

25 conm ents, resolving comments, in that cense I was involved

! !
s -
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: 1 in the standard.

2 O Eat you were not on the subcommittee that did the

3 draf ting.
,

4 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) That is correct. I was not on

5 the subcommittee.

6 0 Now, let me refer you to Section 4.4 of Standard

7 603-1977, which we discussed earlier. Let me read it. It

8 is entitled " Completion of :- ro t e c ti v e . action." "The safety

9 system shall be designed so that once initiated

10 automatically or manually, the intended sequence of

11 protective actions at the system level shall continue until

12 completion. Deliberate operator action shall be required to

13 return the saf ety systen to normal This requirement shall

14 not preclude the use of eq ui pm en t, protective devices, or

15 th e provision for those delibera te opera tor interventions

16 which are identified in 3.10 of the Design Basis."

17 Now, would you agree, then, that only those

18 deliberate operator interventions which are identified in

19 3.10 of the Design Basis ara permitted?

20 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Nc. As I said before, I do

21 no t believe in the language of the standa rd that all others

22 are precluded. It simply giver an example of two to help

23 the de si g ne r , to em phasize to him that they are not

8 24 ex cluded . That langua;e of that standard does not preclude

25 the other ones.

p
; !
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1 Q Le t's try and se pa ra te 4.4 from 3.10.
-

2 Nould you agree that 4.4 precludes deliberate

') 3 operator inte rventions e xcep t those which are identified in

4 3.10?

5 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) No.

6 Q No.

7 What language in Section 4.4 in your opinion

8 permits deliberate operator intervention other than those

9 which are identified in 3.10 of the Design Basic?

10 A (WITNESS SUlLIVAN) Well, I will take the second

11 sentence first. Deliberate operator action shall te

12 required to return the safety system to normal. And also,

13 as I have L _.ced before in the previous argument about an

0 14 h o ur ago, this standard is only a design sta nda rd , and that

15 is a crucial point to bear in mind, and all it can mandate

16 is d esign capability. The safety system shall be designed

17 so t hat once initiated automatically or manually, the

18 in te nded sequence of protective action a' the system level

19 shall co until -- shall continue until completion.

20 D, li be ra t e operator intervention capability, as I see it or

21 would applica te it , does not in any way contradict the

22 design ca pability.

23 C fou need to have delibera te operator action to

24 retu rn the systen to normal, correct, and we all agree on

25 th at .
gm

4
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I 1 A ('4ITN rSS S ULLIV A N ) That is correct. It does not

2 return autonatically according to the standa rd .

[ 3 C Doesn't Section 3.10 require the designer to

4 identify within the design basis the conditions under which

5 the system say be returned to normal?

6 A (VITNESS SULLIVAN) Fefer me to the specific --

7 0 Yau may refer to 3.10 if you wish.

8 DE. JOEDAN: Wait a minute.

9 WITNESS SULLIVAN: May I -- oh. Ms. L'e iss , may I

10 ask you to point to the specific paragraph under 3.107 I

11 believe you may have paraphrased the requirement.

12 FY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

13 0 3.10 --,mf
1

i #'

14 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Wait a minute. If you recall, we

15 had the early draft of 603 which we threw away to avoid

16 ha ving the wrcnq exhibit in evidence, and we have not had it

17 supplanted yet by the correct exhibit.

18 ;iS . WCISS: You threw away the other version?

19 CHAIRMAN 3"ITH: I did.

20 Dr. Little has hers. All ri gh t , we have it. |
1

21 BT MS. WEISS: (?ccuning) |
|

22 0 The rec' ion that you have, starting on p 3.g e 15
.

1

23 3(10), the wording of that, and that continues ov?r on to

24 pa g e 16 -- those exact words, with only one exception, if

25 you look at (c), 10(c) where it says "the conditions." That

,\
?

v
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' 1 has been changed to "the plant conditions." Other than4

2 that , those precise words appear in the newer version with a
^

| 3 slichtly different numeration system. Instead of appearina

4 as 3 (10)( a), (b), (c), (d), they appear as 3.10.1, 2, 3, 4.

5 Let me start off by referring you to what the

6 Board has as 3(10)(d), and what appears in the final version

7 as 3.10.4, the point in time er plant conditions which

8 define the proper completion of the protective action am the

9 system level. The question is, doesn't that require the

10 desicner to iden tif y the conditions after which it is

11 appropriate to return the sa f ety system to normal?

12 A (WITNESS EULLIVAN) Yes.

13 C Isn't it accurate to read Section 4.4 together,c)
i !
'

14 with Section 3.10.4 to mean that IEEE 603 requires the

15 design which pronibits deliberate _perator interventions

16 exce pt those which have been identified after the point in

17 time when it.is appropriate to return *he system to normal?

18 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) No. 3.10.4, as I understand

19 it , would be an essential cart of the design hacis becauae

20 the designer , the instrument designer would have te know at

21 which point the protection systems -- where yo u have p ro per

22 completion o f protective action at the system level in

23 ce rtain pa rticular ca se , ECCS cr whatever, in order to

24 provide, actually go out and purchase, design and provide

25 manual controls, let's say to be utilized at the

es
/
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(', 1 completion. In other words, this is something the

2 instrument desianer has to k now. This.does not preclude

'

) 3 other interven tions.

4 A7ain, I cannot make my point more clear. This is

5a d'esign document, so he answer is no to your question.

6 MS. WEISSs Mr. Chairnan, I would like to give

7 notice at this point that we are going to ask to previde

8 rebuttal testinony on this subject since Mr. Pollard was a

9 member of the committee, the subcommittee which drafted 603,

10 and he ha s a different interpretation of the requirements of

11 those sections.
.

12 ME. EAXTFE I do not see the basis for that

13 procedure. I believe that the issue of whether or not IEEE.-3
/ ,)

~

i
K' 14 Standard 603, if applied, would require the design proposed

15 by UCS Contention 10 was raised for the first time by Mr.

16 Pollard on redirect yesterday. It was not in the direct

17 examina tion.

18 'J e have had opportunities f or the parties to rebut

19 th e written testimony, and I do not see at this point why we

20 shoa ld go oa with further pieces down the road. I do not

21 see the justification for it.

22 This has not been a surprise raised by someone

23 elre . Ihis was raised by Mr. Pollard himself.

24 MS. WFISSs It has been --

25 "R. CU T C H I'I : I acree with the Licenree. We

,m

)
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I 1 raised the subject on rebuttal this morning only because Mr.'

2 Pollard had raised it in his testimony yesterday.

/ ) 3 ML. WEISS: It has been a surprise in th e sense
a

4 that we never expected to get this interpretation of IEEE

5603.

6 CHAIEMAN SMITH: 'i ell , does the Conmenwealth have

7 a position on it?

8 MP. POEERT ADLER: No.

9 CHAIEMAN SMITH: You are not making a recuest

10 n o w . Ycu are just notifying us that you feel that that

11 might be necessary.

12 :!S . '4EISS: We feel that yes, that it is necessary.

en 13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: There is another point that is
! ; .

\ 14 no t beinc discussed in this approach to the guide, and that'

15 is there is a certain amount of unreliability that nust

16 attach to explaiL what was intended by the draf ters of

17 regulations, standards, statutes or anything after the fact

18 in t he context of a litigation in which it is being

19 a pplied . I mean, there is only a limited anount that th e

20 Board is willing to listen to as what was intended in the

21 min d s c f the drafters of this or any standard.

22 So with that admonition, you T.ight want to

23 consider just how f ar you want toi go.

24 M 0. . BAXTEE: And I would have to a nticipate , M r.

25 Chairman , because we did not address IEEE Standard 603 in

,

! !
uJ

|
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1 our direct testimony because it is not addressed in the

2 Contention , that if Xr. Pollard goes on the stand with an

( ) 3 interpratation of it, I will have to recall '' r . Patterson

4 who participa ted in the subcommittee drafting and have him

5 say exactly the opposite. I would anticipate, and I am not

6 sure how much better off the record will be at that point.

7 MS. WEISS: I am not sure he would say the

8 opposita.

9 CHATEXAN SMITH: Well, when the tim'e comes you

10 make your request, but bear our observation in mind. I was

11 very uncomfortable when all three parties began approaching

12 th e subject of what the regulation r.eans by what they

(~^ 13 (ntended when they had input into it and when they were
( |
'~'

14 draf tinc it. That is not a typical, traditional means of

15 construinc shat is meant by a regulation or standard or

16 what ever that is being applied, particularly when it is

17 being done in the context cf an issue in litigation.

18 Dr. JORDAN: I have come sympathy for Xs. Weiss'

19 pDsition because at the moment I intend to read into 603 the

20 in te rpre ta tion that Mr. Foll.ard has given to it. However, I

21 he a r Mr. Sullivan say that is not his understanding, tha t he

22 does not believe that that is the case, and so consequently,

23 ther e is a matter of who is in t e r p r r. t in g what is meant by

24 603, and I think it does have como impcrtance on the case,

25 although at the moment it appears that 603 is not directly
_

~;
,

|

|
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i 1 written into any of the regulations, and it cannot be
-

2 required , and is not being required of TMI 1.

'

'; 3 Neverthelees, if 603 is a standard which has been
v

4 adopted by industry and if it does have implications, direct

5 implications on the design of saf ety systems, th en I think

6 it is important for us to understand whta 603 means, if and

7 when it is adop ted.

8 So I therefore do feel that I need a little To re

9 guidance myself now in view of Mr. Sullivan's statement that

10 he does not believe that,it includes the conditions such as

11 50 degrees subcooling or things like that, or what is meant

12 -- I think we are back to what is meant by completion of the*

r 13 action. That is re?lly what it amounts to.
;

'
14 And I gather from Zr. Sullivan that he thinks

15 completion of the ac tion is exactly the same as they had

16 back in 279 assantially. So I as puzzled about what does

17 60 3 do for us.

18 CHAIE"AN 3MITH: Before you bring '' r . Follard back

19 to explain what is r.eant by that, let's recall how he

20 described it at the time when he said that an action could

21 be completed before the function is completed. 'a' a s n ' t that

22 his testimony?

23 ME. WEISS: Woll, what I am focusing cn, not to

8 24 short circuit your ;uestion, but what I am fccusino on

25 particula rly is the sta temen t that application of IEEE 603
,

*

| |1

'j \

!
|
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I; 1 would not mandate any cha.;ges in Three "ile Island Unit 1.

2 I think that is the important point that needs to be

( 3 addrersed.

4 MR. EAXTEF: It is simply ty view, though, + hat we.

5 have Mr. Pollard's testimony on that subject, and I do not

6 see why he should have essentially two chances at it, I

7 think we spent a lot of time with him yesterday afternoon,

8 Mr. Chairman, and he gave his view that indeed IEEE 603

9 would require the UCS design, if you will, and he made an

10 a tt empt to interpret it for us.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are you making your request now?

12 MS. WFISS: What I would an ticipa te doino is

c' 13 preparing that testimony and serving it on the board with
i !

''- 14 th e re c ua st , whatever the appropriate request is.

15 CHAIR"AN SMITH: You are asking for a ruling now?

16 v5. WEISS: I don't think I need a ruling now. I

17 wan ted to serve the Poard with notice that that in what we

18 intanded to do. I don't know if I need a rulinc from the

19 Board now.

20 What I intend to do at this point is prepare a

21 brie f piece of rebuttal testimony, serve it on the parties

22 and the Ecard.

23 CHAI3 MAN SMITH. Okay.

24 M3. EAXTER: So as not to place UCS in the

25 position of having been unaware in doing all the.t work, it

/
|
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i ) 1 would be our pocition to oppose the additional testimony as

2 repetitive.

[ ) 3 MS. WEIEE: I will note with respect to the

4 argument that we are gettina a second bite at the apple,

5 that bo th the Licensee and the staff have had a second bite

6 at the apple on both issues we have had already. I do not

7 think tha t is really a very usefrl argument.

8 MR. BAXTER:' How is th a t ?

9 CHAIEMAN SMITH: <s. Weiss, do you feel that "r.

10 Polla rd 's rebu tt al t estimony is so lengthy and so

11 complicated tht it requires written testimony?

12 MS. KEISS: Probably not. I think we could

r"; 13 probably do it orally with a few minutos preparation time.
| t

( /
'd

,
14 CHAIRMAN EMITH: All right.

15 let's take it up, then, when we complete the cross

16 examination of this testimony.

17 25. kEISS: Okay, fine.

18 "r. Pollard remind s me that we pay not have all

19 th e document recuired at the moment, but we will check that

20 a t the next break and see if we can be prepared to go ahead

21 righ t now.

22 MS. EAXTEE: I would only forewarn, my experts on

23 this subject have to leave at mid -d a y today to nake previous

24 trav el commitments , and it is going to be impossible for me

25 to r ecall then to cespond to this kind of extemporaneour
-

s |
v
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.

/ 1 additional testimony.
t ,

2 .15 . WEISS: I hava one more line of questione for

/~"'; 3 you, Mr. Sullivan.

x_/
4 BY MS. WEISS: ( P.e s um i n g )

5 0 With respect to the effect of the lessons learned

6 from the ac:ident, the implication:; of the accident -- I am

7 sorry. You are not hearina me?

8 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I did not hear the first part.

9 Q Lat me start all ovet again.
~

10 I have just one mo re line of questions, focusing

11 on the extent to which the implications of the accident may

12 reflect on the way in which one should interpret 279 and/or

13 603, and I understand your testimony to have been that --

7~
! )

I/ 14 your int erpret a tion of the standard w a .7 not influ*nced in

15 an y specific way by the lessons learn +.d from the accident,

16 1s that correct?

17 A (WIT.iESS SULLIVAN) That is correct.

18 0 Do you know if an: memberr of the staff chanced

19 their mindc about this concept of going to completion as a

20 result of the accident?

21 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I take ir you mean are there

22 any staff members who agree with the UCS pocition? !s that

23 the equivalent?

24 0 Not really. Answer whichever you want.

25 .a (4ITr:SS SULLIVAN) You have asked if there are

fm

.m.)
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t- ,

! ,) 1any people who have changed their position from what I am

2 espousino to what you are ecpousing because of the accident?

( ) 3 0 I was not asking necessarily whether they agreed
w/

4 with UCS, but whether they had changed their thinking about

5 this concept of going to completion.

6 A (WITNFSS SULLIVAN) The answer is I just do not

7 know , I do not know.

8 0 I am going to hand you a document.

9 (Counsel d istributing documents to parties.)

10 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

11 0 I handed you a memorandum from Stephen H. Hanauer,

12 Assistant 'irector for Plant Systemc, CSS, which is a

(] 13 division of the Nuclear Pegulatory Commission, Subject:

't'~~') 14 On e, environmental qualifications; two, instrumentation to

15 f ollow the course of an accident, under date of April 6,

16 1979.

17 I would ask the Board to mark that document as UCS

18 Exhibit 18 f or identifica tion.

19 (The document referred to was

20 marked UCS Exhibit No. 19

21 for identification.)

22 BY MF. WEISS: ( F.7 s u mi n g )

|

| 23 0 I note on page 2 that it is indicated that you

W 24 received this document fron Mr. Hanauer, is that correct?

25 A (MITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes, the dccument is

7,

k ._,Is
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| 1 fariliar. I have seen it. before.,

J

2 Q And I specifically direct ycur attention to the

) 3 second pa ragraph which begins, " Changes in my thinking

4 include, on?, core damage is credible; two, long term plant

5 operation is ersential; initiation isn't enough."

6 You were asked to respond to the memorandum.

7 Did you make such a response?

8 A (WlT"ESS SULLIVAN) No, I did not.

9 Q Do you think that that No. 2 which I read, "long

10 term operation is essential; initiation is not enough," is

11 rele vant te the question of how one defines going to

12 completion?

13 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) On the surface it appears to
, ,

| .
.

'

14 b6 relevant. 'do v e v e r , I cannot interpret what Dr. Hanauer''

15 meant by that. I woul grant it appears to De relevant.

16 C Cid you take any a tter pt to ascertain what Dr.

17 Hanauer neant by that?

18 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) N o ., I did not.

19 C Could you cive us an idea of do you knew how long

20 D r . Hanauer has been with the Atomic Eneray Commission and

21 th e Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and generally his level

22 of experience and competence?

23 A ('4 IT N 75 S SULLIVAN) As I recall, he joined the

24 Commission as a senber of the Advisory Committee on Reac*>r

25 Safeguards. It was about a year er so after I joined, so it

7-
-

" i
/
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(j 1 would be like 1965 or 1966, and he subsequently, after

2 serving as chairman some years later of ACES, became a

/ 3 metter of the regulatory staff in various capacities.j

4 As far as qualification, he is eminently qualified

5 in his field.

6 MS. WrISS4 Those are all the questions I have for

7 the witness at this time. Thank you.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have anything, Mr. Sholly?

9 MR. SHOLLY: Not f or dr. Sullivan, but fer Mr.

10 Jensen, I have a very faw questions.

11 CHAIRMAN Sh!TH: Okay.

12 Mr. Adler?

13 FR. POSEBT ADLER: I am sorry, I am a little bit.- ,
; \

- 14 conf used . This is just for Mr. Sullivan?

15 CHAIFMAN SMITH: Yes. I don't know why Mr. Jensen

16 -- t h ey said they were goin; to testify as a panel, but

17 thinking about it, the Scar * believed that the approach

18 accepted by UCS made more sense.

19 You have no questions of Mr. Jensen or -- you just

20 have no questions of hin?

21 SF. WFISS: No, I don't.

22 CHAI2 MAN SMITH: So you can -- you have questions

23 o f '! r . Jensen.

24 MR. SUOLLY: Yes. It was my understanding that

25 these gentlem en were up toge th er- beca use that is the way the

?m
sa
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1 Licancee responded to both con te n tion s.

2 CHAIRfAN SMITHS Let's complete Mr. Sullivan first.

3 MR. SHCLLY Fine.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 =

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
,

25

O
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.

( j, 1 BY MR. RUEEPT ADLEF: (Eesumino)
~

2 0 Mr. Sullivan, are you aware of any safety systems

# 3 currently 'n use in the industry that are essentially the/ i .

(j
4 designs suggested by UCS that are such that once a safety

5 systam is initi'a ted , they cannet be bypassad until certain

6 conditions are met?

7 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I have already answered that.

8 I testified on that point, and the answer I gave, I will

9 repeat , is there is, I belie ve -- I ha ve been out of the

10 licensing business fer some time except for this brief

11 period 3 year ago, over the past year, but there are, I

12 believe , sone toiling water reactors which have a timer on

13 the Scran sIsten or rod insert system such that once<-
t
i j-
'' 14 trip ped , there is some ten seconds that must elapso before

15 the operator can reset. This is to prevent it from grabbing

16 th e rods in nidflight.

17 EY MR. DORNSIFE:

18 C 3r. Rullivan, are you familiar at all with the

19 design of the TMI EFFAS signal system, its initiation and

20 subsequent actions.

21 '' E . CUICHIN: Unit 1 or Unit 2?

22 FY ME. DO5NSIFE: (Eesuning)

23 0 Unit 1.

24 A ( 'a'I T> E S S SULLIVAJ) Back in 1972 when I reviewed

25 the plant, I wss very familiar, but at that point I went

,

i |
w_-

|
|
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( }; 1 into standards and, as I said, directed my attention to many

2 other things. I have not followed the plant or any of the

'') 3 possible modifications by virtue of amendments to the
7

(_/
4 license. So the answer to your question, I have a vague

5 general concept of what is there but I am not in tima tely

6 f amiliar with it any more.

7 C My question then is, and you may or may not know

8 the answer, is it possible for the opera' tor to bypass the

9 initia tion signal, the EFFAS signal before the purps and

10 valves have achieved their desired operating status and

11 position?

12 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) You say is it possible for

- 13 them to bypass before --,s
'

i
!

14 Q Pefore the pumps start and all the valves are' ' '-

15 realigned .

16 A (VIINESS SULLIV AN ) I do not know for certain.

17 The only thing I can say is if there is such provision, it

18 does not violate 279. T just do not know the answer to it.

19 I am not familiar with the d e ta ils. It has teen too long.

20 0 Is n ' t it trae, though, there may be cer sin safety

21 systems that may be delayed if indeed the diesel cenerator

22 is recuired to -- if th ere is this timing sequence on the

23 diesel cenerators ar.d came of tne start signals to some of

24 th e pumps and valves may be delayed by virtue of this delay

25 on the initiation due to loading sequences on the diesel?

o

i
y-

4
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([ t A ('JITSSSS S ULLIVA N) Well, yes, when you have the

2 diesel genera tor, and I speak of designs in general, it

3 takes 30 seconds or so for the diesels to come up to speed

4 and all that, and then because of the loading problem, the

5 high current, one would in some cases sequence the loads. So

6 I think I agree with you, yes, there would be a delay.

7 0 So it could be maybe 30 or 40 seconds in some

8 cases bef ore all the pungs and valves are alicned and the

9 system is operating to achieve its safety function.

10 A (VIT::ESS SULLIVAN) Speaking of reactors in

11 gene ral, yes.

12 0 Bat you don't know whether the designs of this

13 pa rticula r plan t precludes the operator bypassing before-m
<

,i
'''

14 that is achieved.

15 A (VITNESS SULLIVAN) I believe ha could t;. pass it

16 simply on -- this is " st my general background. 9e could_

17 tri, the diecol. You ere cperating now hypothetically on

18 diesel generators. He could simply trip the dierel

19 generaters.

20 0 I am not talking about that particular aspect. I

21 m e an actually pressing the bypass button tha t resets the

22 EFF AS signal. Would that prevent the pumps and valves from

23 sta rting, the pumps from starting and the valves from

24 realigning ?

25 A (%ITh?SS SULLIVAt:) That I do not know.

,,
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| 1 0 Would that violate IEEE 503 as you understand it?
,

us

2 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I do not believe so because as

3 I said before, the system as I recall it -- remember, it is

4 designed to go to completion. If the operator keeps his

5 hands of f that system, that system is desicned and will

6 presumably go to com ple tion. The manual interruption

7 capa bility , in my view, is not a contradiction in terms of

8 design capability. If this were an operations standard that

9 mandated op? ration like technical specifications or

10 some thing of this nature, there could be a conflict, but not

11 when you ar= talking about design capability only.

12 I don't know if my point is clear on that.

13 0 Are you aware since the TMI accident of any.-m,
)o .

| 1
''' 14 initia tions, automatic initiations of high pressure

15 injection due to actual accident conditions where the

16 operator was guided by the guidance in the ICE bullatins

17 th a t were issued that prevented him from terminating the

18 hich pressure injection? Are you aware of any of those --

19 A (WIT.iESS SUIIIVAN) Are you talking about the

20 guidanco ? Well, I am no longer an authority on licensing. I

21 never was on e anyway . I have been away fror the field, but

22 I recall it ceans to me -- I don't know if I'm allcwed to

23 specula te , but te give an answer I'm not all that sure of

24 bu t I believe there was an incident at a reactor subsequent

25 to TMI, I think it was a BEW reactor, where the operator did
i

1

(
! I
N -
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( ) 1 keep the pump running.

2 0 -m other words --

[ 3 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I would have to check that.
\
v

4 0 In other words, he followed the guidance and

5everything turned out properly.

8 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I believe thut is the case,

7 yes, that he did leave the p um p s running. Now, I am not

8 sure of the plant. I will have to apologize for being a

9 little bit fuzzy. I believe there was an incident, h case.

10 MR. DOPNSIFE: I have no more questionc; thank you.

11 CHAIR *'AN SMITH. Mr. Baxter.

12 BY MR. BAXTEF.

ex 13 Q Mr. Sullivan, on the second page of your
! )' |

14 qualifica tions, you indicate you are the NFC member of the''

15 IEEF Nuclear Power Engineering Committee and participate in

16 t h e conmittee's development of standards for nuclear power

17 plan ts.

18 " hen did you begin to play a colo in pa rticipa ting

19 in t h a t committae's standards development?

20 A ('JITNFSS SULLIVAN) I attended my first meeting by

21 invita tion. ! sttended my first meeting in 'isrch of 1966.

22 I have been continuously involved with the committee's work
|

|

23 ver since. I am not precisely sure at which point I

24 actually joine? the committte. It might have been the

25 second mee ting I ag reed to join it. I am not cure.

',,
a

Q,/
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[ 1 Bat to answer your question, March of 1966 I>

.'

2 pa rticipa ted in the development of IEEE 279 1068 and, in

'

3 f act, all standa rds to date developed by IEEE Nuclear Fower

4 Engineerinc Conmittee.

5 MP. BAXTEF: Thank you. That is my only question.

6 E0ARD EXAMINATION

7 BY DP. JORDAN:

6 0 I would like to just review again your pcsition as

9i understand it. First af all, you say IEEE 279 is a design

10 standard and not an operating standard. Are those the

11 words, essentially?

12 A C4IT NESS SULLIVAN) Those a re the words I used,

13 y e s , sir. That bothers me a little bit because the designer,

i a
,

t' 14 designs the plant in such a way to prevent the operator from'-

15 doinc certain things during the action of the safety

16 system. Isn't that true? For example, the example you used

17 in the case of a protection syrten on scramminc cf rods.

18 I sn ' t , in order to meet 279 -- must not the system be sc

19 designed so that the operator cannot reset the system and

20 thereby provent the rods from going all the way in: so the

21 designor does , indeed have an influence on operations?

22 A (VITSFSS SULLIVAh) I am not sure. I believe a

23 design whica permite the reds to be grabbed midstream would

24 m ee t 279. It would not ba a very good design.

25 C Eut it still would be a perfect -- what does 279

I).a
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1-- there are no prohibitions at all on the o pe ra to r?

2 A (WITNCSS SULLIVAN) No. It says that the system
.

3 -- it and 603 says that the system shall be derigned to go'

G'
4 to completion. Ihat is my interpretation, i~ shall be

5 designed to go to completion.

6 Q Yes, I see.

7 A (MITNESS SULLIVAN) It does not or itself carry

8 any mandate te absolutely prohibit anything.

9 Now, on the other hand, a design which does

10 prohibit sonething such as the timers on the rods that I

11 mentioned is not inconsistent with 279 either.

12 C But not required. .

(- 13 A (WITNFSS SULLIVAS) It is p e r.,i t te d by 279 but not
<

( r

is' 14 required. Now, of course, the standard, you know, cannot be

15 all things to all people. One must inte rpre t somewhat here

16 in the sense -- common sensa would say once the rods were

17 grabbed midstream you should put a timer on them. But the

18 s t a n d a rd , I believe, would permit it.

19 7. n tho sense that the system was deciqned to go to

20 completion a nd the opera tor was required to grab --
|

21 0 No, designed to ao to complation but the operator, |

|
|

22 if h e sees something, the rods falling down, he thinks they

23 are going to co right through to the octtom, then it is his

24 job to try to stop that rod from goinc in.

25 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Such a design would not

g ~.,

\_,
_
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( ) 1 violate 279. Now, in practice they are designed so the

2 operator cannot do that on these particular plants I

~

3 mentioned. Again, 279 would accommodate that design as well.;
, ,

'J
.

4 0 I see. And by completion, then you mean only --

5well, with respect to 279 I think it is clear what you said

6 was on page 4, that the actuation circuitry is sealed in and

7 does not automatically reset the protection system. So that

8 is -- I read the pertinent part of your testimony, did I?

9 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes. The 279 scope only

10 includes the protection system, and all the protection

11 system can d o is initiate. Once it initiates and then we

12 a d d thir extra festure of seal-in, which quite logically

_ 13 f ollows, th9n in my view when it is initiated it is sealed.,s

; ! '

k' 14 Th a t is it. That is all I can do.

15 0 All richt. Now, than, when it comes to 603 and

16 Section 4.4 that we have been talking about, particularly

17 the first s?ntence, "The syctem shall be designed so that

18 once initiated , either automatically or manually, the

19 in tended secuence of accidents at the system level shall

20 continue until comple tion," to you that means the same

21 thing . That ir just repeating essentially 279.

22 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Not quite. I believe the
1

23 protection actions at the system level in this standard

24 ref er actually to th e pumps. I believe it is a change in

25 terminolocy. Zut the terminology notwithstandinc, the

- s

_s!
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I : 1 design of the protection system with the seal-in feature is
v

2 consistent and compatible with the reasinder of the safety

, '' s 3 system 's design requirement that it shall carry the safety
(~ . _ , '

4 f unction , namely, the pumping of water and so forth, to

5 completion.

6 Q There is no requirement for design to make sure

7 that the punps have indeed run, that the water is indeed

8 flowing er that the control rods are indeed on the bottom.

9 A (JITNESS SULLIVAN) There are requirements. I

10 don ' t know if they are in the standard or not, but there are

11 requirements that the NBC imposes such as requirine flow

12 meters. I imagine they would require flow meters downstream

13 o f the punps to indicate that there is flow.,-- s

! )
\/ 14 C It is not requir9d --

15 A ('JIT!!?SS SULLIV Ali) The standard only goes -- I

16 a m not cure. I just cannot say that quickly. I know there

17 are provisions in IEEE 279 about status, indicators in

18 st a tus; but whather the standard requires the_ flow meters

19 a n d the indicators, I just 'o not know right off-hand. But

20 it requires an automatic initiation of the systems.

21 C You raid, I celieve, that the signal has to cet to

22 th e terminals, and I thought it was your interpretation of

23 279 that that was all that was required.

24 A (WITH"SS SULLIVA.N) That is all that is required

25 to complete tho protective action within the protection

.

t
m
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1 system. That is all that is required to meet 279.
v

2 0 Okay.

~ ') 3 A (WIT!iESS SULLIVAN) Put that particular seal-in is
a

4 completely consistent with the requirements of 603 for the

5 rest of the syster, which says that the safety system must

6 go to completion. In other words, the protection system

7 upstream blocks in and then keeps a sustained signal barrinc

8 interruption on the controls which then turn on the pumps

9 and valves and motors. And then if no one intervenes, the

10 systen is desicned to and will go to completion, will fill

11 up the vessel or depressurize the containmen t or whatever.

12 The two systems are compatible, at least the

13 design requirements for the two systems..x
t i

14 0 Now then, did you say in 603 there is an addition,

15 som= thing additional is required than just having the signal

16 get to the tereinals?

17 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Oh, yes; 603 takes into

18 considera tion the equipment downstream of a protective

19 syst em , downstream of the relays. It gets into the -- it

20 gets into the punpu. They are designed to carry the function

21 t o completion nd actually purp water.

22 0 Pumping water is all that is required. It is not

23 required to pump wa ter until certain criteria are met.

24 A (WIT"ESS SULLIVAN) It is not required by the

25 design to pump water until certa n criteria are met. The

,~N

wJ
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( 1- requirement f rcm the standard is that the system be capable

| 2 of pumpino the water until certain requirements are met.
. |

3'The capability must be there. It cannot mandate actual

4 operation. There is no way a standard can mandate that it
*

4

5 shall under all circumstances occur. It can only mandate .

.

i -

6 design capability.4

,

; 7 There is a crucial distinction. I believe that

8 that is the basis for the -- it is a crucial basis, I

i 9 believe, for the distinction between Mr. Pcilard's view and
t

) 10 the staf f 's view.

11 0 Yes. So yo" are, I think, then saying that the

12 pumps are supposed to start.

13 A ('4ITNESS SULLIVAN) They are designed to start.
,

i 14 0 They are designed to start.
4

15 A They are designed to start, left to themselves and

16 no f ailures.

i 17 C And left to themselves they would continue running.

18 A C4ITNESS SULLIVAN) Eight. Right. Just like the4

1: ,

i 19 example I gave with my car. It is designed to travel at 55.
<

'
20 It will not f all a pa rt on th e highway , Ha t . le ast I hope it

|. 21 does not today, but it does not mean I have-to drive that '

,

22 car- every 5 - ment.
>

23 0 Your interpretation of, say, "the intended

j 24 sequence of protective action at -the systez levellshall
1

I- 25 continue until completion" meant th a t all of the pumps have

!O
4

1
>

!
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(; 1 started, all of the valves opened, s11 of the things
v

2 required to get the flow going have happened and that is the

/~} 3 end of the story. They don't have to continue running for
v

4 any definite period of time or until any other nituation --

5 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) The design cannot really do

6 much more than that. All I am saying is they are designed

7 -- if you just imagine the opera tor keeps hin hands off, all

8 of the safety functions will go to completion. It is the

9 design ca pability to do that.

10 MR. JCBDAN: Very well. I think I understand. I

11 believe I understand. Svery time I say this I get caught

12 u p , but I think I understana it, your relief as to what is

13 required in 279 and what additional is required in 603.e

i'
14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Cutchin.

'

15 MR. CUTCHIN: I ha ve no f urther questions, Mr.

16 Ch airnan .

17 "S. WEISS: Mr. Chairnan, at this time I would

18 like to cove into svidence for the limited purpose of

19 showing that it was received by Mr. Sullivan and that no

20 response was made, the UCS locument numbered 1P f or

21 iden tifica tion , memorandun from Steven H. Hanauer.

22 CHAIPPAN S M ITII: Are th me any objections?

23 ME. FAXTEF: Well, to ,ake sure that I understand

24 the limitation of the offer, it does not go to the truth or

25 wei7ht of any of the views expressed by Mr. Hanauer a t all

,

\ ,/
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I ) 1 but simply that tha document was received by the witness and
,

2 he made no rosponsn. With that understanding, I have no

/ 3 objection .i
t /

'w/

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Any objection from anybody else?

5 "R. CUTCHIN: Not on that basis, "r. Chairman.

6 CHA!EMAN SMITH: All right. UCS Exhibit 18 is

7 received into ovidence.

8 (The document referred to,

9 previously narked for identi-
'

10 fication as UCS Exhibit 18,

11 was received in evidence.)

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further with Mr. Sullivan?

/
s 13 CEOSS-EXAMINATION ON BOARD E X A M I N A T I,0 N-

1

( ;
'''

14 PY ME. POLLAED:

15 Q Mr. Sullivan, to make sure we understand your

16 views as to the reach and requirements of 279 versus those

17 of 5 0 3, and just for the purpose of keeping things simple,

18 w h a t I would like to use it the example of a reactor trip, a

19 reac to r scr am . Let's use the example of a reactor scram

20 f r o m high power level.

21 Now, as T understood your answer to Er. Jordan,

22 th a t if there were a reactor scram signal from the requisite
,

|
23 number of cnannels in the reactor protection syster, it is '

24 your understanding that it would be permissible to have the

25

,

/ \
'. ,1
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; 1 design cuch that the operator could either prevont the rods,

a

2 from moving or stop them before they were fully inserted,

~1
(

3 and cucn a lesign would not violate the requirement: of IEEE
m

4 Standard 279; is that correct?

5 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) That is correc t.

6 Q Now, with respect to the requirements of IEEE 603

7 in caragraph 4.4, if the requirements of 603 were applied,

8 would it still be acceptable to have a design wher? the

9 operator could orevent the rods fron being fully incerted?

10 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) You used the word

11 " acceptable. " It would not, in my judgment, violate the

12 standard. It may wall not be acceptable to the l' icon sin g

fs 13 staf f. I do not belle"e it would violate the standard. I
! !

\ /
14 believe that is the answer to your --''

15 0 On what grour.ds would it not be acceptable to the

16 staf f ?

17 A (WITYESS SULLIVAN) The staff had already

18 demonstra ted they sant timerc. I do not think that -- well,

19 first of all I am saying it migh t not be acceptabln to the

20 s t a f f . I thinA that is a fair statement I can make. The

21 staf f han already put timers on to crevent this fro

22 ha ppening .

23 0 What aas the basic fer that staff requirenent?

24 A (WITNESS SULLIVAs) I do not knew the exact

25 basis. It certainly seems to mo like a reasonable thing to

p
LJ
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1 do since there was really no point in stopping the rods.
m

2 They could also damage them.

'

3 Q Might it also damage the plant, not just the rods?;

4 A Y?n, damace -- conceivably. I am speculating

5somewhat, but it seems obvious that the rods -- I don't

6 believe the rode are designed on any plant to be terminated

7 in midflight.

8 Q Assuming they were, my point is th e staf f has

9 determined f rom some basis -- maybe you don't know the

10 particular regulation or standard -- but presumably on the

11 basis of an engineering evaluation for the purpose of

12 protectino the public, that the plant should be designed

13 such that the operator cannot stop the control rods fromc s

: 1 .

\ '' 14 being fully inserted once the protection system sicnals them

15 to be inserted.

16 A (WITFTSS SULLIVAN) In this pa rtic ula r case, yes,

17 with regard to the rods.

18 C But you do not believe that such a requirement

19 would stem from the provisions of IEE Standard 603?

20 A (WITsISS EULLIYAN) I do not believe so, no, since
,

21 th e protecti/e action at the outset would go to completion,

22 seal in and loch , and then subsequent to tha power dropping

23 to some level below the set point, deliberate operator

24 action would be required to grab them in midflight.

25 I fail to see any conflict, but that certainly |

..

-? -
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) 1 does net mean I believe it is a good design either.,

,

2 0 And are you aware that Standard Review Plan

3 Section 7.2 applies to the coactor shutdown system?
7 j
Rj

4 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I am not that faniliar with

5the Standard Review Plan.

6 Q Did you ever use the Standard Review Plan for any

7 of your reviews of nuclear power plant designs before you

8 were transferred to the Standards Division?

9 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) No, because the Standard

10 Feview Plan was written after I transferred over. I

11 transferred over in '72, and sometime after that, the

12 Standa rd Eeview Plan was put tocether, as I recall. At any

13 ra te , I did not use it.,.
I i

*'s| 14 Q And the Standard Feview Plan was not put together
,

15 b y the Standards Division?

| 16 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I beg your pardon, please?
,

17 C The Standard Feview Plan you said was put together

|

18 cometime af ter you vent to the Standards revicien?

19 A Y?s.

20 0 Was the Standards Division not part of the

21 development of the S tand a rd Review Plan?

22 A (WITPESS SULLIVAN) I do not believe Standards,

23 th e Standards Division or director of standards of whataver |

24 we were known ac -- let me put it this way. I do not recall

25 ha ving any input, and I have always felt it is principally a

!

'%)
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1 licensing , you know, function to put it tc ge th er. Licensing
-

2 had th e lead on it.

r'' 3 0 Just one similar example from a question askad to
( j

4 you by either Mr. Adler or Mr. Dornsife. Did I understand

5 you correctly that it would be acceptable, and by that I

6 mean it would not be a viola tion of actually Standard 279,

7 to design Three Mile Island Unit 1 such that as long as the

8 protection system signal used to initiate FCCS is sealed in,

9 it would not ba a violation of the requirements of IEEE

10 Standa rd 279 to allow the cpera tor to proven t the emergency

11 cooling systen f r o.7 startina?

12 A ('4 ITN ESS SULLIV AN ) ! believe the answer to your

,_ 13 ques tion is yec, it would not be a violation. In fact,

?
1 14 capa bility to prematurely terminate a safety function -- and

15 you can tals about premature termination. Thir could be

16 done ev9n before it is turned en by virtue of maintenance

17 byca sces.

18 0 Yes. Now --

19 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) For which UCS has no

20 objection . Maybe we can get into that later on.

21 O Yes. L?t's not stirt --

22 A (WIT 5FSS SULLIVAN) I am sorry.

23 C The came examele of the high preccure injection

24 syst em which you just answered with recpect to it not bainc

25 a violation of 279. If the operator could prevent the

7
L

\+s
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1 startinc of the hi7h pressure injection pumps, what would be
a

2 you opinion as to whether that design would be acceptable as

3a method of -- l e t me start over again.
. s

t /
(,,/

4 Would such a design violate the requirements of

G IEEE Standard 603? By such a design I mean one in which the

6 operator could prevent the starting of the high pressure

7 injection pumps.

8 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I don't relieve it would

9 violate 6 03. I believe the capability is there in one area

10 I gave with maintenance bypasses.

11 M3. POLLARD: We have no further questions of this

12 witn esses.

(_
13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further?

,

(' ._) 14 M2. EAXT?F: One, Mr. Chairman.

15 BY MP. BAXTEF:

16 C Mr. Sullivan, did I understand your parlier

17 testimony to be that your experience with these reactor

18 time rs is limited to boiling water reattors?

19 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) To the best of ny knowledge I

20 h a ve net heard of any application to a pressurized water

21 reactor ; however, I simply have not heard of any application
.

22 to a prassurized water reactor.

23 YR. EAXTER: Thank you.

24 CHAIRFAN F '!IT H i Anything f urther?

25 M?. CUICHIN: Nothing.

, . - ,

q)
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|

/, 1
( 1 Ci! AIRB AN SMITH: ! hank you. |

|--

2 Shall we begin with '' r . Jensen before lunch?

3 MP. SEOLLY: You might just as well proceed with- i

t-

4 Mr. Jensen.

5 CROSS-EXAdINATION RESUMED

6 BY MR. SHOLLYs

7 0 Mr. Jensen, if you will turn to page 5 of your

8 testimony.

9 A (WITNESS JENSEN) Okay.

10 0 Question 8 deals with the potential effect of

11 continuous operation of HPI. In the vary last sentence you

12 sa y , "While this discharge water would be used during the

13 lon7 -term racirculation mod? to cool the core, it is
,- 3

14 desirable to limit such releases of reactor coolant to the>

15 containme nt. Your use of the wo rd "d esi ra t le " there is

16 somewhat confusing to me. Desirable from what standpoint?

17 A (WITNESS JENSEN) Yes. The containment is decigned

18 to be able to hold the entire pri.Tary system inventory if it

19 is released in the sense of a 10CA, but it is departs from

20 the design condition of the plant to have tha primary

21 coolan t out of the primary system and on the containment

22 floor.

23 The ecolant is partially radioactive. It has

24 activation products in it and it would require the cleanup

25 rrccess to, I guess, probably to decontaminate containmont.

/%

k
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[ ) 1 It is not the decian of the plant. It is a departure from it.

2 O Would you characterine that as being desirable

'~ 3 from the standpoint of convenience or would you use another
.-

4 -- is that more convenience or is it necessary from a public

5 health and safety standpoint?

6 A (WITNESS JENSEN) I guess both. It is not good

7 from the standpoint of public health and safety because this

8 primary coolant that is radioactive would be one step closer

9 to being able to be released to the environment. Instead of

10 being encased in the primary system, it would te released to

11 tne con ta in m en t floor, and then it wo ul d be just a little

12 bit closer to being able to be released.

13 In the process of cleaning up the spilled water,-,

i |
\ '' 14 it might cause some radioactivity -- radia tion dose to be

15 received by the plant workers.

16 0 That you know of, have any studies been done

17 rega rding a situation like this -- I will start over.

18 Are you aware of any studies that have been done

19 regarding how long HPI can continue in this particular mode

20 wher e you have the d isch a rgo through a small break in terms

21 o f total gallons, time, whatever constraints you want to

22 place on it?

23 A (VITNTSS JENSEN) Yes. This would be similar. This

24 would be a feed and bleed process that would occur not

25 because it was required but because the operatcr did not

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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'''' 1 throttle the high pressure injection system. I suppose --

2 this did occur at Crystal River. The borated water storago

/~x 3 tank at Three Mile Island, Unit 1 has a capacity of 150,000

(~
4 gallons, and the high pressure injaction system at high

'

5 pressure, 2500 psi, which is the safety valve set point,

6 would flow about a minimum o f 216 gallons per minute per

7 pump if two trains were in operation continuously.

8 I guess in about 19 or 19 hours or so, the borated

9 water storage tank would be empty and at this time operator

10 action would be required to -- in the feed and bleed mode to

11 switch the suction or the ECCS to the containment sump. So

12 in that sense this operation can continue for an indefinite

13 period of time.
/~' . .

!x_ 14 However, all this time the plant vould he

15 pressurized, and at some time the operator would have to

16 intervene to throttle the system so the plant could be

17 brought down in pressure. And if this was not done perhaps

18 a t some time the fact that cold water is being injected into

19 th e system at high pressure might cause the reactor vessel

20 temperature -- the lower limit criteria to be exceeded.

21 0 Okay. M.oving on to page 6.

22 ty memory is not serving me too well at this

23 p oi n t . This may have been covered 9arlier with some other

24 testimony . At One point I think the last sentence in your

25 answer to question 11 notes that a loss of main and

7
j

|

|

|
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( 1 auxiliary feedwater, you would lose feed and bleed node of

2 removing deray heat.

J'N 3 Following this loss of main and auxiliary
(

.

4 f eed water, what core cooline modes would to available?

5 A (WITNESS JENSEN) The first mode that the operator

6 would try would be feed and bleed. That is from the

7 operating procedures. He would actuate the high pressure

8 injection system, and the fact no heat was being removed

9 from tha primary system would cause either tho POPV and/or

10 th e saf ety valve to open, wnich would then be a feed and

11 bleed process.

12 This would be essentially the only method he would

13 have of cooling the reactor without any f eed wa te r a t all.,.,

( < .

'' 14 He perhaps could provide feedwater using the condensate

15 cumps, as also suggested by the procedures.

16 O Maybe I am misunderstanding your answer to this

. 17 question. 'i h a t it indicates to me is that following a loss

18 of nain and auxiliary feedwater, that this feed and bleed

19 mode cannot be done.

20 MR. JORDAN: It seens to me that you are

21 post ula ting 3 system that does not exict on TMI, that

22 possibly exists at Davic-Besse.

23 ZR. JCiS EF : I was just rather speculating that the

24 idea s behind the contention were that nerhaps the high

25 pressure injection system at T"I is designed to operate at

.o
i

'

|
!
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,

( ) 1high pressures so it can operate in the feed and bleed mode,
-

2 and looking at alternate approaches, I thought perhaps that

3I should examine an alternate system that would not cause

4 the primary coolant to be dischsrged into the containment in

5 the event of a loss of f eedwater such a system. The feed

6 and bleed mode would not be available and the reactor would

7 have to depend on feedwater to the pressurizer so that the

8 high pre ssure injection could be operated.

9 BY MR. SHOLLY:

10 0 That is only in the case where lower pressure HPI

11 pumps would be used.

12 3 (WITNESS JENSEN) Yes.

13 0 I did misundertand tha t , then. Thank you.

# .

14 Pages 6 and 7 discuss how operator precedures have

15 heen changed to prevent premature throttling of HPI. You

16 mentioned a number of factors involved with this. You state

17 that operators have been retrained to recoanize the s7trtoms

small break LOCA.18 o f =

19 A (JIThESS JEUSEN) Yes.

20 C Are those symptoms unambiguous? In other word s,

21 a r e there other scenarios which would closely mimic systen

22 response or instrumentation dirplays to a c:all break LCCA?

23 A (WITNESS JENSEN) In an overcooling transient that

24 would occur f rom a b reak in a steam line or overfilling of

25 the steaa aanerators by tho feedwater systen. That would at

, , . ,
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1

', 1 first mimic a small break LOCA in the sense that the reactor
(Js.

2 system would be depressurized and the high pressure

3 injection systom might be actuated.

4 The operator would then be able to determine

5 whether or not a small break LOCA had occurred by observing

6 the primary system pressure, and if it rapidly incraased

7 again with the actuation of the high pressure injection

8 syst em , it would be an indication that the event was not a

9 LOC A .

10 Q And that would be symp toma tic of something other

11 than a LOCA. In other words, a LOCA could not give that

12 additional symptom.

13 A It would not tend to repressurize unless it was a

# 14 ve ry , very small leak. It would not tend to repressurize

15 again because water would continuously be lost through the

16 break.

17 O But on a very small break it micht; is that what

18 you are saying ?

19 A (WITNFSS JENSEN) A smaller break miaht be more

20 dif ficult for the operator, but we could use other

21 indica tions. We could look at the radiation released to the

22 cont ainment, the containment pressure perhaps, and diagnose

23 whether -- I have the small break ope ra ting precedures

24 here . Some of the actionr; that the opera or would take to

25 deterrine what t ?. e event was aro listed in h ere.

,-m

|
1
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1 Frimarily there are procedures that say that a

2 saturated condition in the prima ry system would indicate a

3 small break 1GCA.~'
'

4 0 You also indicate on page 7 that the

5 instrumentation available to the operator to indicate that

6 the core is cooled following a small break.lOCA has been

7 improved. I assume that this will be dealt with

8 specifically later in the inadecuate core cocling testimony,

9 but are you aware of these instrumentation improvements in

10 general?

11 A (WITNISS JENSFN) Yes. I understand two subcooling

12 meters will be installed and in addition the resctor hot leg

13 instrumentation will have an expanded range and this will be
,_

/

h
* 14 available to the operators as also will tha readings from'

15 the in-core thermocouples. They will be available, whereas

16 I understand that in Unit 2 they were not reading into the

17 cont rol room.

18 0 Do any of there intruments to detect inadequa te

19 core coolin; make use of the plant computer?

20 A (MITiES3 JENSZN) I am not sure. I don't believe

21 the saturation meter will. I 20 not believe the het leg

22 indica tion will . I am not sure about tha in-core

23 th er moco u ples .

24 0 You do not know.

25 ('J I ri ISS JZNSEN) I dc not knew,*

n
k 7
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1 0 Okay. Finally, tne last cuestion asks if there is

2 any reason to believe that the problem which occurred at

^ 3 TMI-2 regarding clad metal / water reaction will occur at
t,

;
'

s

4 THI- 1, and you answer no. I believe that to be somewhat of

5 an ambiguous question.

6 Is it your testimony that there are no accident

7 scenarios in which if the operator follows the coall break'

8 procedures, the clad water reaction limits .in 50.44 will not

9 be exceeded?

10 A ('JITNESS JENSEN) There are no small treaks. .

11 understand for the large areaks there still might be some

12 metal / water reaction. I have not looked at those in detail.

13 B u t yes, for a metal / water reaction to occur, it is
7

/ )
(/ 14 necessary that the cladding temperature be increased to a

15 threshold temperature for th e reaction to occur. That is

16 about 1700 or 1800 degrees. And all the small break

17 analysis tha t has been done for TMI-1, assuming that the

18 mitiga ting s ys' eu - are opera blo , predict temperatures a gcod

19 deal less .t a n this. In fact, it is only fcr a /ery limited

20 ra ng e of breaks.

21 Is there any uncovering of the core at all? For

22 these the uncovering is vety slight, only about a foot, and
1

)
23 t h e p ea k cladding temperature was calculated to be 1100 '

24 degrees, which is significantly less than the throshold

25 temperature.

(-
! l
v
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(~'s 1 MR. SHOLLY: I believe that is all the questions I |

'x - |

2 have. |

/~} 3 CH A IR :' A N SMITH: Chall we go to lunch or do you

%

4 want to conclude with Mr. Jensen?

5 M9. ADLEE: We hava a very few questions. Perhaps

6 we could just finish up with this witness.

7 CHAIFPAN SMITH: All right.

8 Sefor9 we break for lunch, I would like to provide

0a copy of a draft of the memorandum and order on emergency

10 planning to the partiet in a+tendance to check for accuracy

11 since we weren't meetine with you and I want to make sure it

12 is accurate. So don't run away when we a re a t the lunch

13 bres k . I will have a copy for you.,__
/ )

14 Mr. Adler.'

..F. ROBERT ADLER:15 SY "

16 C Mr. Jensen, at the bottom of page 6 of your

17 testimon y .

18 A (WITNESS JENSEN) Yes.

19 C The first sentence in response to Question 12. You

20 state that it TMI-2, tho ope rator con trolled the flew of HPI

21 w a t e r b y moaltorin: the le vel in the prassarizer.

22 Do you know if the operators wer e folicwing th eir

23 procedures in doing that?

24 A (UIThrSS JENSFN) No, I do not know.

25

,/ \
! )

,
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1 Q You are not aware that they were following the
s -

2 reactor trip procedures, rather than the loss of coolant

~(* 3 proredures?
v

4 A (WITNESS JENSEN) ho, I really don't.

5 Q On page 7 of your testimony, Mr. Sholly just

6 questioned you on the three aspects of your answer. The

7 first is operator training. I take it from your past

8 testimony and your experience that you have no direct

9 knowledge of the adequacy of operator training; is that

10 correct?

11 A (WITNESS JFNSEN) No. I am referring to the

12 evaluations reported in the staff safety evaluation report

13 f or THI-1 restart.
,|, s.) *

'' 14 C That's right. Ycu rely exclusively on the SER.

15 A (WITNESS JENSEN) Excuse me. I do not understand.

16 0 You are saying that you reliea exclusively in your

17 test imony on the SER, the restart SEE.

18 A (WIT!:ESS JENSIh) Yes.

19 0 Would tha came be true for the rewritten small

20 break energency procedures that you refer tc?

21 2 (WITNFSS JENSEN) Not completely. I read the

22 emergenry procedures myself and I a r. aware that the criteria

23 f or terninating HPI flow is indeed present in the

24 procedures , a n d I believe that that set of criteria will be

25 adeq uate .

,,
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; 1 Q The third is the instrumentation available to
o

2 indicate that the core is cooled. Can you cive us a brief

~

( 3 evaluation of . your personal e xpe rience that is relevant to
o

4 your judgment on that last aspect?

5 A ('JITFESS JZhSEN) I ha ve not looked at the details

6 of instrumenta tion. However, I believe that this

7 instrumentation, according to its design specifications

8 given by the Licensee, will be able to indicate to the

9 operator whether or not the reactor system is 50 degrees

10 cubcooled or saturated or superheated ; and will give him the

11 inf o rma ti on that he needs to tall -- to determine what the

12 situation of the primary system ic and to be able to follow

- 13 t h e procedures.
7s

( ) '

1J 14 BY 55. DGENSIFE:

15 0 .M r . Jcncen, are you svare of any experiences in

16 opera ting reacters since the T !'I - 2 accident whare the

17 opera to rs -- where high pressure injection was autonatically

18 initia ted and the operators relied on the guidance of IEE

19 Eulle tin 79-058 to cuide their actions?

20 A (WIT"ESS JENSEN) I im not very familiar with the

z;IEE Euiletins.

22 O That is the criteria for terminating HEI.

23 A (MITbESS JENSEN) Okay, yes. I a ?. corry. I

24 misunderstoo d your question. Yes. I have read the IEE

25 Bulletins , but the criteria for terminating HPI has been

,m,

'
N_
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~'l 1 used in several instances, a t Crystal Fiver and also at
-

2 North Anna, where the high p re ss ure injection system was

~; 3 actuated and it was indeed later deterrined.(

4 0 Are you aware of the details of these particular

5 ncidents?

6 A (WITNESS JENSEN) '41th some rf the details.

7 0 In your opinion, are there any lassons to be

8 learned from using those criteria? Were they adequate in

9 all respects? Do you feel, because of that experience, they

10 continue to show their adequacy?

11 A ('JITNESS JENSEN) I believe that the operators

12 tended to err on the side of conservatism, and -- well,

|,_ 13 especially at, North Anna -- and allowed tha -- well, at
i

i' 14 Cryctal River also -- ellowed the high pressure in jection
'

-

15 syst em to pump water into these reactors longer than was

16 need ed ind allowed ecre of the primary coolant to be lost to

17 the containment than would bo required by juct eting the

18 50 aegree subcooling criteria.

19 O Are you iware of the fact tha t the licensee in

20 their emergency procedurec hava elininsted the cuidance, the.
21 20-m in u t e time limit that is contained in th e guidance that

22 is in the ICE Eulletin? Are you aware cf that?

23 A (WITNESS JENSFN) Yer.

24 0 Do you find that to be acceptable?

25 1 ( P.IIT;.ZSS J ENS E N ) Yas. I believo -- I did not do

/n
-

( )
m
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~

(' 1 the review o_ this, but -- of read the guideline s for
_.

2 TF.1- 1. I believe it was found to be an equivalent safeguard

] 3 to have -- to lcok a t the -- at just the 50-degree
s .

4 subcooling criteri' with the additional requirement that the

5 action not be required to cause the pressurizer level to go

6 of f scale.

7 A 20-degree absolute limit on -- excuse me, a

8 20-minute limit on the time to throttle the HPI would have

9 tha difficulty of, under some circumstances such as an

10 over cooling transient, the primary system must quickly

11 represeurize again, and it night be a considerable period of

12 time when the primary coolant would be lost out of the

'3 caf ety valves, when this would not be required to protect.,
,

L/ 14 th e plan t . -

15 I believe such a condition as this occurred at

16 North Anni, where an overcooling transient occurred, and the

17 operator, to my understanding, he did have a 20-minute

18 termination 9riteria in his procedures, and he waited

19 through this time to termina te the high pressure injection,

20 and because of thi:. caused an unnecessary amount of water to

21 be lost fro.m the r3 actor.

22 Q I refar to your testimony, at the bottom of page

23 6, where you say that: "Analyces have shown that

24 pressurizer le tel alene is an unreliable indication for

25 determining whether the core is covered." I guess the key

,.m

|

|
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1 word thare is "alone." Yoa feel that pressurirer level is^

2 adequate to determine whether you should terminate HPI, but

rw 3 not adequata alone to determine whether the core is covered?
/ )

-

4 A (WITNESS JEhSEN) Yes. Because if a break occurs

5 at the top of a vessel that is filled with water, the

6 bubbles f ormed in the fluid will cause the level to rise.

7 And this can be seen if you have ever opened a Coke bottle

8 on a het day and the level of the fluid rises and flows out

9 the tc p of the bottle.

10 But in this case, the boiling and flashina

11 process, this fluid would be boiling and .aturated, and

12 would not meet the 50-degree subcooling criteria. So both

13 of these criteria together, these 50 degrees, means the
7.s

14 reactor system is not boiling, and.it is liquid below the

15 boiling point. The pressurizer level in dica tion then means

16 th a t the system is filing.

17 C Do you know whether the pressuriner level

18 instrument is a safety grade instrument?

19 A (4ITNESS JENSEN) I do not know.

20 MS. DORNSIFEs I have no more questions.

21 MB. THEODORE ADLE3: I ha ve one follow up, Mr. i

|

22 Chairman.

23 ?? ME. T. ACLEE:

24 C Mr. Jensen, in general do you feel it is

25 appropria to for a licennoa to interpret an ICE bulletin such

,o
s i
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( 1 that one aspect of that bulletin is eliminated, and if so,

2 do they need to ask for a specific exemption?

'

3 A (MITNESS JENSEN) I was not involved in the review

4 of the Licensee's response to the bulletin by the staff. I

5 undarstand there was some clarification of the bulletin done

6 by the staff, and I really do not know all that was

7 involved.

8 CHAIEZAN S3ITH: Mr. Baxter? Mr. Cutchin?

9 MR. CUTCHIN: Nothinc further, sir.

10 CH AI3'' AN SMITH : Okay. You are excused. Thank

11 you.

12 ( 'dit n e s ses excused.)

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'd e will aljourn until 1:10. We,.,

,/ i,

'\ - 14 vill have copies in just a moment for the draft emergency

15 plan ning deso.

16 ?S. WEISS: ?. r . Chairman, if the Board would like,

17 we could get r. P311ard ready to come on for rebuttal afterv

18 th e break.

19 C!!AIEVAN SMITH: Pafore we rule, I would like to

20 h a ve a summary of what his testimony was on direct, what it

21 w a s o n -- what the testimony on staff's rebuttal was, and

22 w h a t you propose to establish by his surrebuteal, as I ~

23 believe it would b?.

24 XS. '.' EIS S : Ckay.

25 CH AIE:' AN S::ITH: You may, if you wish, have him

I ,,
! ( )

._-
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O 1 prepare. If we rule in your favor, then we can proceed.
V

2 MS. WEISS: I will wait until after lunch for the

3 summary. I think I can do it myself, but J would not wantp)(
4 to hazard the possibility of making a mistake.

5 CEAIEFAN SMITH: Fine. We will adjuurn until

6 1:10.

7 (Whereupon , a t 12:10 p.m., the hea ring was

8 recessed, to reconvene at 1:10 p.m. the same day.)

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 )

24

25

O
1

|
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4 - -

1 AFTERNOON SESSION'

2 (1817 p.m.)

'

3 CHAIRMAN S MII fi a Are you . ready?-
p

4 XR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I have a'

5 preliminary matter. I thought Mr. Sholly would be here. I

6 vant to raise a-preliminary question before'UCS disappears.

-7 On November f4, as you recall, we met to discuss

8 the hydrogen control matter and it was left, as I understand'

i
9 it , as - I reread the record, that UCS would submit an offer

! 10 of proof and Mr. Sholly would decide whether he was going to

11 amend or advance the contention.

12 It has been some time now, and I think we ought to-

!
I

13 try to establish a schedule for those events.

! d 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I agree, Mr. Trowbridge. It is a

1- 15 matter the Roard has been meaning to bring up on its own.
i

16 It is time that the parties -- the Intervenors do what they
i
i

17 are required to do or do wha t they-intend to do. All.you

18 wish to do is proffer, and what is that going to involve?.

- 19 Will that mean that the parties taking a different-position

i

; 20 will put on some type of shoving?

21 MR. TROW 3 RIDGE: 'tr. Chairman,, I find it very
.

i H
I

: 22 dif ficult to ar.swer that question until I have seen the

| 23 of f er of . proof. And I really honestly do not visualize ' this

24 of fer of proof very easily. !

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. All right. I know you
!

.O-
'
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1have been quite busy with the contentions that you have to |)
mj

|

2 litiga te , but the time is coming, I guess.

3 .is. WEISS: I have given a little bit of thought

4 to it, not a whole lot, given th e other demands on our

5 time . It had occurred to me af ter hearing particularly Mr.

6 Scinto 's explanation of the way in which the staff sees the

7 Class 9 issue as interwoven with the hydrogen control issue,

8 that it might be appropriate to wait until that time to make

9 the off er of proof on the hydrogen control issue.

10 MF. TROWBEIDGE: We are not thinking abcut waiting

11 until af ter the staf f 's testimony on Class 9? Do I

12 understand you correctly?

13 MS. WEISS: Yes.-s

! i
'- 14 *R. T20WERIDGE: r.r. Chairman, consider the fact.

15 that it may very wall call for responses, action by the

16 Boa rd . That seems to me too late tc plan on the offer of

17 proof . And I do not --

18 (Boaru conferrinc.)

19 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Would you exclain mere thoroughly

20 wh y your litigation depends upon the staff's presentation on

21 Class C?

22 E. W"ISS: Well, I understood the staff's

23 position to be that it would present the same evidence in

24 response to the Class 9 issue as it would in respcase to the

25 hydrogen control issue. In other words, it has made

, . .

-'
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"' repetition of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident an
.

2 incredible event by virtue of tne actions that it has taken,

3 and therefore another situation will not arise involving<

4 hydrogen generation.

5 That is what I understand te be their general line

6 of thinking. And I suppose, you know, it really -- I don't

7 think the Board is going to be able to resolve the issue, no

8 matter how it looks at it, until that evidence comes in. I

9 suppose we could do our offer of proof before, but I am not

10 sure tha t it would --

11 CH AI5:! AN SMIT!!: It seems to v.e we are almost back

12 a t the staga of initially offering contentions, except now

13 yo u are in a position where you know what the law in this
p

-> 14 case is, at least, and you have to take that into account

15 when you state your position, your offer, your contention.

16 Don ' ' f o rge t , we are starting fresh.

17 And ar far as your contention is concerned -- and

18 if you need relief after the staff has gone on Class 9, and

19 there is s ". .n e t h i n g that affects your contention or position,

20 I think you can move for it properly then. Uut I think that

21 your position is one that should be taken relatively early |

|
|

'

22 in tha proceedings.

23 M2. '4 FIS S : If the ?oard wishes to set a d eadline,

24 we will atter pt to T.eet it. There are just an awful lot of

25 other things that need to be done.

,
,
t~

-
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I-do not want to impose a

2 personal _ hardship. .I think when you wind up this series,
,.

3 how about the period we have coming up, where -- let me
.

J

4 see. I do not have my schedule here.'

5 Wha t would be a convenient .'me for you?
.

6 MS. WEISS: Well, I suspect that when we disappear

7 we ~ are goin7 to disappear for a short period of time,

8 perhaps a week. I anticipate that we will not be out of

9 here for more than a week,.although I would like to be. It
i

10 is my suspicion'that things will move relgtively quickly on

11 those other contentions.'

12 And we intens to use that week to get ready for

13 wh a t we need to do when we come back, that is, proceed with

14 all the rest of the UCS Cdntentions. .

15 It is also my general feeling that that will-not

16 he done untti af ter Christmas. Given that, I would ask for,

17 say, January 15th for an offer of proof on the hydrogen

18 issue .

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Trowbridge?

20 MR. T30WBPIDGE: Let ce confer with Mr. Faxter, if

21 I ma y , for a minute.

22 (Counsel for Applicant conferring.)'

23'

;A
(j 24

25

IO
~

!

*
,
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(~ 1 -33. TFOWERIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we are having.,

2 difficulty partly- in -- as-I say, I do not visualize this

(~ 3 of fer of proof Mell so that -I think it is quite possible,
\

4 however, that it will generate and necessita te responses by

5 ourselves and the staff, and tha t the ironing out of

6 whatever arguments there are could carry us well into

7 February, which I-think is too late to plan. I think we

8 ought to try to move that up.

9 I would like to point out also that we oucht to be
~

" 10 talking about, even though he is not here, when Mr. Sholly

11 will make up his mind if he is going to file a contention.

! 12 Th a t strikes me -- contentions take a while to settle.

13 CHAIEMAN SMITH: That has even greater priority I

14 would think. ' Jell , it is only the. consi.dera tion of your

15 other demands on your time that is delcying our

16 consideration of when you should have it in. I mean, you

17 know , that is the only factor, because it should ce in now

18 really .

19 MS. WEISS: Wall, I may be incorrect in my

20 unde rsta nding , but I thought I heard both the licensee and
1

21 the staf f say in earlier dis.cussions that without respect to
;

22 anyt hing ths t UCS contended in this h ydrogen , general'

|

23 hydrogen issue, that their response would be the same; that
,

(j 24 thei.r response would be the same response th at they-arei

25 making . on the Class 9 issue. So I really cannet understand
;

1

1

$
'

\.J |

|
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1 where it is going to take a lot of time to work up a'
,

2 response.

,'' 3 CHAIEMAN SMITH: That is assuming that your offer

"%.-

4 of proof is parallel to the question.

5 Y. S . WEISS: I thought they said it did not matter

6 how we characterize the issue, that their response would be

7 the same response that it will be on the Class 9 issue; tha t

8 is, it cannot happan again, for the reasons --

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Predicated, as I understand it,

10 on their understanding of the Commission 's o rder. If your

11 of f e r of proof varies from that -- as I understood your

12 of f e r of proof, it is to demonstrate what evidence you would

13 h a ve -- what you would have expected to demonstrate in this

14 litigation where it not for the error that you ir.pute to the

15 Commission.

16 So I do not see how their response to your offer

17 o f nroof can be parallel --

18 ME. WEISS: I thcoght the response -- even if you

19 a r e right -- well, pe rha ps I will let t h e r. speak for

20 th emselves.

21 CHAIPMAN SMITH: If what you say is true, there is

r. Trowbridge is concerned22 no problen, but apparantly what v

23 abou t is if your proffer goes off in directions that_he

8 24 cannot antiripate.

25 (Counsel for UCS conferrinc.)
.

,-

(---u)
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<~ 1 CH AIE'! AN SP.ITH: What did he gay?3
'

~ -

2 .S. WEISS: Fe just said as soon as we are done'

/~ ', 3 with getting ready for the contentions that we have to get
:

's_.-
4 ready for, we will turn our attention to this. And my

5 January 15 feadline, you know, anticipated we would do it as

6 soon as we could after the more immediate demands of the

7 matters alraady scheduled for hea ring.

8 CHAIEnAN SMITH: Can you (:ive "r. Trowbridge any

9 helo ?

10 f.S. WEISS: Well, I think January 15 is a

11 reasonable late . I truly cannot think -- I don't think we

12 will be done with the UCS contentions before then. I think

13 it is a pretty optimistic date. I don't see anything

14 pa rt icula rly unreasonable about it.

15 CHAI?"AN FMITH: This is one of these questions

16 where the re is no basis upon which the Eoard can decide. We

17 simply to not havn enough information, and I hate to make

18 quotiant decicicns, divided in two. That coes not make any

19 sen se .

20 If they represent that they cannot do it any

21 f ast er , I do not see what we can do but just give it a try.

22 If you can come up wi th it, do it. It is already late.

23 hS. KrISP: Eo ara going to try to do it as soon

24 a s we can 13 it.

25 C M T. I ? " ' 'i SMITH n ut no later than January 15.

n
|

*

1 1
' J

|
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(^) 1 '9 . '4EISS: That is right.
t .

v
2 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Okay. Anything f urther on this?

'^$ 3 NE. T 20'4 9 B I D G E : I would suggest that we renew
( '

''

4 this discussion with Mr. Sholly as soon ar he is back.

5 CHAI3"AN SMITH: Yes, indead, yes. In fact, I

6 think th a t we chould -- I don't know when Mr. Shelly is due

7 back , but I think we should send him a notification that --

8 at an early opcortunity we want him to come to the hearing

9 and indicate his contentions with respect to that..

10 Mo. TFOUERIDGE: Am I wrong that 'i r . Sholly would

11 be -- af ter this next issuo Mr. Sholly vill be back with his

12 conten tions ?

13 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Yes.

8 _

14 MS. WFISS: That's ric h t . What we will do is we

15 will have 'frs. .oran call him and tell him that whan he

16 arrives on his contention he should also be expected to

17 discuss his hydrogen control contenticn.

18 "E. T30WBFIDGE: All right.

19 F?. WEISE: If the Feard is ready, we are ready to

20 provide a sammary of what we wauld do by way of surrebuttal,

21 a n d I suppose I oucht to also at this point have the record

22 indica te th a t I have given the E oard and the Reporter copies

23 o f U CF 15.

24 Let ca also note in case anybody notices this, the

25 firrt numbered paga of UCS 15 --

1
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m 1 CHAIPMAN CMITH: Wait until I find it. |

v
2 "E. %EISS. Yes. That is IEEE sta nda rd 603-1977,

r~ , 3 the official version provided us by Mr. Cutchin. The first
( !

~' 4 nu mbered page is numbered 9. Ho4ever, if you count the

5 pages bef ore that there are only seven and not eight pages

6 that precede number 9. We have confirmed that that has

7 apparently resulted from the printer's counting a blank

8 page ; but in fact, all of the pages in the official version

9 are included in the copy that we have given you and

10 vice-versa .

11 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Now, in your summary would you

12 please take it slowly.

13 ME. WEISS: In Mr. Follard's direct testimony he

0 .

14 stated that with respect th e requirement that a safetys

15 f unction must oc to completion that IEEE 603 explicitly

16 expa nded the scope of IFEE 279 to cover systems actuated by

17 the protection system.

18 In rebuttal or cross examination -- in examination

19 this morning dr. Sullivan, it is my underctanding, agreed

20 th a t although the scope of coverage was expanded in IEEE

21 603, applica ticn of that standard still would not require

22 a n y design rhan7es in Three Mile Island Unit 1 because this

23 wa s a design and not an operational requirement.

24 On surrebuttal we would begin by having fr.

25 Pollard note that the definition of "protectivo acti m" has

,m
/ i
'

.-i
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1 been expanded in 603, and this is primarily f or clarity. |'~

2 And then he would explain what the act al words of Section

' 34.4 and 3.10 of IEEE 603 mean in combination.
'

4 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Slower, please. 4.4

5 .5 5 . WEISS: And 3.10, mean when taken in

6 combination. And it.would be his tastimony that the two

7 sections work together in the following manner: that

8 Section 3.10 of IEEE 603 requires the designer to specify

9 the design bases for safety system operation. In other
.

10 w o rd s , they require the designar to define what it means by

11 going to completion. And that Section 4.4 of the standard

12 then tells tne designer that having designed the conditions

13 of going to completion, his design must prevent the operator

8 14 f rom terminating the system except under those conditions.

15 In o ther words , there is flexibility in determinino the

16 design ba sis , the definition of going to completion, but

17 once that is determined, that 4.4 comp?ls that the design

18 preven t the operator from interfering with that.

19 Mr. Pollird will alco state that it is his opinion

20 that the distinction Mr. Sullivan offered between dasion

21 requirem ents and operational requirements is not a clea r

22 dist incticn, and in fact the design requirements of IEEE 603
1

1

23 a r e b a se d o n operational requirements; that is, the design

24 ba cis requirements in 3.10. And he would then give an

25 exam pie out of the Standard oeview Plan with particular

n
I )

|
.-

|

|
|
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r' 1 reference to reactor trip systems.
!

2 CHAIhrAN EMIT:I: ;: r . Eaxter.

~

3 M P. . BAXTEE: Well, Mr. Chairman, I think a t least

4 one of the things the Board should consider in a request for

5 surrebuttal in addition is to whether the testimony could

6 have been presented earlier, is whether it adds any new and

7 probitive evidence to assist the Board in deciding the issue.

8 Ne have a draft standard here, IEEE 603, which was

9 used by Mr. Pollard in his direct testinony to help, in his

10 view , interpret what IEEE standard I79 meant, and we get

11 onto the potential or hypothetical application of that

13 standard to this design in his redirect exemination,

13 although I do not think there has been any testimony tha t

14 the standard has been applied here or elsewhere.

15 So what we are talking about is having different

16 people interpret what these words neen, and I see no thing in

17 the outline Ms. 'deiss has given us this afternocn tc

18 in dica te that we are geing to have anything mere than an

19 expa nsion or repetition of Mr. Pollard's opinion as one

20 person who pa rticipated up until 1975 at least in these

21 standards committees versus what Mr. Patterson would say if

22 h e were still here, or what .: r . Sullivan would say if he

23 goec back on the stand.

24 And the standards are in evidence for the Board to

25 rea d , as well ac anyone else, I suppose; and I do not se(
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'^j 1 how we are 7oing to get anything more probitive and certain
i

2 as to what that standard means by having repeated

[", 3 expressions of construction by authors.
t

(/
4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I suppose that Mr. Pollard or Ms.

5 Weiss would argue from the language of the relevant portions

6 as well as having dr. Pellard testify. Ecvever, she

7 suggested also that he wants to givs some physical examples

8 of the application which cannot be dono, I would not

9 believe, from arcument from the lancuage.

10 '1 R . BAXTER: It could have been done earlier, I

11 would submit, Mr. Chairman.

12 CHAIR"AN SMITH: Mr. Cutchin.

13 MR. CUTCHI": Sir, the way this cane up was in

14 response to a question of Dr. Jordan yesterday to tha effect

15 asking r. Pollard uhether if 503 were indeed in force itv

16 would result in a design of the type that UCS is advocatina.

17 It was in response to that statement that Mr.

18 Sulliv an went into his rebuttal this morning. I would say

19 again it has been explored. Of course, I'd have to say as

20 well if the Board feels the need for this further testimony,

21 i t is the ?carc who has to be satisfied.

22 (30ard conferrinc.)

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: '; r . Eaxter, is it still your

24 position that if this surrebuttal tostimony is permitted

25 tha t you would hava to recall your witness?

,-,

\ /
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1 MR. EAXTFE I hichly expect that is the case, Mr.
a

2 Chai; man, yes, and he hac had to leave.

; 3 CH AIE M A,4 SMITH And he is gone.

v
4 MR. SAXTERs Yec.

5 CHAIRMAN EMITH4 Okay.

6 XR. FAXTFR I mean, I think as the ultimate

7 burden of proof party in this case, rebuttal is, at least

8 traditionally, that party's privilege, if not right.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Oh, I am not --

10 YC. EAXTER: I don 't know for surt until I hear

11 it, Mr. Chairman. I hichly suspect I will.

12 CHA!B"AN FMITH: All right. Just give us a

13 mone n t . Let's take a five minute break.

14 ( B ric.f recess.)

15 CHAIRMAN SMITF The Eoard, particularly Dr.

16 Jordan , vould have liked to have had more of an opportunity

17 during this phare of the hesring to rend and concider IEEE

13 603. Dr. Jordsn has some additional questienc about the

19 position of the parties on its 3pplicability. They may have

20 been rendered u nne ce ssa r y if he had had a chance to read and

21 consider it r.o r o thorcuphly. Iherefore, we are going to

22 make this propcsal.

23 That is, Mr. Polla rd and "r. S ulli va n take th e

24 witn ess stan d , and they respond to questions requentially

25 and see if we cannot arrive at a clea r understandinc of

- s

g/
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(~ 1 their difference. If Mr. Ba xter believes that this then
.

' J
'

2 crea tes a need to brino back his witness or to address it

f ~ 3 one way or the other, well, that will have to be the case.
3

! /
v

4 Perhaps an affidavit micht suffice, perhaps something less

5 than just an appearance.

6 Bat Dr. Jordan does believe tha t he would like to

7 have another opportunity to have the various positions

8 explained. Is there any objection?

9 Concedely, this is a non-traditional approach of

10 ha ving the adversaries on the same wi tness stand , but we

11 think it might be efficient, and it would be at least

12 ef ficient .

13 MR. CUTCHIN: Af te r all, it is the Board that has- - -
! \
; !'> 14 to be satisfied with the record, and if they are not, I have~

15 no objection to doing it this wa y . I am not going to object

16 to O r . Jordan's questiens anyhow.

17 MP. C;XT7E4 Po I understand the crocedure,

18 th oug h , that Dr. Jordan will do the interrogation?

19 CHAIE"AN SMITH: No. '4 e will begin with Ms. 'd e i s s

20 eliciting the te st im.c n y fro? Nr. Follard, or if they prefer,

21 a narrative explanstion. If Dr. Jordan feels like

22 in terruptin; and saying hey, what de you think abcut that

23 Mr. Sulli va n , at that point well, ve will de it.

24 MS. %' E IS S : I have no objection to that.
I

25 CHAIF'AN FMITE: Okay.

1 (~
r ; 1,

~ . ,
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7 ~ 1 Mr. .i d l e r , do you have any objection to the
!

_

2 procedure ?

r 3 M?. RCSERT ADLER. No, we have no objection.
(,' !

4 Whereupon ,

5 DONALD F. SULLIVAN

6 and

7 ECPERT D. PCLLARD

8were recalled to the stand by the Board and, having been

9 previously duly sworn, were examined and testified as

10 follows:

11 CHAIP"AN SMITH: Now, on this particular issue the

12 Reporters had a great deal of difficulty keeping up. It

13 cee9 c to bc the nature of th e icsue that parties are

8 14 impatien t to get their views in, and this has caused some of

15 the difficulty. So let's rake a conscious effort to take it

16 a question and answer at a time and try to break down your

17 answers into separate daclaratory statements, and be sure to

18 allow the ancwer to be co.mpl3.ed.

19 All right, Ms. 'a' ei s s .

20 GENER AL EX A:il.A A*IO4 Bi THI BOAFD AMD PAETIES

21 3Y MS. WEISS:

1
22 C I will just ack one question, and that is, with |

|

23 respect to your opinion, Mr. Follard, that application of

24 !EEE 603 would require the relief which UCS hac asked for in

25 its Contention 10, would you cive your reason for that with

,

v
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1 particular respect to the la ngua ge in the draft standard 603
L,i

2 and any examples which you care to give.

!,

' 3 A (WITNFSS POLLAED) So that everyone has the paper^

)
~

4 in front of them, I will be speaking from IEEE ctandard

5603-1977 and comparing that with IEEE standard 279-1968.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Give me just a moment. I left

7 mine on the desk.

8 (Fause.)

9 DP. JGFDAN: I have IEEE 279-1971. Will that make

10 an y difference?

11 WITNZSS PCLLARD: I don't think so, but en the

12 other hand we did have '68 ac the UCS exhibit. I can try --

,_
13 I have '68 also. If there is a difference it will probably

i 1

(.) 14 become apparent, so stick with '68 when the Chairran returns.

15 (Pauce.)

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Tc. Weiss, Mr. Pollard.

17 'Y "C. WEISS: (Resuming)

18 C Proceed.

19 7 (7!THESS PC ''D) Tuct to make su re tha t we all

20 are caref ul on our terminolos;y , I would like to go come over

21 definitions firct that are in the two standards,

22 pa rticula rly the definition of " protective action."

23 BY DF. J3PDAN:

24 n Yec, very good. snd I wish to invite Mr.

25 Sullivan, if he dicagrees with the wording or the

v
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1 definition, please tell me at the time, not wait until it isJ
.N;

2 all finished.

rN 3 A (MITVESS SULLIVAN) Yes, sir.
i !

''

4 Q All right. Thank you.

5 A ('iITN ESS POLL AR D ) IEEE standard 279-1968 defines

6 " protective action" as follows.

7 C Where?

8 A (JITNESS POLLARD) Page 3, Section 2.5. "An

9 action initiated by the protection system when a limit is

10 excaeded . " Th9re is ancther sentence which I will not read

11 to avoid some confusion.

12 In IEEE standard 603-1977 " protective action" is

13 defined on page 10 as "The initiation of a signal er

8 ,

14 operation of equipment within the protection system or

15 protective action system for the purpose of accomplishing a

16 protective function in responsa to a generating station

17 condition having reached a limit specified in the design

18 ba sis . "

19 C I never found it.

20 A (MITNESS POLLAPD) I am sorry. Pace 10, IEEE

21 stan da rd 603-1977, righthand column, last paragraph.

22 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Okay. Wait a ninute. I thought

23 it was -- all rich t. Okay.

24 DR. JnEDAN: Give me a momant.

25 (Pause.)

,-

v
\,s/
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1

'") 1 EY MF. WEISS: (Fesuning)
i

2 0 If you care to explain your opinion of the

7"'s
t

'
3 cionificance in the chance of definition , I think that would

v_/
4 he appropriate.

5 A (W !T N ESS PCLLARD) I would, but Dr. Jordan

6 indicated he wanted to read it first, to I was waiting.

7 DB. JORDAN: Now, go ahead, Xs. Weiss. You said

8 something?

9 .i S . WFISS: I just wondered if he would care to

10 explain his opinion c f the significance of the change in

11 thut definition.

12 DR. JOR3AN: Fine.

13 WITNESS POLLA?D: That is what I intend to do

14 n e x t . I was just w ai tin g to give you the opportunity to

15 read both.

16 DR. JOED;N: Go ahead.

17 WITNESS POLLA?D: I think the best way to

18 illustrate the significanca of the change is to rofer to

19 Figu re 1 on page 10 of IFEE 603. If you look at the figure,

20 at the top of the figure, you will see an indication of the

21 scope of the phrase " safety system," and right underneath

22 th a t is the secte of the protection system and also the

23 protective action system. So that the change that occurred

24 f ro m IEEE standard 279 to IEEr s ta nd a rd 603 was to apply the

25 requirenent which we will talk about subsequently to the

_

f
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1 protective action systom.( ;

\.m/

2 Although the t e r m. " protective action" remained the

(~ 3 same between the two standards, th a definition of it
j

v'
4 changed. That is, in 603 a protective action now also

5 includes not just the signal development in the protection

6 system but the effect that that signal has on protective

7 action system components; for example, the circuit-breaker

8 used to supply pcwer to the high pressure injection pump and

9 th e high pressure injection pump mo to r.

10 BY DP. J3FDAN.

11 Q That is not appa ren t to me. The protect'sn -
_

12 A (WIT:iESS FOLLARD) If we refer back to the

13 definition of "crotective action" on that came page of 6 03g.

W 14 an d focus on the words --

15 C "The initiation of a signal."

16 A (WITNESS POLLARD) "Or protective action system."

17 "The initiation of a signal or operation of equipment."

18 9 Yas.

19 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Okay. So the first one,

20 " initiation of a signal," deals with the protection syctem

21 a n d "oceration of aquipment" r=fers to the protective action

22 syst em .

23 ?Y CHAIR"3N SMITH:

24 Q Tae initiatien of a signal is encompassed by 279.

25 A ( M I T': ESS POLLARD) Yes, sir.

-

v
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1 Q We add then for 603 " operation of equipment."^

3,' .'
2 A (9ITSESS POLLAED) That is precisely correct,

r^ 3 BY DE. JORDAN:
| |v

4 Q Mr. Sullivan, do you recognize that there has been

5 an expansion of the definition of the protective action?

6 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes, sir. It goes down, as

7 Mr. Pollard has said, to the pumps and motors and so forth

awhich are now even referrad to in the ctanda rd as the

9 protective action system.

10 0 Nav, then, th e pro tective action t hen does r 7t

11 show on Figure 1, I do not believe..

12 A (MIThTSS POLLARD) No, the action doesn't. What

13 shows on Figura 1 is the equipment which is included within

14 th e secpe of the protective action system.

15 0 Yes. And now then do I read it correctly, the

16 protective action tycten includes the things on the

17 righ thand side of the diagram, is that correct? Fumps,

3 prime movars, and so on.

19 A (UITNESS ?OLLARD) That is correct.

20 7Y CHAIRMAN SMITH:

21 0 Gn Ficure 1 we are at tha line where the arrow for

22 protection systen mee ts the arrow for protsctive action

23 syst en. Is that the protective action?

24 A (WITNFSS POLLARD) The p ro tec ti ve action itself is

25 no t shown on thic diagrar.. I was using the diagran to

_

|
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( 1 illustrate the expanded scope of the definition of

2 protective action. Another way ' lock at it, Mr. Chairman,

) 3 may be that if you recall fren IEZE 274 that the scope of
,

\ :
~. /

4 the protection cystem goes up to the input terminals of the

5 actuation de vice. That dividing line where the arrows meet,

6 and if you look right below it, that dotter '' i n e in between_

7a box labeled " decision logic" and a box to the right

8 labeled " actuation devices," you could think of that point

9 as the input terminals to the actuation device.

10 A (WIT 5ESS EULLIVAF) I would like to give an

11 example of this input terminal. It would be, for example,

12 the input terminal tC the C0il of a notor starter where the

13 in pu t te rminal a t th a t point would be part of the protection

14 syst em . Then the motor starter, the contacts which actually

15 carry the three phase current would be part of the

16 protective action systen.

17 I don't know if Mr. Dollard agreer with that

18 dividing line.

19 A (WIT';ESS ?OLLAED) Yes, I agree.

20 DR. JuBD7Ns All rignt, fine.

21 WITNESS POLLAPD. !ow, the naxt distinction I

22 would lik e to make in torms of definition re volves around a

23 ne w definition which appeared in IEEE 6 0 3, s pe cifica lly the

24 definition of " protective function," which a ppears on page
1

|25 11, tha lefthand column about the middle of the page.
1

|-

| '

|
m/
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1 IEEE 603-19 77 defines " protective function" ase ;

15
2 "The co.?.pletion of those protective actions at the system

3 level required to maintain prompt conditions within the,

4 allevable limits established for a design ba sis e ven t; for

5 exam ple, reduce power, isolate containment, or cool the core.

6 Now, if we refer back to IEEE standard 279 we find

7 no equivalent definition. The only thing that is vaguell

8 equivalent appears in the scope section of IEEE 279-1968

9 where it says, "For the purposes of these criteria the

10 nuclear pcwer plant protection system encompasses all

11 electric and mechanical devices and circuitry involved in

12 ge ne ra tin g those signals associated with the protective

13 f unc tion . "

0 .

14 Bat if you look at the definition of " protective

15 f unctien" 17 Section 2.6, you can see that what they are

16 talking about ther? is simply the development of the signal

17 which might initiate operation of high pressure injection.

18 They are not talking about com pl e tin g the function in the

19 sense of cooling the core.

20

21
.

|

|
22 '

23

24

25

, . .
( )
J
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^ ~ '
1 0 Yes, that dess seem to be an expansion of IEEE 279

_

2 if they say cooling the core. That means more than just

' 3 starting pumps, is that right, Mr. SullivTn?'

u,

4 A (VIThESS SULLIVAN) I agree. I am just a little

; disturbed or unsure or whatever words you use in defining

6 protectiva function. The word " completion" is used. I am

7 not completely sure I understand the ramificat ons of that

8 on such short notice.

9 BY CHAIR?.AN SP.ITF:

10 0 Yr. Sullivan, when you refer to a definition of

11 protective f unction, would you indicate whether you are

12 ref erring to 603?

13 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I am sorry. It is 603.

14 Protective f unction in 603 is defined as the completion of

15 those protective actions at the system level r e c'. i r e d to

16 maintain plant conditions and so forth, which I interpret to

17 mean flood tha core or 13 duce power. I would define it not

18 with the word " completion.' I would simply define it as

19 those actions required to maintain clant conditions, in

20 ot her wor ds , core tlooding without consideration of

21 conpletion. I am not sure if completion really fi ts in this

22 definition .

23 BY DF. J 3 ? D 7.N :

24 0 I ion't know whather this definition of crotective

25 function , h0w that is goin7 to come abcut and wha t is

_

1
m.
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'] 1 required from the standard, but it seers to me it says --
--

2 that the wording there is f airly clear, the completion of

J 3 those protec tive actions tha t is the protective f unction,,

i
s. -

4 the completion of those protective actions required to

5 main tain plant conditions within the allowable limits. And

6 that seems to me a considerable expansion over your

7 definitions this mornir.0, "r. Sullivan.

8 Now we are talking about maintaining plant

9 conditions, and it is not just design of equipment. Isn't

10 it really -- hasn't 603 gone a little further than just a

11 design of equipment?

12 A (ZITIESS SULLIVAN) No, I still stand on my

13 testincny . I bolieve it is still the design capa bility of

8 14 the collective system to carry cut the protective function

15 or saf ety function or however we might define it. It is the

16 design capability to carry that out.

17 C Put the protective function accorcine to 603 is

18 the completion of protectiva actions.

19 A (MITNESS SULLIVAN) That is what I a? challenging

20 in the definition. I just an uneasy with th e ter:

21 "com plation. " I think the term " protective function" should

22 be defined as in tha generic sense. A protective f unction

23 is the injection of water or the dropping of the rods or the |

24 reduction of pcwer without the qualification of the

25 completien of it, just the fact of it itssif.

,-

|,

..]
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1 Q I see. This is where I believe the difference:

2 between you centlemen exists, and as I said this morning, I

'

3 was intendinc to -- I thought that I understood Mr.j ;

4 Pollard 's words better, and I nust say I read it -- now I

5have not rerved on Standards Committees, but I have been

6 involved with the design of protection systems, particularly

7 the protection systems that shut the reactor down, scram

8 systems. I have baan h e a v '.l y involved in those tver many

9 years. But that does not give me expertise in interpreting

10 standards. I know that.

11 BY CHAIRMAN S.MITH:

12 Q Mr. Sullivan, do I understand you also -- not

13 also , but your last statement I believe indicatad that you

14 disagree with the definition of the stan'dard in 603.

15 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes. I am not sure -- the

16 answer is yes, I disagree with it, and as I pointed out

17 b e f o re , 603 has no regulatory force.

18 C Yes. Gkay. You emphasized in y cu r testimony that

19 603 is a desion standard and not an operational standard.

20 A (WIINFSS SULLIVAN) Yos, sir.

21 C All right. Consirtent with that limitation, would

22 y o u then believn that interlock to prevent operator |

23 interf erence is not reached then by 503, and is not

24 inconsistent ?

25 A ( 'W I T i r S F SULLIVAN) Is not reached b 603?
_

)
-
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t 1 0 Well, I asked you two questions. I think y . just,

t/
2 testified that you were only concerned acott qquipment

') 3 design in 603, not abcut operator action.
.,

-./
4 A (WITNFSS SULLIVAN) The capability of it.

5 0 The capability of the equipmont to achieve --

6 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Capability to achieve

7 something if left alone.

8 0 And not operator actica.

9 A (WITNESS SULLIVAF) No, not -- no, no, not

10 mand ated action of the safety system. In other words, the

11 system is designed to go to completion. The standa rd ca nnot

12 dem and by putting armed guards in the conttol room or

13 some thing to enforce that as a law. Il can merely seek to

0- .

14 design capability.

15 0 All ri gh t . So the system is desicned to go to

16 completion.

17 A (WITNESS SULLIVANI If left alone, it will.

18 BY DE. JORDANS

19 0 !s it designed to cool the core?

20 A (WITFESS S U LL IYl.5 ) Yes, absolutely. It is

21 designed to carry out whatever is in the design baris.

22 BY CHAI? MAN SMITH:

23 0 I would like to develcp this thought a little bi t.

24 Mr. Pollard rays that however the systen is

25 design ed , as a natter of fact, taking into acccunt that it

r

u.s
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l' ) 1 is designed to ao to completion, operator action which is

2 not reached by 603 should not be allowed to interfere with

,

. 3 the desig0, I moan, carryinc out the design purposes.
U/

4 A (JITNESS SULLIVAN) I am not sure what you mean by

5 the operator action not reached. I do not understand you,

6 sir, I am sorry. May I ask --

7 0 That is the problem. I am sure you understand. I

8 do not underatands.

9 A (*4ITNESS SULLIVAN) May I ask if your question is

10 would a UCF type design be a violation of 5037 Is that the

11 tarust of your question?

12 0 All ;right, let me ask that, yes.

13 ('JITNESS SULLIVAN) The answer is no. 603 will

14 accommoda te the design, as will,279, in my view, but does

15 not demand it. A system without the interlock will also

16 meet 279. 279 is a minimum design standard.

17 C Okay.

18 EY DE. J3RDAN:

19 0 Yes, I think we are all agreed, pretty much

20 ag reed , 279. I do not see much cloudiness in the record or

21 your positions ct the moment. 279 was a pretty limited I

|
'

22 thin g . It says that there has to be si7nals generated which

23 will get to the -- get to the operator. By operator I mean

24 mechanical device which will at least start the protective

25 action .
,-

! i
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1 But now, then, the question is does 603 go
.

|

2 considera bly beyond that or not?

^

3 BY CH AIR P. AN S."ITH :),

i
k ,/

4 0 And Mr. Pollard, it is your view that 603 mandates

5 the interlocks.

6 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Let me just make some notes so

7I don't forget everything that is going on.

8 DS . JORDAN: Take your time.

9 WITNESS PDLLAPD To answer your last question

10 firs t , yes, it is my positin that if 603 were adsopted as a

11 regula tion , it would requira design changes to Three Mile

12 Island Unit 1, which would prevent the opera tor f rom

13 interf erina before the protective function is complated.

14 At t'his point I would also like to clarify, "r.

15 Chairne ., before Mr. Jordan's guestion, you started to ask

16 Mr. Sullivan a question a t which you rtarted off

17 cha racterizing my position, which you d1? accurately, but

18 then you went on to say the operator action is not reached

19 b y 603.

20 That may be Mr. Sullivan's position, but it is not

21 mine .

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, I understood that. I was

23 only confirming it, and I think I have, but I did not intend

24 to imply that I did understand your position.

25 WITNFES POLLAED: First I wanted to get s t r a i.c h t

(~
F ,

L ,/
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~

( ; 1 the definitions of protective action and protective
L'

2 f unction. Then I wanted to go on to show how those

f'~ i 3 definitions, as used in the standard, result in what I say
\

'

N ,/

4 it does result in.

5 BY DR. JORDAN:

6 0 Before you leave protective functions, does the

7 standard say that the protective function must be

8 accomplished -- I realize this is a definition at this point

9 or somewhere --

10 A ('J ITF E SS POLLAED) That is what I am going to go

11 on to next.

12 0 All right, go ahead and let's see.

13 BY DR. LITTLE:

0 .

14 0 Is one of the problems tha definition of what

15 cons ti tutes comple tion . It appears -- and it says cooler

16 core, means that the feedback signal, means that the core is

17 cool , not that the core has been flooded or a message has

18 been sent to flood the core.

19 A (WITFFSS POLLARD) That is the next logical step

20 t h a t I am going to. The answer to your question is yes, it

21 does depend upon the definition of completion.

22 3Y DF. JORDAN:

23 0 I believe that that is the . main difference between

-4 you gentlenen , what is meant by completion.

25 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Eut Mr . Sullivan --

[~ s
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|

)(; 1 C r. Sullivan cayc no.

2 A ('4ITNFSS SULLIVAN) I extend the concept of

/) 3 completion all the way to not just floodina, but cooling and
.

4 doinc everything that has to be done.

5 0 Is it manda ted by 603?

6 A (UIT. NESS SULLIVAN) Not the fact of the

7 accomplishmen t, merely the design capability. The system

8 must be designed to carry out, if lef t to itse1f, to carry

9 Out this ultimate core cooling all the wa y down to

10 co m.pletion . It must ba designed to carry it to conpletion.

11 That does not mean it absolutely has to. That may be the

12 crucial distinction.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Your voice is drepping, Mr.

14 Su l.' . i v a n .

15 4ITNESS SULLIVAN: The system muct be decioned to

16 be capable of carrying the cafety function to the ul tim a te

17 comple tio.3, whatever it is, the coolin; of the core or

18 wh a tever . ~ make no limitation on that. I ar merely saying

19 t h e standard, by virtue of being a design standard, cannot

20 mandate that. It can merely mandate the derign capability,

21 design ca pability then not being inconcistent with the

22 capa bility of manual interruption.

23 SY DR. J0? DAN:

24 0 Okay, t h .? n I think. I ree aJain what ycu are

25 sa ying , that the cyster muct have desicned into it the

r

:
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1 ca pa bilit y of cooling the core when it ic actuated.

I
2 A (WITNESS SULLIVAS) Yes, sir. ' hat is correct.

3 0 All right, now I understand, i think, and I do not
|

4 think Mr . P311ard will disagree with tha t. He will also say

5 it means more.

6 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Tha t is wnere I am going next.

7 0 All right.

8 A (WITNESS POLLAED) But before we leave the

9 definitions, so that we do not get into anCther confusien

10 which I think we have straigh tened out at this point, from

11 now on, of course, I am relying upon the definition of

12 prot ective function as written in 603, but I understand Mr.

13 Sullivan to just have said he disagrees with the inclusion

8 .

14 o f the word'"ccmplation" in that definition.

15 I just want to make it clear, when I co on from

16 here , I am assumin; that protectiva function is defined as

17 it is defined in 603-1977, including the word " completion."

18 Th at is how we voted on the Standards Committee.

19 A (WITSFSS SULLIVAN) If by cczpletion is just not

2C mean t morely the flooding but the actual cooling, in other

21 wo rd s , take it to tha ultimate, then I will accopt the word

22 "com pletion" in there.

23 BY CHAIRMAN SMITH.

24 0 So that is a position in the direction of 'f r .

25 Pollard.
.-

|

LJ
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|
1 A ('a IT.iESS SULLIV A :;) Yes. But I still see it as I'

t
.

\J |
|

2 look ahead, I ctill don't see tha t as contradicting my point. |

~'
/ 3 br DR. JORDAN:
;

N/
4 0 I guers you are sa ying that IEEE 279 does not

5 demand a mater that has shown that the core has been

6 cooled. 'a'h a t it does demand ir equipment to operate which

7will do the job, if not intecfered with.

8 A ('4 I TN E SS SU LLIV A:i) It requires at least that,

9 yes, sir. Yes, it does require eq uipmen t to carry that

10 f ully.

11 how, if completion in here means not only

12 reflooding but alce the actual cooling, I guess I would have

13 no objection to completion. I was somewhat doubtful. I

14 think it is gilding the lily a little bit to put the word in

15 there Perhaps I can reserve judgment as Vr. Pollard

16 continues.

17 0 Yes, I think this is where there is going to be a

18 problen , beraure the standard, it looks like protective

13 f unction says completion of the protective actions, and that

20 is required as part of the design, the assurance that the

21 co r ? be cooled.

22 A (JITNESS SULLIVAS) I could also interpret,

23 jumping ahead, that the derign should be such that the

24 protective f unction should be carried out, in other words,

25 havn the capability of in fact completing everything that

(~ - I

1L ,)
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'

1 needs to be completed.
,

tj

2 Eo I really do not see that the wo rd " completion"

'~' 3 in t here changes my view because I am speaking of capability)

LJ
4 of completion.

5 MR. EAXTER: Mr. Chairman, I have two questions on

6 the definitions. Would it be inefficient to ask them before

7 we leave this'

8 DR. JCPDAN: N o, it would not. I urge you and Mr.

9 Dornsife or anyone to help thic process along.

10 BY M7 BAXTER:

11 0 Mr. Pollard, essentially to apply IEEE Ctandard

12 603 to your Contention, are you equating the terms

13 "com pletion o f saf ety function" in the Contention with

8 .

14 " completion of protective function" in IEEE Standard 603.

15 A ( 4 IT N FS S POLLARD) In my testimony I used the

16 phrase " safety function" to mean the same thing as the

17 definition of protective function in IEEE Standard 603. The

18 only reason I used the phrase " safety function" var because

19 I th ough t that mignt be more g en e rally understood than

20 almost a term of art of " protective function."

21 0 Okay.

22 Mr. Sullivan, one question for you, then , again on
]

23 th e scope of the standard. Prctectivo functicn is defined

24 in IEEE 603 as completion of those protective actions at the

25 syst em levol, and if we look back te ficure 1 on page 10,

,

v
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( 1 which Mr. Follard sta rted us out with, and I understand as

2 defining the scope of the safety system, could you tell me

3 what the interface reflect.c all the way on the right hand
b;.

4 Side between actuated equipment to process coupling, and

5 then on the right hand side, process EG core coolino reactor

6 shutdown. Does that indicate that these processes

7 themselves are within or outside the scope?

8 A (WIT"ESS SULLIVAy) You are at the extreme right

9 hand side of the figure?

10 C Yos, sir.

11 A (WITNFSS SULLIVAN) You ara talking about process?

12 0 Yas.

13 A (WITTESS SULLIVAN) Core cooling -- process is a

14 v e r b . The actual core cooling cannot be within the scope of

15 the standard in the sense this is an eculpnent design

16 standa rd. In other words, cooling, the action is an

17 abst raction that ic outside the scope of the protection

18 syst en , not the need to accomplish it , but the protection

19 system and safety systom is equipme.nt. Safety has been

20 dete rmined in terms of pumps and valver and so fdrth, not

21 th e ve rb .

22 O So the standard still does not cover the pump or

23 t he piping -- |

24 A (WITNrSS SULLIVAN) Yes, it certainly does. I am

25 not sure about the piping, but uctor actuated equipment on

,,
,

W

M/
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1 the right side, the first row, it speaks of prime mover, for
,

2 example, motors, solenoids and so forth, and right next to
|

,
.

3 it, driven equipment being the pumps. The protection system |

(/
4 covers , among other things, the motors and pumps and

5 valves. It cannot cover the cooling. I mean, that is an

6 abstraction. You cannot hold cooling in your hand. It is

7 pumps and motors that effect the cooling.

8 0 Does it flow after the pumps have initiated?

9 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Does it -- it covers those

10 systems which carry out the flow. A safety system is a

11 noun . It covers those systems which carry out the flow.
.

12 A (WITNESS POLLAED) Perhaps I could expand on that

13 because I agree with everything that :1 r . Sullivan said, and

14 perhaps I can offer perhaps a di'fferent viewpoint on it.

15 If I direct your a ttention to the top of figure 1,

16 first we have a scope labeled safety system, which is

17 iden tical, you will note, with the scope of IEEE 603. Then

18 we have rig 1t below that three bars, one labeled Interface

19 Cove ra ge , then the next one labeled Direct Coverace, and

20 th en finally Interface Coverage, and the reason for this

21 somewhat fine distinction is you must keep in mind this is

22 a n IEEE committee concerned primarily with electrical

23 equipmen t , that there are other committees such as ANSI that

24 deal with criteria for pipes, and what we wanted to

25 illustra te was that there is no way that you could design a

, .,

,%7
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') 1 ciece of pipe to fit the requirements in IEEE 603 ruch as

2 opera ting bypass, te s ta b ilit y , calibration. It was just to

^

3 illustra te de intended the p rinciples to be applied to the7 .

L /

NJ
4 pumps and pipes and valves, but that the direct coverage,

5 that is, the pracise words would not apply to the pipe

6 itself in terms of -- it just does not make any sence to

7 talk about calibrating a pipe.

8 ME. '4 EI S S : At this point would it be appropriate

9 for Mr. Follard to explain his reasons for believing that

to IEEE 603 would require design enanges in TXI 1?

11 MR. SOBERT ADLEE: I have one question on the

12 definitions , if I say.

13 CHAIEhAN EMITH: Yes.

14 BY MR. ROBE 3T ADLEE:

15 0 Mr. Follard, can you focus on the definition of

16 protective action on page 10 of 603?

17 Do you interpret that first line to mean the

18 initiation of a si7nal, or the initiation of operation of

19 equipment ?

20 A (NITNFSS FOLLARD) Nc.

21

22

23

24

25

c

t

w|
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') 1 Q Do you believe that " continued operation of
_j

2 equipment" refers to continued operation of equipment up to

. ''') 3 complation of the protective function?
x.-''

4 A (WITSESE POLLARD) That is not in my definition.

5What we tried to do in one sentence was to explain what is a

6 protective action in the protective system and what is a

7 protective action in the protective action system. So we

8 have this parallel conctruction, tha initiation of a signal

9 within the protection system or operation of equiprent

10 within the protective action system.

11 O Well then, I am not sure I understand tha

12 diff erence between protective action and protective

13 f unc tion , and why they included both of those if there is

14 n o t a difference.
,

15 A (WITNFSS POLLARD) Because "p ro tec tive action" as

16 applied to the protective action systen t alks about turning

17 on pumps, opening valves. " Protective function" directs

18 itself to talkin7 about what effect does startinc those

19 pumps and opening the valves have on the plant.

20 90 the 1ction itself is starting the pump, openina

21 the valve, and beginning to pump wa te r; where the function

22 is defined as conpletion of that function, for rxample,

23 pumping sufficient water to cool the core or closing

24 suf ficient valves to isolate the containment.

25 PY EF. 70FNSIFF:

,m

k_,
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1 0 So " protective action" the way you understand it
's

2 just gets the rumps started and the valves aligned, and it

) 3 is tha function, the protective function that completes that

4 process to maintain some con di tion . But the term

5 " protective action" just cets the system started ?

6 A (WITFESS FOLLARD) Well, I hesitate. Protective

7 action is doing whatever is supposed to be done as a result

8 of receiving that signal from the protection system.. It

9 could very well be for a particular safety system, yes. It

10 is simply starting the pump and openinc the valve.

11 0 Let me ask if protective action by itself is not

12 suf ficien t to satisfy your concern?

f- 13 A (WITN?SS FOLLARD) That is correct. Fight, we
I !' '

14 will get into that, richt.'

15 DR. JGRDAS: I think now we are ready to go ahead.

16 WIINESS PCLLAED: I hope this will serve, because

17 I did not expect to have that much dif fic ul ty with the

18 d efi nitions. But we will centinue.

19 Let ce now direct ycur attention to the design

20 basis section of IEEE 603, which beginr on page 11. IFEE

21 Standa rd 603 states -- and I will begin reading en page 11.

22 Then I am coing to jump to, as I continue th e sentence, 3.10

23 on p aga 13. Qucte:

8 24 "A specific basir shall be established for the

26 design of the safety system of each nuclear povor genera ting

, - - -

k
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1 sta tion . The derian basis shall also be available as neededj
s s

2 to f acilitate the determination of the adequacy of the

/ , 3 safety system, including design changer. The design basis
_J>

4 shall docum?nt, as a minimun" -- now I go to 31.0 -- "The

5 design basic shall docu ent, as a minimum, the critical

6 points in time or the plant conditions af ter the onset of a '

7 design basis event, including the point in time by which the

8 protective action at the system level must be initiated, the

9 point in tine after which some protective actions may be

10 ma nual, the plant conditions after which a deliberate

11 opera tor interventien ma y prevent the completion of

12 protective a ction at the system level, the point in time or

13 plan t conditions which define the proper com pletion of thecs
i ,

!
\~ 14 protective action at the system level."

15 Mow, the significant parts of this that 7 think

16 need to be noted are, first of all, the words "es a minimum"

17 and second of all the word " including."

18 In developing this sta n da rd , we reccanized that we

19 would be unable to anticipate all the possible variations of

20 saf e ty system desian that mignt be offered by a designer of

21 1 nuclear power plint. So we left open the option of having

22 the designer specify additional times where he thoucht
1

23 operator intervention wrald te permissible in accordance

24 with his derign basis. |

25 But when we went to Eection 4.0, which is on page

o

x. J
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1 14, and talked abc3t completion of protactive action -- and

2 let me read that paragraph, quotes

3 "The safety system shall be designed so that, once
% _,J

4 initiated automatically or manually, the intended sequence

5 of protectivo actions at the system level shall ccatinue

6 until comple tion . Deliberate operator action shall be

7 required to return the safety system to normal. This

8 requirenent shall act preclude the use of equipment,

9 protective devices, or the provision for tho se -- and I

10 emphasize the word "these" -- deliberate operator

11 interventions which are iden cified in 3.10 of the design

12 b asis . "

13 Now, here we have three separate thoughts. First-~

i ; .

(J 14 o f all, that once initiated the intended sequence of

15 prc t ecta . e actions at the system level shall continue until

16 completion. That is a requirenent.

17 Tae next thought is, the systen shall be so

18 designed as to require operator action er intervention to

19 retu rn the nystem back to ne real.

20 And the third thought is that the only time that

21 is p ermissible, for the operator to interfere, are in those

22 conditions which the designer has set forth in the desien

23 basis for his plant.

24 DF. .70FDAN4 That --

25 EY CFA!3'iAN SM!TH:

g

| )
.-
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1 0 L'% e r e is the third one?

2 A (WITNESS POLLARD) The third one is 4.4.

/''') 3 BY DR. JORDAN:
w,

4 Q 7t is that sentence. I have a little bit of

5 trcuble understanding the sentence as you have said it.

6 This requirement shall not preclude the use of equipment,

7 prctective devices, or the provision f or delibera te operator

8 in te rven tion s, which are identified in 3.10 as th e design

9 basis.

10 Now, then, I think Mr. Sullivan said it does not

11 preclude , for example, the use of an eserspeed on a deisel

12 generator ?

1,3 A (WITNFSc PCLLARD) No. Eut I think I understand

8 14 the confusion, and let me see if I can help you out.

15 0 All right.

16 (WITNESS POLLARD) Read Section u.4 without th e'

17 last sentonce in there, and ask yoursalf, would that

18 prohibit the operator from ever interferinc in the saf ety

19 syst em oper a tion un til the protective action at the system

20 level is completed. Tha t is, without the third sentence,

21 t h a t paragraph might be interpreted to mean he can never

22 in te rf ere , and that is what we wanted to make clear by the

23 third sentence.

24 If the designer ' identify a condition where it

25 does recuire operator r ition, and he should feel free-

7-

]
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. 1 to specify that in the design basis. And if he does so,
,

2 then this pa ragraph shall not preclude a desicn that would

/ 3 all3w the operator to interfere under those conditions.
;

-

4 C I see. I see now how you read the thing.

5 Mr. Sullivan, do you read it the same way?

6 A (WITNESS S ULLIV A ti) iio , sir. The first sentence,

7 it says the safety system shall be designed so that, once

8 initiated automatically or aanually, the intended coquence

9 of protective action at the system level shall continue

10 until completion. I read the whole thing in order to get

11 that "shall"; "shall continue until completion.

12 :! r . Pollard apparently interpretc the "shall" as a*

13 mand ate oper a tion , like it will, by gosh, to use a little

14 slang ~ here . I interpreted it within the context o'f the

15 design standard. In other words, the system shall be

16 designed such that the protective actions will go to

17 com' tetion ; not to mandate to corpletion, but that the

.Jdesign is such that the com.plati7n, if everything is loft

19 alon e , will occur.

20 The last sentenco -- and' I touched on this this

21 morning -- the raquiret.ent does not preclude -tha use of

22 equipment protective devices, or provisions for deliberate

23 opera tor interventions. Now, Mr. Pollard seemed to imply
,..

' . _ . 'i 24 t h a t those are the only two things permittad. And just
.

25 reeding the sentence, it in effect sa yc it shall not

,~,
!

'

v
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(~'; 1 preclude A, it chall not preclude B. From that I do not see
_

2 why it precludes C, D, and 2. It does not preclude these

', 3 two. Tha t does not mean it precludes all else.

4 A (WITNESS POLLARD) The only thing I can add to

5 that is, you will note that in Section 3.10 in th e design

6 basic no examples are given there about equipment protective

7 devices. We left that up to the designer to specify when he

8 wanted to use an equipment protective device.

9 Put we did, in writing the standard, include a

10 requirement that th e designer must specify completion of the

11 prot ective action . That appears in 3.10.4, the point in

12 time or plant conditions which define the proper completion

13 of the protective action at the system level.

14 If I might just expand on my understanding of Mr.

15 Sullivan 's position, if his position were in fact the

16 correct interpretation of the standard and all it simply

17 mean t was you should design the system so that if you leave

18 it alono it will go to concletion, then there would be no

19 need for Section 3.10.

20 If the standard's intention was to allow operator

21 in te rf erence at any point in time, then we would not have

22 cone to the trouble of being very specific in Cection 3.10,

23 beca use t hat was the whole discussion that went on.
g

24 Whon you take th e requirement of 279 for going to

25 completion and expand it to the protective action system,

,

-
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f'~ , 1 you have added the new thought which is in the definition of
'

-

2 " protective function." No longer are we just concerned with

i, ~1 3 developing an electrical clonal that commands comething be

v
4 done. Now we are also concerned with -- that that in fact

5'> secomplished, once it is commanded to be done, and design

6 the system so that there will not be opera to r in te rf erence

7 that would prevent that from happening.

8 BY DE. JUSDAN.

9 0 Mr. Fullivan, if you had understood that thtt was

10 the in ten t of the Subcommittee, would the pa rent Committee

11 have objected to that interpretation? I gsther you vere on

12 the parent Committee?

13 A ( '4 IT N F SS SULLIYAN) Yes, and we voted on this. I

14 do not -- actually, at the main Committee meeting, I dc not

15 recall any serious -- this was four years a7o, November

16 '76 . I do not recall any serious debate on this issue.

17 There were many other issues. I don't recall any

18 serious debate on this. It is only since, I guess, Mr.

19 Pollard filed his first interrocatory rone time last January

20 on this subject, that I focused ny own attention as in ten tl y

21as T have for the past year.

22 I had in passing -- you know, there are T.any, many

23 st andards , and I have volumes here. There is another volume

24 I d o not even with this. This is one pa ragra ph and one

25 sentence . I thought I had a proper interpretion.

!
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'' 1 I guess the answer to your question is, I do not
a

2 recall debating it in 1976, Dr. Jordan.

'

3 0 But in any event, having gone over and thought
,

s.

4 abou t it again, you do not agree with that interpretation

5 then ?

6 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I do not agree with the UCS

7 interpretation, no. I think the system, as I said, which

8 permits the completion of protective function meetc the

9 stan dard.

10 A ( 'W ITN ES C POLLARD) I don 't want to stop anybody

11 from asking questions, but .ould just like to finish with.

12 m y one example, which will t. e it all together.

13 0 I have been trying to think of an example myself.

14 And in fact, I have been trying to think about the

15 requirements for the protection action in the boiling water

16 reac tors , which is now subject to so much contention.

17 '4h en' th e boiling water reactor is scramzed

18 following, say, a closing of tha valves, the stop valvo to

19 the steam generator, that results in the collapse of the

20 bubbles and it can create a large increase in reactivity.

21 The manufacturers and the a?C agree this must to fellowed by

22 stripping of the recircula tinc pumps.

23 But tho 4?C now v2nts to co further and require
,n
/

'

i

'. , 24 rurthe r action, namely the introduction of boron poison into
~

25 the system. GE objects violently to this, and they want

i <
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p 1 that; to be an operator action, because it has -- it is going
;

O
2 to be an expensive action.

3 But the NRC, I think, is now insisting that this

, N /-
I

'

~4 - tM c o m ple tic r. c f the action includes putting in the--

* 5 poison. So in a certain sense, that was the only example I

6 was able to think of offhand..

7 'r. Sullivan, I am not sure -- I don't think that

8 necessarily destroys your pccition, eith er .

i

9 'A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) No, I. don't believe it does,

10 sir. I believe what you are' talking about, sir, is

11 automatic initiation of boron versus manual initiation.

12 Th a t is not really the issue here.

13 0 That is true. All right.
,

i 14 Now, how about a good example, then, .Y r . Pollard?'
!

,
15 A (WITNESS POLLARD) All right. Just one comment

16first on this GF design.- If you look at the'second sentence

17 of 4.4 and -- in 603, where it says, " Deliberate ope ra to r

18 action shall be required to return the safety system to<

'

19 no rm al ," and if you recall the design of ' General Electric on

20 boiling water reactors for the high pressure injection
,

t

- 21 system, you will recall that the discharge valve on HPCI --

22 high pressure coolant injection, I think, is what that means

23 -- t h a t valve cycles automatically, depending upon reactor
i . '

V 24 vessel va ter le vel.

25 General Electric was very concerned, when we read

O

'
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1 the second centence, that au toma tic c yc._ n g of that valve
[ )

2 might be prohibited by a literal interpretation of that

) 3 sentence. And the way we resolved that conflict in the
(-

4 Committaa was by the wording tha t we uced in Section 3.10

5 allowing the designer to specify what kind of automatic and

6 manual actions would be permissible within the design

7 basis.

8 .'i o w , my rain examole --

9 0 Mr. Rullivan, did you want to say comething?

10 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes, sir. You asked me to

11 interrupt at the point of contention. And I do not

12 un d erstand , from what Mr. Pollard said about this a utoma tic

13 rese t on the HFCI, how that corresponds or fails to violate

8 .

14 th e second section, which says that delibera te operator

15 action sh all be required th return the safaty syster to

16 n o r m al .

17 Acart from the safety considerationc in the real

18 wo rld , it appears to me that this is an inconsictent

19 inte rpre tation .

20 A (WITNESS POLLAED) It is not, becaus? -- althouah

21 th e vast majority of safety systems are -- like reactor

22 trip , you do something, the rodc go in and you are done. On

23 engineered saf ety featurec, like the boiling water reactor,
r,
/ )(_j 24 or 2meraency core ecoling, it is not that kind of a system.

25 Th a t is not how it was desianed to crerate. It was derigned

.

NI
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O 1 to operate by cycling the flow from the high pressure

2 injection pum p. |

' ~') 3 On the other hand, the protective function -- that

,

4 is, completion of the protective action -- recuires that the

5 system remain in operation and the valves cycle open 'ni

6 closed , and that the operator may not interfere with that

7 until the core is cooled.

8 So that here we have a unique type of protective

9 action , one that is a cycling tyce of protective action.

10 And that is permissible under the standard. That is a

11 sepa rate quastion of at what point in time the protective

12 function is satisfied.

13 0 Eut you say the operator may not interfere with

8 14 that ?

15 A (sIINESS POLLARD) That is ccrrect.

16 C Mr. Sullivan will say the opposite.

17 A (WITNESS POLLARD) That is why I give ene final

18 exam ple.

19 Q You would disagres about the opera tor action ? The

20 operator could interfere with it if he wants to?

21 A (WITNFSS SULLIVAN) 'Well, what I disagree with is

22 th e design -- I kind of hate -- I don ' t mean to review a

23 plan t here in public or at a hearinc, but Mr. Ec11ard seems
,n

b"

(. 24 to be using that argument of the automatic cycling to'

25 support his viewpoint. It ceets to me what he is sayinc is

.

s
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~ 1 that there is a system out there that violates 4.4 because -

- |

2 deliberate opera tor action is not required by the design to |

3 return the safcty systen to normal. The systen can'
,

' ..,/i

\

4 automatically do it by itself.

5 0 I uon't think so.

6 A (WITNESS POLLA2D) The only purpose I was using

7 that example fer was to illustrate my point that the

8 designer has flexibility in writing his design basis, not to

9 sapport the particular aspect that we arguing about, about

to arguing to going to completion. It was just to support my

11 poin t that we ph ra sed Section 3.10 such that it would be

12 permissible to have that kind of a cycling automatic

13 system . Thac is all.

14 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Could you point to that

15 sperifically ?

16 A (WITNESS POLLA9D) Peint to what?

17 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Where it permits the cycling.

18 A (WITS SS PCLLAPD) No, it does not specifically

19 thor e. But that was the reason why we phr3. sed Section 3.10

20 t o include the words, as I pointed out before.

21 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) That is what I a .T a sk ing for,

22 those words.

23 A (WITNESS FOLLAFC) Yes.

24 CHAIEVAN SFITH: I guess the transcript will reflect at

25 this poin t tnat the witnesres cross-exa mined each other.

rm
k <
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/ 'N 1 (Laughter.) !
~

( .)
2 DR. JORDAN: No, this is fine.

5 WITNESS SULLIVAN: Not being an attorney, I don't

4 see any problem with this.

5 WITNESS POLLARD: Nor do I.

6 (Laughter.)

7 DR. JORDAN: The lawyers are shaking their heads.

8 PS. WEIS3s I am trying to figure out why I am

9 f eelina def ensive about this.

10 MR . CUTCHIN: My view is, if the Scard feels it is

11 helpf ul, let them have at it . It is what the Roard needs.

12 WITNESS POLLAED: The wo rd s I was referring to

13 th a t certit this flexibility appears on page 11 in the

14 design basis, shows that at a minimum,- meaning that the

15 designer could include other things than listed there, and

16 then tha word in Section 3.10 "includin g . " So that the

17 designar migh t be froe to go on and includo any cther design

18 basis he wished to have in terms of terminatinc the
.

19 protective function by the operator.

20 '41TNESS SULLIYAN: Okay. I ar not -- I still

21 t hin k we have a violation of that second sentence, but I

22 will let you go on.

23 EY ME. JORDAN:

24 G Lkay. Now bring out your handy-da ndy example.

25 (Paure.)

/

x
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('' 1 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Okay. The example I wish to

2 use derives f rom Section 72. of the standard review plan,

/~) 3 which addresses reactor trip systems or reac tor scram
'
.-

4 systems. I have to work today from the original version of

5 Eection 7.2. ! da not have with ne the Revision 1 version

6 of Section 7.2.

7 But at least this illustrates what the staff

8 thinking was at tha time the standard review plan was

9 issued. I suspect it is the same in the rev ision , but I am

10 unable to confirm that today.

11 In Section 7.2 of the standard review plan they

12 ha ve an Appendix A, wh:.ch is entitled "Use of IEEE Standard

13 279 in the Eeview of the RTE," which is reactor trip

14 sy stem . khat I wanted to bring to your attention was how

15 the staff believes that you should use Section 4.16 of IEEE

16 Standard 279, which is, of course, incorporated in our

17 con ten tion .

18 EY MS. WEISS: (Rosuring)

19 Q Is th a t aquivalent to come portion of IEEE 503

20 A (4ITNESS POLLARD) Yes. Eection 4.16 of IEEE

21 Sta ,da rd 279 covers the same thing, at least as far as the

22 protection system Joes, as Cection 4.4 of IEEE Standard

23 603.

24 Now, in the standard review rian, in discussing

25 Section u .16 of IEEE Standard 279, the standard review plan

g
_,,
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's 1 states, quote -- and this is a quote that is in the standard

2 review plan, quotes "Co m pl e tio n of a pro tective action " --

; 3 end of quote -- must be defined by the Applicant for the'

4 reactor trip system. This information should be.sup; lied as

5 a part of tae design ba sis inf orma tion required by Fection

6 3.0 of IEEE Standard 279. And Section 3.0 of 279 is the

7 design basis section, juct as it is in IEEE 603.

8 The standard re'. le w plan con tin ues , quote:

9 " Generally, completion consists of causing negative

10 rea r tivity to be inserted and verify tha t , once initiated,

11 the protective action will continue to completion.

12 Termina tion by delibera te actions of the operator should

.;- 13 never inhibit the crotective action."
t
.

14 Now, why I think this is so significant in terms'

15 of anderstandinq the meaning of 603 -- a nd as r. Zullivanv

16 poin ted out, he has been out cf touch with the licensing

17 a rea since 1972 and was not familiar with tne standard

18 review plan. Hare is an example, before IEEE even existed,

19 where the NRC staff was advancing the position that it is

20 n o t sufficiant just to have a si gn al telling the rods to go

21 i n .

22 It was necessary to nake cure that the operator

23 could not interrupt the insertion of negative reactivity.

24 Th a t is, that he could not interrupt the functioning of the

25 cont rol rods, which are not literally part of the protection

,- ,
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1 system as defined in the scope of IFEE Standard 279.

2 EY DR. JORDAN:

f'; 3 0 Yes, but what you are saying is that the NFC staff
; :

'J

4 carried !EEE 279 beyond the immediate literal definition.

5 4 (WIT.dSE POLLAED) And it is also sionificant

6 because, you see here the staff advancing not only

7 requirements as to how the system should be designed to

8 allow operator intervention, but also advancing

9 requirements , which Mr. Sullivan called operation

10 requirements , of prohibiting the operator from doing

11 som9 thing.

12 0 But no one is really contesting the staff puttios

13 requirement s that 3re not in industry sta nda rds.

0 14 A (WITNESS POLLA3D) The reason I bring you this

15 exam p] e is to address specific.tlly the point that applying

16 IEEE 603 to the design of Three Mile Island Unit 1 would

17 result in no desica changes. And although the Ecard has not

18 allo wed us to include within UCE 10 the reactor trip system,

19 I u s e this as a. n example to illustrate how in fact it would

20 af f ict the desien of the reactor trip system. Eecause .. r .'

21 Sullivan testified that a design where the operator could

22 stop the rods from going in would not violate IEEE Standard

23 279.

24 My tactitany is t *. a t it would definitely viola te

25 th e requirements of IEEE Standard 603.
,

|

m
i
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1 A (4ITNESS SULLIVAN) I think that is a tremendous
3

2 jump in logic, or illogic, with all due respect. Section

^') 3 7.2 as you have read it -- that is okay; I recall it --<

-

4 evidently -- and I think you will agree or will verify --

5 refers only to the reactor scram trip system.

6 A (WITNESS POLLAED) That is correct.

7 A (JITNESS SULLIVAN) Which is the reactor scram

8 system -- in other words, not the initiation of pumps and

9 valves which have other characteristics -- in dropping rods

10 in one dirertion, usually always in a safe manner.

11 how, the application -- Bob has spoken about the

12 application of an operational manda te by virtue of 7.3. The

_
13 N R C is not as constrained as a design standard. The NEC can

,.

1- 14 im pose operational restraints, requirements, and does. That

15 does not in any way go against my statement this mornina

16 tha t -- that that is not a violation cf the design at Three

17 Mile Island or anywhere else vis a vis the standards. It

18 m a y well violate or go cgainst the staff's opinion in terms

19 o f timers, which I also discussed at length this morning.

20 MS. '4EIS S : "ay I ask a ques'. ion?

21 WITNESS POLLAEDs Eefere you do --

22 MS. WEISS: Why not?
|

|

23 CHAItMAN SMITH: What is your pleasure? It is 1

24 y o u r witness.

25 M5. WEISS: Oh, h2 --

,
,

;
v
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'~A 1 'i R . CUTCEIN: I had understood it was the Board's.

a

2 witness this tico, Mr. Chairman.

'i 3 MS. "FISS: I never contradict Mr. Follard.

4 DR. JORDAN: If Mr. Pollard wants a little time,

5 give him some time.

6 11 5 . WEISS: If there is anything I have learned,

7 it is that that is a dangerous thing to do.

8 (Paus?.)

9 WITNESS POLLAPD: I do not think that the example

10 is a t all unrelated, that I have given with respect to the

11 reactor t rip system. The whole reason that IFEE had been

12 urged by the NEC to undertake an expansion of the scope of

13 IEEE Standard 279 was crecisely because of these kinds of

8 ,

.

14 examples which appeared in the standard review plan before

15 603 even existed. That is, we reccanized on the SEC staff

16 in the licensing review -- perhaps not in the Etandards

17 Division , but in the Licensinq Division -- that there were

18 requiremen ts of 279 that should te, were and had been

19 applied in the licensing review.

20 And what we were attempting to have done by the

21 IEEE Committee is have the words of the standard catch up

22 with tne practice. And therefore, that is precisely why the

23 standard was writtan in the way it was written, anc that is

24 precisely the basis for my position that, centrary to Pr.

25 Sullivan 's position, application of 603 would not require

l' '

's
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'

1 this kind of a design in the reactor scram system and would
v

2 in f act require the kinds of design changes in the

- 3 engineered safety f ea tures a t Th ree Mile Island Unit 1.

-

4 WITNESS SULLIVAN; It seems to me the junp from a

5 scram system to the enginecred safety system is purely

6 gratuitous on br. Follard's part. I do not know of any SRP

7 section where the analogous lockout that you have on scram,

8 or that we have on scram, is in existence for the engineered

9 saf ety features. I believe, as I say, that is a gratuitous

10 sta t emen t on his part.

11 And I guess, in summary, I guess it co;.es down to

12 -- by the way, also I wanted to say, about the reasons for

13 writing the star.dard, *r. Pollard has his opinion and he may7~ .

| ;

'
_/ 14 well be right. I do not know'all the details. I do know

15 t h a t one of the basic fundamental reasons was that we, the

16 collective regulators, industry, what have'you, needed a

17 codified set of standards on the safety system, not

18 necessa rily those in 279.

19 I do not t h ir.k it ic right to characterize 603 as

20an extension of the intent of the etandards Committee to

21 ex tend the provisions of 279 necessarily. 9ut I would hope

22 t h e Standarfs Committee operated more cpen-minded, on the

23 ground of providing more good criteria for the safety

24 systems , which may or may not extract fror, the 279.

25 EY D3. JO? DAN:

/ ~N
i
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1 Q And you feel that that is why 603 came about?'

-

2 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I cannot in hindsight give all

3 of the reasons. I think that .n u s t have been the1
,

4 considera tion , simply to provide good criteria. I do not

5 think the commit tee -- I am just surmising here, but I do

6 not think the committee would lock tnesselves in and say, we

7 are simply goina to extend the criteria of 279 all the way

8 down on everything, such an on the s c r a.m system. I do not

9 think that is a proper jum p. I think they wished to provide

10 criteria and determining, as they wrote them, where they

11 could , did they stand the te st of time.

12 A (WITNESS PCLLAED) I would like to respond to this

13 gratuitous pa rt of Mr. Sullivan's statement. First of all,,,s
| |

'

t 14 we h a ve submitted ?vidence in the form of Ut i Exhibit 14-

15 addressing what was the NRC's purpose in asking IEEE to

16 undertake 603. So that is clear on the record, I believe.

17 Second of all, I would like to remind Mr.

18 Sullivan , not only did I pa r tici pa te in the writing of IEEE

19 St andr ri 60?, I also worked and wrote the original version

20 of S tanda rd Review Plan Section 7.3, which was then utilized

21 a s a mcdel by, I believo, 'r. Dominic Tombe, to rewrite

22 Section 72.

23 Furthermore, there is a section in 7.3 which goes

24 through, paragraph by paragraph, IEEE Standard 279 to talk

25 about how it should be a pplied to engineered safety

,
,

|+
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|] 1 features. And he may be correct, there may not be such a
,

2 specific example in 7.3, and that is because of the

^ 3 f und amen tal difference nature of engineered safety features
s -

4 compared to reactor shutdown systems.

5 All reactor sh -down systems are basically the

6 same . You have to insert ro d s , whereas in the other case,

7 all angineered caf aty features and in fact all emergency

8 core cooling systens are not that simila r in design among

9 the manufacturers.

10 So it might not be possible to put such a specific

11 exa ?.ple in the standard review plan.

12 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Or the staff may sia. ply have

- 13 h a d a good reason for not doing it. At least the staff did7 ,x
I b

'n - 14 no t do it. From that point, I do not think we can just go

15 f rom the lockout system and the scram system to saying that

16 the staf f Somehow really wa n ts to extend that to engineered

17 saf e ty foatures.

18 I just do not believe 'f r . Pollard has proved his

19 poin t on that.

20 (Poard conferrin7.)

21 YE. EAXTE9: fr. Chairman, I hava a question.

22 CHAIR.!AN EMIT": All right.

23 3Y .19 . BAXTEE:

24 C /. r . Follard, you just referred to Standard Review

25 Plan Section 7.2 on the rec.ctor trip, and tho inplementation
1

1

, . - ,_

! r

_

|
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'') 1 given therefore to Section u.16 of IEEE Standard 279. I

2 would like to refer to that same or a para 31el section in

,'~", 3 Standard Review Plan Section 7.3 on engineered safety
.

,

,f

4 fea t ures, which reads as follows, Section 4.16, for the

5 ESS A S, quote: "Comoletion of a nrotective action" -- close

6 quote -- must be defined by the Applicant for each ES

7 system. "This information should be supplied as part of the

8 design basis information required by Section 3.0 of IEEE

9 Standard 279. Generally, completion consists of startino or

10 energizing the components in the ESSAS systec, verifyino

11 th a t once initieted the pro tective ac tion will continue

12 until termina ted by the deliberate actions of the operator,

s 13 a n d that operator action cannot prevent the initiation of

( >

\ > 14 the' protective action when the ESSAS deternines the need for

15 that action." Close quote.

16 So in fact t' a staff has given different

17 applicatiens between reactor trip and engineered safety

18 f eatures.

19 A (WIT':ESS POLLARD) Eave you read all of -- I do

20 n o t have Section 7.3 in front of me. Have you read the

21 ontire section or just a portion of the section referring to

22 4.16?

23 0 There is one more sentence, and I will show you --

24 A (WITNESS POLLAPD) Could you please read that

25 sentence?
,

( .)
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1 0 "Excection: Pull to lock." Close quote.

2 " Control switches ha ve been acceptable, even though their

- 3 manipula tion could prevent the protective action fron going~

x
4 to completion, providinc that the requirements of Section

5 4.13 are met."

6 A (WITNFSS POLLARD) 4.13 is what?

7 0 Section 4.13 says: "See Eequlatory Guide 1.47 and

8 BTP-1CSB21 for an explanation of this requirenent as it

9 pertains to the ESSAS-ESS systems and auxiliary srpporting

10 sy st ems ."

11 CHAIRtAN SMITH: as. 'J e is s ?

12 MS. WEISS: I think he wants to answer the

13 ques tion .
p_
!
'

'

, 14 WITNESS PCLLAED: I think there was a quastion to

15 n e .

16 DR. JCRDAN: Do you have a question ponding?

17 BY MF. BAXTER:

18 Doesn't this illustrate what I think one of the

19 witn esses was saying, that there is a difference in the way

20 the staf f his implamented this completion of protective

21 actions functions from the IEEE Standard for engineered

22 sa f e ty fe3 tares, as opposed to the reactor trip scram cystem?

23 A (WITNESS PGLLARD) Well, first of all, that note

24 about " pull to lock switches" ic an example which supports

25 me. They are saying that the standard review plan says that

p
!

_-
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/ 1 pull to lock switches do in fact prevent completion of a

2 protective action.

3 Is that not what you just read?.

4 BY MF. WEISS: (Resuming)

5 0 You don't have the lanoaage in front of you?

6 A ('J IT N FSS POLLARD) No.

7 Q Let's get you a copy.

8 MR. EAXTES: I offered it to him.

9 MS. 'J EIS S : Lat's make a delivery.

10 'JIT N ES S POLLARD: I would like to see the whole

11 Section 7.3, becauce when I read it I referred to this in

12 several places throughout the standard review plan.

13 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, it has been about7-

C/ 14 t w o hours and the court reporter is probably pretty tired.

15 So maybe it would be a good time to t r.k e a break 'and have

16 M r . Pollard look at that stuff.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITM: There seems to be an endless

18 number of avenues on which this consideration can go. I

19 think we will have to bring it to an end and get on.

20 'f S . 'A EI S S : I havo juct one question that I wanted

21 t o 1 s k .

22

23

8 24

25

p
'N Y
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1 "S. WEISS: I have just one questren I wanted to

2 ask him. Maybe the witness could just answer this one, and

^' 3 then mavbe I could have mine.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. First, we are going

5 to provide him a copy of the Standard Eeview Plan, and then

6 we will take a break, and tnen you can come back with your

7 question if "r. Saxter's question is satisfied.

8 MS. WEISS: Fine.

9 (Brief recess.)

10 WITNESS POLLARD: Sofore I answor your question,

11 will you rephrase it? So I think if I am understanding what

12 the question is, you directed me to Section 7.2 cf the

13 Standard Review Plan where it discusses the requirements of,-

14 4.16 of IEEE 279.

15 As I understand your question, barically you are

16 asking me hasn't the staff already considered this in its

17 application go engineered safety features, and have decided

18 no t to include as much specifics as they did in Section 7.2.

19 SY MP. BAXTEP: (Pesumin7)

20 0 Oh, not specifics, but the part you read from 7.2

21 w a s that termination by deliberate actions of the operator

22 should never inhibit th e prc tective . action. And by contrast

23 it appeared to me at least that the staff was providing for

24 some thing else on engineered safety f ea tures.

(' ITFESS POLLAED) Okay. I think to put that25 A J

,.

'

_
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^^
/ 1 paragraph in Section 7.3 of the Standard Review Flan in

-

2 proper conta xt, you have to refer back first to a pa ra g ra ph

~

3 which appears en page 7.3-4 of the Standard Review Planj )
v

4 righ t at the bottom of the page which states, " Appendix A,"

5 meaninc Appendix A to the Standa rd Doview Plan, "Section

67.3, Appendix A discusses the requirements of IEEE standard

7 279 and how they are used in the review of the ESFAS and the

8 essential auxiliary supporting systems' instrumentation and

9 controls. Although the primary emphasis was on tha

10 equipment comprising the ESFAS, the reviewer should consider

11 the protective f unctions on a system level. It is necessary

12 th a t the ESFAS design be compatible with the ESF systems and

13 au xiliary supporting systemc, and that the FSFAS design ands
t t

'

!'
14 th e accident analysis are compatible. It is not sufficient'

15 to judge the adequacy of the ESFAS only en the basis of the

16 design meeting the specific recuirements of IEEE 279. It is

17 also necessary to judge the functional relat10nchip oetween

18 ES F A S an d the engineered safety features rystems."

19 Then, turning to the first page of Appendix A-2,

20 Standa rd Peview F.. a n , Secticn 7.3 on page 7.3-7, there is a

21 sentence which states, "This appendix discusses the

22 requirements of IEEE standard 279, Secticns 3 and u, as they

23 a re used 'n the review of the ESFAS on the instrumentation_

24 and controls of essential auxiliary supportinc systems."

25 And ttat brings us back to the paragraph you

,

,' |,

V> i

|

|

|
|
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' 1 directed my attontion to .hich begins on page 7.3-11, which

2 reads, "Section 4.16 for the ESEAS, ' Completion of a

(', 3 protective action ' must be defined by the applicant for each
_

4 ESF syst em. This information should be supplied as a part

5 of the design basis information required by Section 3.0 of

6 IEEE standard 279.

7 " Generally, completion consists of starting or

8 energiring the components in tha ESF systen, verify that

9 once initiated the protectiva action will continue until

10 terminated by deliberate actions of the operator, and that

11 operator action cannot prevent the initiation of the

12 protective action when the E5FAS determines the need for

13 th a t action.,- s

| |
'

/ 14 " Exception: ' Pull to lock' control switches have

15 been acceptable even though their manipulation could prevent

16 the protective action from coing to completion, provided

17 th a t the requircuents of Sec tio n 4.13 are ne t."

18 E3 that taken in context ycu will see that this

19 appendix was written not just for engineered safety feature

20 actuation systemc -- that is, not just for the protection

21 system -- it was also written for the inctrur,entation and

22 controls of essential a uxilia ry supportinc systems.

23 5nd also note that it specifically says the

24 designor must define compl9 tion of the protective action.

25 And than it characterites that definition as generally the

. . ~

..
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^^ 1 initiation of starting or energizing the components in the

2 ESF system.

^' 3 So that my answer to your question is the reason
u..

4 we do not see as much specifics here is because of the wide

5 range of div"rsity or the wide range of different types of

6 designs f or engineered safety feature systens and for the

7 auxiliary sapporting systems, that we could not be as

8 specific here as we were in the scram system, at least not

9 without giving a very large number of possible examples.

10 So I do not think this is a t all inconsistent or a

. 11 dif f erent interoretation than that which appears at Section

12 7.2 of the Standard Eeview Plan.

13 7 ('41T S ESS SULLIV A.i) Cn the other hand, there is
_s

i 14 nothing here that mandates that the operators shall not'

15 intarf ere . In fact, it says "The prctective action will

16 continue until terminated by deliberate actions of the

17 opera tor . " O bv iou s ly a permiscive circuit or system

18 permittin g him to interfere. 7 don't ree anything that

19 a rgu es s n ything against my poi.',

20 A (WITNESS PCLLAED) We should also note that of

21 course this was developed either prior to or durinc the time

22 t h a t IEEE 603 was under develorment.

23 No. EC9 EFT ADLER: Mr. Chairman, we also have a

24 question regarding the applicability of the reactor trip

25 e x a r. p lo .
|
|

,,

k
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1 CHAIRMAN S1ITH: Okay.( ,

2 RY MS. ROBERT ADLER:

c. 3 9 yt, __
1

_

f MS. WEISS: I think he should co first.

5 BY MR. ROBERT ADLER:

6 0 fr. Pollard, do you agree with the following

7 distinction between the reactor trip system and +he ESF, any.

8 ESF system? 'ril t h a reactor trip system isn't there :v douDt

9 that having the control rods inserted is alwayc a safe

10 configura tion , whereas with an ESF system there are cases

11 where having the system in operation is not the safe

12 configuration under some circumstances?

13 A (JITNESS POLLARD) That is certainly one
I,,,

14 distinction. You can'have a situation where operation of an''

15 engineered safety feature is itself a hazard to the plant.

16 The first thing you should d o in situations lik e that is

17 re-examine the design of the engineered safety features

18 system to see if there is not scr.ething fundamentally wrenc

19 with your design.

20 The second distinction, which is I think more

21 appropria te , is that completion of the protective function

22 or completion of th9 protective action, which is defined as
1

1

23 the protective function in 603, is always the care; that it I

24 is comp'teted for the reactor trip system when the rods are

25 fully inserted; that you do not have a simila r analogy for

-

f
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'~'
1every type of engineered safety f ea tit re system a'nd for every

2 type of auxiliary supportinc system needed for engineered

} 3 saf ety features.

4 0 '4 e ll , the thrust cf my question is really whether

5 you think that makes a difference in terms of the

6 applicability of the requirement that would cause you --

7 that would limit the circumstances under which you manually

8 bypassed a safety system.

9 A (WITNESS POLLARD) No, I do not believe so,

10 because if the systems are properly designed, the protective

11 f unction will have been accomplished; that is, the

12 protective action will have gone to completion before

13 continued operation of the system constitutes a harard to-,

(
'

,

K' 14 the plan t .

15 I think this is particularly the case for, for

16 exam ple, Three Mile Icland Unit 1 high pressure injection

17 system , at least as the plant is now configured. it the

18 time of restart with a very young, if I can use thet phrase,

19 reartor vescel , that the core cooling function will be

20 completed ; that is, you will either have a 50 degree

21 su bcooling margin or the low pressure injection flew in

22 oper ation . The plant stable or the core thereccouples -- I

23 forgot the exact wording, but the other condition involving

24 th e core thermr aples, one of those would be satisfied

25 bef ore you have to bu :oncerned about exceeding the

,,,
i
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() 1 pressure-temperature limitationc.

2 On the other hand, even if tha t was not true, that

3 is that you might exceed the pressure-temperature limits

4 before the protective function was accomplished, the wording

5 in the design basis section of IEEE 603-1977 would permit

6 the designer to specify that as a condition of his design at

7 which it would be permissible for the operator to interfere

- 8 with the protective function or interfere with the

9 protective action before the function was completed.

10 0 Licensee in their testimony said that there may be

11 some circumstances that have not yet been foreseen before

12 the three conditions, for example, for termination of fiFI --

13 a n d I take it that your example -- your answer presumes that
,

s/ 14 there is no possibility of such unforeseen circumstances.
,

15 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Definitely not. My answer does

16 n o t assume that, and we have had a great deal of testimony
*

17 on that subject. As I understand both Mr. Cullivan and the

18 licensee to be arguing that for unforeseen circumstances or

19 unforeseen accidents, which by definition the designer

20 cannot foresee and therefore cannot include within the

21 design basis , dr. Sullivan and the licensee feel tha t -there

22 would be an advantage and in fact a significant advantage in

23 having the syste esigned such that the operator could

24 interf ere with the protective action before the function is

25 accomplishei . And that I think is the heart of the

<

|
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1 disagreement . I see Mr. Sullivan shakino his hoad.
uj

2 My view is that that is such a small subset of

3 possible accidents to the plant -- and we have gone over

4 this several ti m o s that whatever advantage there is there--

5 -- and I agree there might be some advantage to that; I do

6 not argue wi th that.

7 My point is that that is more than overwhelmed by

8 the disad van tage of having a design where th e operator could

9 interfere in foreseeablo sequences and terminate the

10 protective action before tho function is completed, even

11 though we have hours and hours of computer studies saying

12 t h a t is the wrong thing to do.

13 Q I understand that, and I did not mean to reopen,

L i
j 14 th a t subject. The point of my distinction was simply that

15 for ESF systems there are such unforeseen circumstances,

16 whereas f or reactor trip tha t a p pa r e n tl y is not the care

17 because we all agree that having the control rods inserted

18 is 'he safe configuration under all circumstances

19 A (4TINESS POLLARD) '4 9 1 1 , if you a;ree with the

20 definition of the word "un:oreseen," I do not know how you

21 ca n mak' that statement.

22 EY FR. DJENSIFE:

23 0 You are saying there is some circumstance where

24 th e reactor -- the rods insarted could act be safe?

25 A ! am saying we are in full agreement in this room

,

' ... I%
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1 that there are no foreseeable circumstances in which itj
t-

2 would be unsafe to insert the control rods.

3 Q Let ma give you an example of what we are trying/ 4

L.)
4 to get at. Your contention would also include the emergency

5 f eed wa ter system , is that not correct? All we are trying to

6 do is make a distinction. You pointed out a Standard Peview

7 Plan where you said the staf f has more literally interpreted

8 IEEE 279. We are just talking about this one point. We

9 object to you using basically the reactor trip as an example

10 o f it, and the reason is what we are trying to explore here.

11 And if you look at th e emergency feedwater system,

12 you could postulate a failure; and I am just going to go *

13 through a scenario, and you tell me if you agree uith it or
7~
| |
'' 14 n o t .

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think it is ceing to have to b

16 rather brief, "r. Dornsife..

17 ER. JORNSIFE: It will be.

18 RY "E. DORNSIFE (30suming)

19 0 Steam generator level instruments failing, not

20 allowinc the termination of the emergancy feedwater system,

21 is that same type of an accident capable of occurring with

22 th e reactor trip system?

23 A (WITNESS POLLAPD) I would say hypothetically,

24 yes. Once again recognizing we are talking aaout

25 unforeseeable events, I could imagine, for example, a design

7-
%Y
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I which I do not know exists where releasing the control rods
, ,

2 because of a prior failure in the control rod drive

~ 3 mecnanism would actually cause a rod ejection. Therefore,
-.

4 under those unforeseen circumstances of this hypothetical

5 cont rol rod drive mechanism, it might be desirablo for the

6 operator to interf ere with the reactor scram signal, because

7 if the scram signal is allowed to actuate the control rod

8 drive me nanism rather than the rod going in, it will go out

9 and it vill make the accident wo rse .

10 C But another distinction between th e reactor trip

11 sign al -- once it is initiated, once the scram breakers have

12 opened in a PWR, is it possible for the operator to stop

,_
13 th a t potential action? In a Pi'E, not a 5 '4 R , is it

k' 14 physically possible?

15 A (VITNESS POLLAED) Well, I would have to go back

16 a n d look at the actual circuits of th e reactor scram

17 breakers to ancwer your question. Is there a circuit the

18 operator could use to reclose the breaker as soon as it was

19 opened and resucply power to the control rod drive nechanism.

20 0 From the control room.

21 A (WITNESS POLLARD) 'a'e l l , my answer ic the same. I

22 would have to see the exact circuits and see which Switches

23 were 'in the control room.

24 C Another distinction I would like to point out,

25 too , if I could is the reactor trip ir somewhat unique from

,-

k.
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() 1 the standpoint that it is,. compared to the other systems-

2 that require. initiation for safety reasons, isn't is

3 relatively simply in th a t the only thing that is required{}
4 from the signal being initiated is sinply opening a

;

5 breaker? All the other systems require a pump to start, !

6 valve to open, motors to run. In this particular case it is .

7 a very simple operation to complete the protective function.
.

8 A ('4ITNESS POLL ARD L I would sa y from the standpoint

9 of what equipment has to operate, it is not much difference
j

i
10 between the reactor scram. cystem and Three Mile Island Unitj

l 11 l's high _ prassure injection system.

12 In the case of the scram system, as I remember
,

13 B&W's design , you have around four or five circuit-breakers
,.

14 or contacters to drop all the rods. And in the case of
.

{
15 initiating high pressure injection you are simply talking

i 16 abou t closing three circuit-breakers or two and energizing a
l

j 17 f e w valve contacters. I do not see much difference between

1
'

18 that..,

i
.

19 DR. JORDAN: The Board is thoroughly familiar with
i
t

I 20 th e differences between protection systems. I-don't believe
;

21 we need any more evidence in that respect.
;

,

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: However, Mr. Do rn sif e , if the
i

! 23 Com.n onwealth believes it has to pursue this --

24 MR. DORNSIFE No.
1

25 CHAIF"AN SMITH: It doesn 't ? Okay.

(
l

|
|
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(} 1 MR. E0BERT ADLER: We are sorry, M r. Chairman. We

2 did not realize it would take quite that long.
!
4 3 CHAIRMAN EMITH: I think it has gone beyond the

4 purpose of these witnesses back here now.'

!

i 5 All richt.
I

6 MS. WEISS 4 I have one question that I indicated I

7 would ask about two hours ago. I wanted to ssk the witness

8 this. ;

i

9 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)
:

10 0 :f r. "ullivan has made a distinction repeatedly in

11 his . testimony this morning between design requirements and ,
;

; 12 operational requirements, as I understand it. I interpret

13 tha t to mean that it is his opinion that there is something;,
- 14 inherent in the concept of a design stan'dard which is

15 inconsisten t with such a standard containing a requirement

j 16 that the design shall prohibit operator action from

17 interf erina with the completion of a design function.
I

18 W3uld you respond to that?j

|

19 A (WITnFSS FOLLARD) I do not think that that
,

' 20 distinction is a 'cealistic one in the sense that a desian
,

i 21 document not only specifies under what conditions the

22 protective action will go to completion if left alone

:
23 between the condition scram, the design should be such that '

24 the opera tor can interf ere; and the conditions when the

f 25 design should be such that the operator cannot interfere.

'

O
.
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- 1 I think inherent in a design standard is a

2 recognition of the operational requirements. I do not think

3 you can really ' separate the two.'

4 MS. WEISS: That is all that I have. Thank yo u .

5 CH AIK !AN SMITH: Mr. Cutchin.

6 MR. CUTCHIN: No further questions, Mr. Chairman. t

,

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH Anybody else?
4

8 MR. RCBERT ADLER: Mr. Chair.an, is this on all of

9 Mr. Pollard's testimony?

10 CHAIR?.AN SMITHS Well, that is richt. We had gone

i 11 of f on a specific. Now I need some help. I do not know

12 where we are.

'
13 MR. ROBEET ADLER: Is Ms. Weiss finished?

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: dr. Pollard was to have cone back

15 a t this point to complete his surrebuttal. Perhaps this has

16 been accomplished.

i 17 MS. WEISSa Yes.

i 18 CH AIIt M AN SMITH: All right. Gkay.

19 hr. Sullivan, were you satisfied with the manner
i

20 in which Ms. Weiss characterized your position in her
'

,

21 question to Mr. Polla rd ?
,

22 WITNESS SULLIVANs Yes. At the time I did not

i 23 f eel -- the answer is yes.
.

24 (Board conferring.)

25 CHAIEPAN SMITH: '3 r . Baxter, you have your

.

4

i
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;

i 1 option. You can indicate acw that you need to'br ng your

i 2 witness back , or you can examine the transcript, or --

3 MR. BAXTER: I cannot indicate now, Mr. Chairman.

O
' 4 I would like the opportunity for Mr. Patterson to review it

1

i
5 and to discuss it with him.

i

j 6 CHAIRMAN _ SMITH: Okay. li o w , would this be --

:

| 7 excapt for that possible need would it be done, would it'be-

8 completed with this - con ten tion ? Would this be an
I ;

} 9 appropriate place to express your view, the parties to
i

10 express their view as to -- not limited to the burdens but
1

! 11 applying th'e burdens in a practical fashion, how they would
!

{ 12 operate on this contention.

; 13 WITNESS POLLARD Mr. Chairman, can we be excused?

l 14

1
-

15

1

} 16

17.

18

f 19

20
:
I -21
|

1 22
:

2 23

24

25
I

I

O
,1
t
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( }. 1 -WITNFSS POLLARD: Mr. Chairman, can we be excused?
,

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, sir. Excused --

3 MR. THEODORE ADLER: .Mr. Chairman, I am still

4 conf used. I thought I wo"*4 be given the opportunity to

Sexamine Mr. Sullivan on --

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: M r. S ullivan , you may be

7 recslied.

8 55. WEISS: I understand the Commonwealth was not

9 finished with their questions?

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: They completed the questions on

11 that question, but they have not completed the questions on

i 12 the entire subject ma tter of the rebuttal in its entirety.
!
'

13 MS. WEISS: I misunderstood.

! 14 CH AIR:: AN SMITH: As did I. 'Yes, the surrebuttal.

15 BY MB. THEODORE ADLER:-
4

16 0 Okay. Mr. Pollard, with respect to the definition
i

.
17 of " protective f unction" in 603, would you agree that that

1

18 definition establishes the same criterion that you propose

19 t o u s e in limiting the extent to which you can manually

20 by pass the safety system.

21 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Yes, unless the designer wishes

22 to specif y additional conditions in tho design basis. And

231e t me explain. To again use an example which I hope is

24 helpful, we have specified in the Licensee's emargency

25 procedures the three conditions under which it is

O

|
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1 permissible to terminate high pressure injection. If those'

2 are the only conditions under which the designer perceives

'3 the need to terminate, then.yes, the answer to your' question

4 is yes.

* '5 On the other hand, if we prevailed on UCS 10 and

6 Met Ed retired to their designer and decided, we would also

7 like to be abla to terminate high pressure injection, even

8 if none of those three conditions were met, when the water

9 level in the borated water storage tank gets too low for the

10 purpose of transfering to the sump, that might be another

11 permissible condition, which does not necessarily derive

12 f rom the definition of " protective function."

13 Q Okay. Now, I think we established that your
,

14 interpretation of " protective action" ref ers to either the
.

15 initiation of a signal for a protection system or the

4

16 oper ation -- " operation" meaning startup of equipment for

17 the protective action system .

18 Now, in light of that distinction between

19 protective action and protective function, I would like you

20 to explain why in '?ection 4.4 they use th e term " completion

| 21 of protective action" rather than "protactive function"?

22 A (WITNESS POLLARD) You are referrina to the

23 definition of " protective action" that is in 603?'

24 0 That is correct.

25 (Pause.)

O
4
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i A (WITNESS POLLA?D) I think that perhaps the reason(}
.

2 f or your conf usion and the reason for your question'is the
,

s 3 use of both ."protactive f unction" and , in paragraph 4.4, of
,

4 the " protective action coing to completion."

5 0 That is the source of the confusion, particularly
!

6 since in the definition of " protective function" they make

7 the dictinction of completion of protection actions at the

8 system level, required to maintain plant conditions within

9 the allowable limits established f or a design ba sis event. -

1 to A (WITNESS POLLARD ) I think your question would not

11 have arisen had we included in the definition of " protective

12 action" in 503 the word " continued operation of equipment

.

13 within the protective action system."
*

,

'
v 14 O That is correct.

15 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Yes. And I think we struggled

16 with this in many neetings of Subcommittee 6. And I think

17 Jhere the source of confusion arises is that the signal from

18 the protection system does everything it is coing to do by

19 the time the pump is started and the valves are open and

20 water is flowinc.

21 And we recognize that that, of course, is not

4

22 suf ficien t, at least until some time passes and the core is

23 cooled . And I may agree with you, in the sense we did not'

-

24 do a very good job in wording to have that come through.

25 But what we were trying to express in the-

(
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% 1 definition of " protective function" is that it is not
(/s_

2 suf ficient just to initiate the operation of equipment, but

- 3 that it must continue to operate for some period of time,11n
.

4 the case of high pressure injection, betore you cool the

5 core -- before you successfully cool the core to a point

i 6 where it is allowed to turn off. Just as in the case of
!

! 7 containment isolation, as soon as all the valves are closed,

8 that is all that is coil.g to happen as.a result of the

9 signal f rom the protection system.

j 10 But that does not mean that as soon as the valves

| 11 are closed it is safe to reopen them.

12 0 I am not rare I agree you did a bad job, because I*

13 think you came up with the definiticn that we want or that
~

14 is desired in the definition of " protective function," and I

15 am still confused as to why you did not use that terminology

16 in 4.4, particularly since in 4.3, regarding the single

17 f ailure criterion, you raid: "The safety system chall

18 perf orm the protective actions required to accomplish a
i

19 protective f unction," which it seems to me is what ought to

20 have been said in 4.4 if your interpretation is what was

21 intended .

22 A (*4IONESS PGLLARD) You may vary well be correct.

23 The only point I can make to you is that the action, the

24 protective action and the nature of the protective f unction

25 have such 1 wide degree of varia tion, not only between

/"T
V
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1 dif f erent types 'of engineered. safety feature systems in the

2 same plant, but also - between the design of engineered safety

3 features in differant manufacturers. It is very difficult,'

4 when you are writing a standard, to get the words to match

5 every single possible design of all the various types of

6 engineered safety features.

7 And that is the only explanation I can give you.

8 We have wrestled with this problem of how are we going to-

9 distinguish between those actions which will be accomplished

10 by the protection system signal versus the time at which the

11 equipment must continue to operate after it has been turned

12 on , bef ore the f unction is accomplished.*

-13 0 I see that problem. I am not sure I see why the

14 d'efinition of " protective f unction" does not cover all '

15 pos11tle saf ety systems.

16 A (WITNFSS POLLARD) The definition does.

17 0 Right. So couldn't you have used that definition

18 io n 4. 4 ?

19 A (WITFISS POLLARD) Probably.

20 (Pause.)

21 0 Do you think that the criteria established as

22 design bases in 3.10 could occur before a protective action
.

23 as used in 4.4 is completed?

24 A ('4 I TNESS POLLARD) Let me make sure I understand.

25 You are asking-- me if I believe --<

!O
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/'N 1 0 Hold on. I think I need to clarify that.
d

4 2 Let Mr. Dornsife try.

3 BI MR. D3PNSIFEs
O.i

4 0 Let me try.

*

5 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Sure.

6 Q Is it possible, or can you imagine any can you--

7 conceive of any situation where the criteria, design bases

8 that are. identified in Section 3.10 could be achieved

9 before, if we take a strict definition of "p rt tective

10 action" which only means the initiation of equipment --
,

11 okay , strict definition -- could any of those conditions be

12 achievec prior to that -- all that equipment being initiated?

13 A (WITNESS POLLARD) And you did mean to say
; (x 14 " protective action" rather than " protective function"?

15 0 Yes.
!
| 16 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Well, certainly 3.10.1, which

17 states, "The point in time by which the protective action at

18 the system level must be initiated," that is a tautology.'

19 What it means is, you have to tell.the designer by what

20 time you have to initiate the protective action. So of .

21 course , that one occurs before it is initiated, or it

) 22 could.

23 (Pause.)

- 24' A (WITNESS POLLARD) I don't really see how 3.10.2

25 f alls within the scope of your question. I think what this

: O
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1 design basis statement means is, if the designer wishes to}
that if the operator2 specif y, for example, that if he hasi --

3 has one hour to do something, it might be okay to do it
,

4 manually rather than automatically.

5 But of course, 3.10.3 as I read it is exactly what

6 you asked me to assume in the question, and as I indicated

7 earlier, this was for'the purpose of allowing the designer'

; 8 flexibility, which goes back to my other exa mple I just
.

9 finished about the three conditions at which the core has

10 been adequa tely cooled a t Th ree Mile Island Unit 1 versus

11 the need to also terminate high pressure injcction or to

12 shif t the suction.

i
13 So, yes, in that particular case, of course, it

14 might be necessary under some anticipated, foreseen sequence,

,

15 of events to termina te the p rotective f unction -- to

16 terminate the protective action before the functicn has been
,

17 accomplished . And that is why we had th a t specific

18 requirement in the design basis of 603.
]

19 Now, as to 3.10.u, there are no conditions I can
,

'

20 thin k of at the moment, sitting here on the stand -- there

! 21 a re no conditions where proper completion of a protective

1

i 22 action at the systam level could occur before the equipment
:

Z3_was actually turned on, beca use tha t would be a condition

i 24 where the equipment was not ne?ded to be turnad on in the
|

25 first place.
<

1

i
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1 Did I answer your question? Excuse me. If you
t1.s;

2 have any furthor ques-lons you will have to ask tham.

(' 3 0 I believe you did. Put the point I was trying to
Lj

4 make was tha t, since there are some possible -- if you just

5 assume a strict interpretation o f " protective action"

6 meaning just the initiation of equipmen t, there are some

7 reasons for that disclaimer being in there, if that strict

8 limitat;on were to be considered.

9 A (WITNESS POLLARD) Which disclaimer?

10 0 The fact that this requirement shall not preclude

11 those deliberate oDecator actions, if you tske the strict

12 definition o f " protective action" as meaning initiation of

13 equipmen t and not completion of a protective function.
,.

/ )
\_- 14 A (WITNESS POLLAPD) Well, Fr. Dornsife, you are

15 either postulating something which the standard does no- sa y

16 or you are ignoring part of my testimony about, that the

17 designer is free to specify whatever he chooses in the

18 design ba sis, but tha t in a pplying 4.4 he must design the

19 system so that the operator cannot interfere with the
i

20 protective action until the conditions specified in the

21 design basis are met or until the protective action has run

22 long enough to accomplish tne protective function.

23 Q Let me tell you the problem I am having, just

24 read ing that. ty interpretation from reading that

25 pa rticula r sentence, the first sentence in 4.4, and

w/
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1 comparing that with the definitions, it just tells me -- the

2 only thing that is saying is that the systems have to be --

.
3 and equipment has to be initiated, not necessarily complete

! !
'

4 the safety function. It just requires initiation of

5 equipment and it does not reauire completion of tho safety

6 function or the protective function.

7 A ( GJITN ESS POLLARD) That is perhaps quite true if

8 you look at only one sentenco. But you murt look at that

9 sentence in the context of the whole paragraph. and then you

10 must also consi'ler what is in the design basis section of

11 the document.

12 I am guite sure if you lift any sentences out, you

13 can ge t a different me L}in g from one particular sentence.
8 14 0 That is what I am saying. Just using it in that

15 cont e xt , doesn't the last sentence make sense, in that

16 limited context? That is the point I am trying to make.

17 A ('4ITNFSS FOLLARD) I am sorry, Mr. Dorrife. I do

18 n o t understand your question.

19 P. E . THEODORE ADLFFs 'de have no more questions. I

20 d o n o t think we are going to get very far.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further?

22 (No response.)

23 CHAI?"AN SMITH: You may step down, gentlemen.

24 (Mitnesses excused.)

'!eist?25 CHAIPNAN SMITH 4 Z s. <

,-

%r
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{} 1 ES. WEISS: Do you want me to talk about burden of

2 proo f ? =

3 CHAIR. MAN SMITHz. Yes. "

;

4 MS. WEISS: Well, I do not suppose there is any
.

5 question that the Licensee has the burden of proof in the

i 6 legal sense. If you are asking for my evaluation of whether I

i
7 he has carried it, that would be a biased evaluation. But

8 it is my opinion he has not carried it.-

i 9 CHAIRVAN SMITH: It is not that so much. The
i

! 10 state of the record, it is how the particular burden, the
i

11 overall burden of proof, the burden of persuasion on the

12 conten tion, how it would apply if you were to prevail. How

13 could it apply?

14 The record is almost closed on this contention,'

15 and I still do not know for sure just what you are coing to,

1
'

16 be' asking the Board to do with this information. I

17 understand about going back and designing, consistent wi th

18 the contention. But I do not understani at what point you

'

19 win and the Licensee loses.

I 20 MS. NEISS: What we .ill be asking the Poard to do
,

21 -- and it does not surprise me that it is not crystal-clear

22 a t this point. We are all -going to have to go back and pick

23 through the record some.*

() 24 Eat what I intend to do in my proposed findings is

F
i 25 ask the Poard to make che finding that, concidering the

(2)
i
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1 language of the regulations and'considering the testimony on

2 engineering practice and what constitutes a safe system and

3 what one ou2ht to learn from the accident at Three Mile

O 4 Island, that the plant in its present confi;uration ist

5 unsafe to operate, and it will not be safe to operate until

6 the Applicant has proposed a design which prevents the

7 operator from prematurely terminating emergency core

8 cooling, emergency feedwater and containment isolation.,

9 This all' assumes you follow me this far. I would

to assume that it would be up to the Lic'ensee to come up with

11 such a design. And I suppose one would have to postulate a

! 12 second tier question, which is, does that design meet the

13 requirements which the Board finds is necessary for safe

( 14 operation of Three Mile Island 1.
!

~

15 CHAIPHAN SMITH: Mr. Saxter?

18 MR. BAXTER: I an not sure I can parse it up very
,

17 finely in terms of burdens, Mr. Chairman. It would seem to

18 me as a general proposition, perhaps, that any party who is

19 asserting a position in a hearing that the Commission's

20 or d e r -- th a t the requiremen ts of the Commission's order are

21 eith er unnecessa ry and should not be imposed on the Licensee

22 or are insuf ficient and therefore more ought to be imposed

23 on the' Licensee , has some burden of a t least coming forward

(f 24 with avidence or persuasion to cause us to meet our burden

25 of proof here.

O
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1 And I guess if I were structuring my argument on{}
2 the evidenca , it would be that, as to the basis asserted in

' 3 the contention -- and I understand we have talked about a
that that burden would be on UCS, to4 lot of other things --

5 show that there is a culpable violation of a Commission

6 regulation. We would have to refute that.

; 7 If we go outside that narrow basis and talk about

8 what is a safe system, then I think the Board is just in the

| 9 position of having to weigh the experience of the industry
4

10 and the staff against the experience of the witnesses and-

11 their judgment expressing the other viewpoin t, as to which

12 of the relative. designs and allowable operator actions has

13 the most merit.

0 14 CHAIEMAN SMITH. Mr. Cutchin?
t

15 MR. CUTCHIN. I had a similar, more narrow view of

16 the scope of the contention, Mr. Chai rma n . Having read the

17 contention and the basis for the contention, the staff

18 viewed the contention to say that, because the design of TMI

19 was in violation of a specific requirement of IEEE 279, it

20 was therefore by implication unsafe; and it also took a

21 position as to wha t IEEE 279 required and said, for that
!

22 reason, the decign of the three subject systems -- core
!

! 23 cooling, containment isolation, and emerge'ncy feedwater

( 24 systams -- m ust be modified to bring them in compliance with

25 IEEE 279.
;

O.
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1 And we approached the contention on that narrow{
2 basis. I would also tend to agree with the Licensee tha t' if

3 indeed Intervenors are espousing the position that the
O
\l 4 regulations as presently constituted -- and there is

5 evidence in the record that even the regulation as presently

6 constituted does not apply to Three Mile Island Unit 1 --

7 but nevertheless, there is also evidence in the record that,

8 though it does not strictly a pply , it has been designed in

9 conformity.

10 But I believe that they are saying that more is

11 required 1 thin even the basis of the contentiens or the

12 regulations would require. They have a pretty good hurdle

13 to get over in the way of persuasion.

) 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH. I had a particular problem last

15 week when you were examining on Mr. Clark's testimony and he

16 gave six , five or six examples, of why operator interference

17 in a saf e ty -- in a protective action migh t be required. He

18 seemed to be taking the position that the case could

19 actually -- your case could actually rise or fall en those

20 examples; that once you present what you believe are the

21 preponderance of .the evidence on good reasons why there

22 should be no operator interference, there has somehow been a

23 shif ting . of proceeding with the evidence to Licensee to

() 24 demonstra te a specific.need for the opportunity for

25 operators to intercede.

O,
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I
i 1 This is what ! -- this is what I an having'

'q ,:
2 dif ficulty with.

' 3 MS. WFICS I must confess, 'r. Chairman, I have
s

\ !
u

4 ner thoucat of it in that sort of secmented way. You know

5that we say this and you say that and then we, you know,

6 move on to dif ferent levels.

7 We were responding to a piece of testimony which

8 stated that there are certain reasons why the UCS design is

9 inappropriate. And the question, I think, is absolutely

10 clea r on this record , that neither the Licensee por the

11 staf f has been able to come up with one example where the

12 design that UCS proposes would in any way endanger the

13 saf ety of the plant or the public.

(_)
x/ 14 And it has become clear through the questioning

,

15 t h a t the so-called advan tace of the current design, in ny

16 view , is solely with respect to the providing of operator

17 flexibility for this very srall subclass of unforeseen

18 ev en ts for which such flexibility might be able to save --

19 to save the situation, to save the day. That is the purpose

20 - - at was the purpose of that questioning.

21 I do not view any one line of questioning or any

22 on e --

23 CHAIFMAN SMITH: Maybe you overstated the

24 significance .

25 MF. WEISS: I think they are all piec?s -- they

p
I

n|
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1 are all piece of the picture. At the very least, ! felt it
,

iw
2 was, if I do cay so myself, a fairly dramatic evidence of

3 the fact that we are talking about extremely hypotheticalf
( )

'' 4 situations where this so-called advan tage of the plant

5 design might prove to be a real advantage. That was the

6 purpose of that questioning.

7 MR. BAXTER: I do not think, though, Mr. Chairman,

8 we have agreement that there have not teen any examples.

9 There is an example of the high precsure injection pump.

10 UCS takes exception to i t an d argues that it is prohibited

11 or disingencous un'er the Commission 's regulatory

12 assumptionc. 'de a rg ue it is appropriate, when you are

13 crea ting an interloch, to look beyond the dasign basis and
(,
( ,/ 14 consider thingc that perhaps you have done for ether design

15 anal yses.

16 And there is also, though, the burden, if you

17 would look at it, Mr. Chairr.an, from the other side, as

18 beyond whether we have been able to show examples of whore

19 the opera tor might have to intervene. We alsc I do not

20 think ha ve a record tha t the decign is flawless that UCF

21 would propose, and that theirs is not subject to failure.

22 CHAIR:!AN SMITH: Okay. I lo not say that I

23 understand -- '' r . Adler?

24 MP. THEODORE ADLER: I wo uld like to comment on

25 tha t . The Comnonwealth position throughout the proceeding

-

t/
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1has been that the ultimate burden of proof is, of course, on'

2 the Licensae. ?ut the underlying basis for that position is

3 that for a nuclear power plant in Fannsylvania the ultimate.-

'/)R
4 design, the real design that is going to occur in that

5 plan t, we want the safety system to be subjected to a high

6 burden of proof.

7 In that respect, we see a distinction between this

8 contention and a contention that merely sta t es that a

9 particular safety desion is not adequate. The reason is

10 th a t UCS has in effect proposed a safety design, and we have

11 some concern that, before all of the ramifications of that

12 design are f ully studied, this Board might in effect order

_

13 t h e Lice n s e a to adopt that design. And to that extent, we

! 4

m) 14 f eel that that design should be subjected to a higher Furden

15 of proof than perhaps would be a ppropria te f or the normal

16 thrashold burden of proof that an Intervenor would have in a

17 proceedin g.

18 CHAIPMAN SMITH: I think that is very well put,

19 Mr. Adler. It is getting to what my trouble ir here.

20 UCS is proposing that this Board and the

21 Commission order a very important change in the design of

22 the reactor. I an trying to figure out where the evidence

23 must be, where the record must be, and how we arrive at it.

24 MS. WFISS: Let ne just --

25 CH AIR.t AN SMITu: ! just cannot see it that we do

,
,

k
v
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( 1 it on the bisis, well, it cannot hurt.
v

2 MS. WEISSs Oii , my gosh.

,m 3 CHAIR::AN EMITH: I have oversimplified.
( ,

v
4 MS. WFIES: Yes, I should say so. I should say

5 so.

8 Well, I do not want to -- let me just say that it

7 is our view that we have done everything that we could,

8 short of actually bringing you the exact decian of a

9 systen. In other words, >:e have said the criteria which

10 ou gh t to apply to the design of that system are the criteria

11 contained in IFEE 279 and IFEE 603. That is the way the

12 Commission slways goes about presenting Licansee's

13 requirements. It says, you shall meet these criteria in

(/ 14 designing a system. And Licensee, now go and desien the

15 syst em .

co it is no different than the application of any16

17 other criteria , care it is interpreted as applyinc. The

18 obligation is then on the Applicant f or a plant to design a

19 s yst em which complies with those criteria.

20 We have been argument to you with respect to what

21 criteria ough t to apply. An d we have been giving you

22 reasons why we think --

23 CHAIRMAN EMITH: You have gone beyond criteria and

24 you have gone to basic, what ycu beliave is good, basic,

25 sound engineering practice.

,--

%n/
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1 MS. WEISS: IEEE 603 and 279 in our view establish

2 the criteria for design of the system, the fundamental

n 3 crit eria. And we, of course, have not attempted to present>

.

4 a design to you. That would be wholly inappropriate.

! 5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. I think we understand what

6 your position is.

i 7 MR. BAXTER: May we call our next witness, Mr.

i

8 Chairman ?+

i 9 CHAIRMAN SMITH Yes, please.

10 MR. BAXTER: Licensee calls George R. Braulke.

11 MS. WEISS: 'ie need to get the papers relative to-

12 this contention. If we could just have a couple of minutes
;

13 to do tha t.

O~
.

14 MR. BAXTE]s Two papars, the testimony on the

15 original con tention a nd tha Board question relating to UCS
i

16 Contention 12.
'

17 CF AIEM AN S;'ITH "his is -- what is your name, sir?

18 ME. ERAULKEs George Fraulke.
,

I

19 (3ececs.)

20 ME. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman, the tectimony of Mr.
.

21 Braulke as cricinally filed was part of a pa nel

l
22 presentation , and the document was dated September 15, 1980,'

:

23 and entitled " Licensee's Testimony of Fobert '4 . Teaten,

24 George E . Braulke, and George J. Brazil in Response to UCS

25 Contention No. 12, UCS Contantion No. 1u, and UCS Contention

| O
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1 No. 3, Safety Classification."'

)
2 What I-hive provided the reporter with is a copy

3 of that title page, the outline, the index, the first 13

O#i
4 pages of the document, which include an introduction, and

5 then Mr. Braulke's testimony, and a fourteenth page, which

6 includes only the-four references now found on page 18, all

7 of which are affiliated only with Mr. Braulke's testimony.

; 8 CHAIacAN SMITH: The last -- I did not follow you

9 at the very end there.

10 MR. BAXTER: After page 13, there is now a new

11 page 14 in the reporter 's copy . It has on it only'the list

12 of ref erences now on page 18, because they all go with Mr.

13 Braulke's tastinony.
~

j 14 The docunent concludes with t.r. Braulke's

15 qualifica tions. When Mr. Keaten and Mr. Brazill appear, we i

16 will off er to introd uce the rest of the document, and Mr.
r

17 Keaten will sponsor the testimony on page 17 that is now

18 listed for Mr. Braulke, which is part of the response to UCS

19 Contention io. 3.

20 CHAIEMAN SMITF: So in practice , if we were just.

21 to take out pages 14 to 17 until later, we would have Mr.

22 Braulke's presentation?
4

23 dR. 3AXTEE: That is correct.
i

() 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Except --

25 MR. 3AXTEc.: You would exclude the paragra ph at

O
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I the top of page 18.
; ;

L:
2 CHAIR *AN SMITH: Okay.

o 3 Whereupon ,
!>

4 GEORGE R. BRAULKE,

5 called as a witness by counsel for Licensee, having first,

6 been duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified

7 as f ollows:

8 DIRECT EX A.M IN ATION :

9 BY MF. PAXTEPs

to O Mr. Draulke, I would like to call your attention

11 to the document I have just been describing; in addition to

12 th at , a document also bearing the caption of the proceeding

13 da ted Octobe r 15, 1980, entitled " Licensee's Testimony of
,-,

C'; 14 George R. Eraulke in Fesponse to Board Cuestions on UC5
-

15 Contention 12."

16 Po these documents include testinony which you

17 h a v a prepared or have had prepared under your direct

18 supervision f or presenta tion at this hea ring ?

19 A Yes, th a t is true.

20 0 Do you have any changes or corrections to make to

21 your testimony?

22 A Yes, there are several changes, typographical in

23 na tu re. Face 10 or the testimony dated September 15, 1980

24 --

25 C Flease cive the parties time to turn to it as you

,

[ )
%J
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1 go through your corrections.

2 MR. B4XTERa These changes hsve been provided for'

3 the reporter already.

4 THE WITNESS 4 The first equipment identification

5 number given there should read RC-1-LT1.

6 The next change is right below tha t, and that

7 equipment identification number should read RC-1-LT2.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No dash between "LT" and "2"? -

9 THE liIT!!ESS: That is correct.

10 BY MR. BAXTER: (Resuming)

11 0 Are you striking the dashes between "LT" and "1"?
1

12 A Yes. It should read similar to the way the piece

13 of equipment identified under A-31 is typed.
,

14 The next change is on page 11, the second item

15 down . That should read CF-2-LT4
i
'

16 The next change is on page 13, under " radiation."

i 17 Those values should be shown in exponential notation. That
| 7

18 is, the first number should read 2 times 10 power; and
6

19 the second number, 3.6 times 10
|

.

20 And on the new page 14, which is the old-page 18,
j

! 21 under ref erence 4, the date should read May 23, 1980.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Could you repeat that, plea se ?

I
'

23 THE WITNESS: On page new in, old page 18, under

i O 24=erere=ce " the a te ** * ovee== =ao=1a reea xer 3- '98o-

25 ra ther than May 27.

!O
l

l
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f,.

-1 The.last change to this document 'is under my.g-!

|' 2 prof essional -- statemen t''of professional qualifications,
1

-

That-should reada .

i

3 th e second paragraph from the bottom.,

i

f
'

4 " product engineer, P.elay-Instrument Division." !

\-
I 5

k
i 6
i

7*

i
-

i 8^
J
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10
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(~'; 1 '" h a t rame change cheuld apoear in the statement of
RJ

2 prof essional qualifications attached to the document of

~'3 G October 15, " Testimony and Fesponse to Eoard Questions."
(V

4 BY MR. BAXTER: (Fesuming)

5 0 Does that complete your changes and corrections?

6 A Yes.

7 O As corrected is the testimony true and accurate to

8 the best of your knowledge and belief?

9 A Y3s.

10 MR. BAXTER: "r. Chairman, I ask that Mr.

11 3r aulk e 's testimony be received in evidence and incorporated

12 into the transcript as if read.

13 MS. WEISS: No objection.
f3, .

s !
'/ 14 MR. CUTCHIN: No cbjection.

15 CHAIEMAN SMITHS So received.

16 (The prepared testimony of Mr. Braulke followss)

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

[ a

N.,,I
I

l
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OUTLINE

The purposes and objectives of this testimony are to re-

spond to UCS Contention 12, which asserts that safety relatedf-
I

'

equipment at TMI-2 f ailed to perform its safety functions due
'

to the environment created inside the containment by the acci-

dent and that the accident environment exceeded the expected

design basis event (DBE) environment; to respond to UCS Con-

tention 14, which asserts that the TMI-2 accident demonstrated

that systems and components presently classified as non-safety

related can have an adverse effect on the integrity of the

core; and to respond to UCS Contention 3, which asserts that

the pressurizer heaters and associated controls should be clas-

sified as important to safety and meet applicable safety-grade

O
N/ design criteria. The testimony shows that instrument failures

related to the TMI-2 accident posed no threat to the health and

safety of the public and that the accident environment did not

exceed the DBE environment except for flooding .

Efforts taken and ongoing to assure the proper quali-

fication and performance of TMI-l e'ectrical equipment are

described. The general design approach with regard to differ-

entiating between safety and non-safety equipment is discussed. I

1

|

ms -

|
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The fact that there were no unfavorable interactions of non-
safety grade equipment which degraded the performance of safety. |

!
'

systems during the TMI-2 accident is presented. It is also

O. demonseraeed that egeraeien of the gressurizer heaters end

associated controls are not important to safety.

|
'

2

1

1
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INTRODUCTION

.

() This testimony, by Mr. Robert W. Keaten, GPU Manager of

Systems Engineering, Mr. George R. Braulke, GPU Senior

Electrical Engineer, and Mr. George J. Brazill, Principal

Engineer , Babcock & Wilcox Company, is addressed to the

following contentions:

UCS CONTENTION NO. 12

The accident demonstrated that the severity
of the environment in which equipment important
to safety must operate was underestimated and
that equipment previously deemed to be envi-
ronmentally qualified failed. One example was

() the pressurizer level instruments. The envi-
\my ronmental qualification of safety-rel ted

equipment at TMI is deficient in three respects:
1) the parameters of the relevant accident
environment have not been identified; 2) the
length of time the equipment must operate in the
environment has been underestimated; and 3) the
methods used to qualify the equipment are not
adequate to give reasonable assurance that the
equipment will remain operable. TMI-1 should
not be permitted to resume operation until all
safety-related equipment has been demonstrated
to be qualified to operate as required by GDC 4.
The criteria for determining qualification
should be those- set forth in Regulatory Guide
1.89 or equivalent.

The Board limited this contention to " equipment important

g to safety in the containment building and auxiliary building,"
O

and accepted it as limited (See Board First Special Prehearing
Conference Order, dated December 18, 1979, at 21). UCS

subsequently withdrew its sponsorship of UCS Contention No. 12, I

which has now been adopted as a Board Question (See Board

y- r t - w e
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Memorandum and Order of Prehearing Conference of Argust 12-13,

1980, dated August 20, 1980, at'6.)

(]) UCS CONTENTION NO. 14

The accident demonstrated that there are
systems and components presently classified as
non-safety-related which can have an adverse
effect on the integrity of the core because they
can directly or indirectly affect temperature,
pressure, flow and/or reactivity. This issue is
discussed at length in Section 3.2, " System Design
Requirements," of NUREG-0578, the TMI-2 Lessons
Learned Task Force Report (Short Term). The
following quote from page 18 of the report
describes the problem:

"There is another perspective on this
question provided by the TMI-2 accident. At
TMI-2, operational problems with the condensate
purification system led to a loss of feedwater and

p3 initiated the sequence of events that eventually
\_/ resulted in damage to the core. Several nonsafety

systems were used at various times in the mitiga-
tion of the accident in ways not considered in the
safety analysis; for example, long-term
maintenance of core flow and cooling with the
steam generators and the reactor coolant pumps.
The present classification system does not
adequately recognize either of these kinds of
effects that nonsafety systems can have on the
safety of the plar.t. Thus, requirements for
nonsafety systems may be needed to reduce the
frequency of occurrence of events that initiate or
adversely affect transients and accidents, and
other requirements may be needed to improve the
current capability for use of nonsafety systems
during transient or accident situations. In its
work in this area, the Task Force will include a
more realistic assessment of the interaction
between operators and systems."

() The Staff proposes to study the problem further.
This is not a sufficient answer. All systems and
components which can either cause or aggravate an
accident or can be called upon to mitigate an

-2-
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accident must be identified and classified as
components important to safety and required to
meet all safety-grade design criteria.

,

The Board limited this contention to the " core cooling

O
system," and accepted it as limited (See Board First Special

Prehearing Conference Order, dated December 18, 1979, at 23.)

UCS CONTENTION NO. 3

The Staff recognizes that pressurizer heaters
and associated controls are necessary to maintain
natural circulation at hot stand-by conditions.
Therefore, this equipment should be classified as
" components important to safety" and required to
meet all applicable safety-grade design criteria,
including but not limited to diversity (GDC 22),
seismic and environmental qualification (GDC 2 and
4), aut'matic initiation (GDC 20), separation and
independence (GDC 3 and 22), quality assurance

% (GDC 1), adequate, reliable on-site power supplies>

- (GDC 17) and the single failure criterion. The
staff's proposal to connect these heaters to the
present on-site emergency power supplies does not
provide an equivalent or acceptable level of
protection.

RESPONSE TO UCS CONTENTION NO. 12

BY WITNESS BRAULKE:

The contention implies that safety related electrical

equipment failed to perform its safety functions at TMI-2 due

to the environment inside containment created by the accident
,

of March 28, 1979. This implication is not correct. It also

implies that the environment exceeded the environment expected

|

|
-3-
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for the design basis event (DBE). This is true only to the

extent that certain safey-related electrical instrumentation

was flooded following completion of' its safety function.

;() Further, independent of the TMI-2 accident, GPU is presently -

involved in a rigorous systematic review of the environmental

qualification of safety-related electrical equipment at TMI-1.

The results of this investigation are being submitted to the

NRC for evaluation in response to their IE Bulletin 79-OlB.

The culmination of these efforts will provide assurance that

TMI-l safety-related equipment is adequately qualified for

environmental conditions.

Table 1 lists the instruments at TMI-2 that failed during

the period from March 28, 1979 through April 30, 1979. As seen

"} in Table 1, all instruments functioned as designed, correctly

indicating the process variables, without failure during the,

initial stages of the . accident. No important instruments for

monitoring the plant during the stabilization, cooldown and

transition to natural circulation cooling were completely lost

for this period of time. This allowed suf ficient time to

devise replacement methods of measurement, to install and test

new systems, and to plan effective alternate methods for

controlling the plant.

Table 2 lists the instruments at TMI-2 that failed during

the period of May 1, 1979 to August 21, 1980. Because of

existing redundancy or the availability of alternative actions,

the consequences of instrument failure during this period posed

-4-
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no threat to the health and safety of- the public and did not

reduce the ability to protect the health and safety of the

public.

() Although the exact cause of the failures cannot be

determined until the instruments have been retrieved from the

TMI-2 Containment Building and analyzed, engineering judgment

suggests that the majority of failures are due to submergence

'

in the reactor coolant in the containment building sump, a

condition beyond the instrument design basis. The maximum

expected flood level inside containment at TMI-l has been

calculated and any important instruments located below that

level are being relocated. GPU is a member of the TMI-2

Instrument and Electrical Equipment Survivability Planning

Group along with the Electric Power Research Institute, NRC and

the Department of Energy. This group is concerned with

understanding the effect on in-containment instrumentation and

electrical equipment of prolonged exposure to various hostile

environments and with understanding the adequacy of quali-

fication testing.

The TMI-2 accident environment inside containment was less

severe than the environment for a design basis event loss of

coolant accident (LOCA). At TM I-2 , the in-containment tempera-

ture was recorded at a peak of 190*F during the accident, was

approximately 150*F for the first 14 hours, was less than 130*F

through the fourth day of the accident, and was less than 100*F

rhereafter. The containment pressure reached a recorded peak |
1

-5-
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during the hydrogen burn of 28 psig, was approximately 1.5 psig

for the first 14 hours, and was less than 0 psig thereafter.

Studies by Babcock & Wilcox and Bechtel have estimated the one-

() year cumulative radiation dose to be approximately 3.6 x 10

Rads ( gamma) and approximately 4.4 x 10 Rads (beta).(1,2,3)

The in-containment humidity has been 100% for extended periods.

Containment chemical spray (sodium hydroxide and boric acid)

was automatically actuated for six minutes on March 28, 1979 in

response to pressure generated by the hydrogen burn. Sump

water level has been approximately eight to nine feet (approxi-

mately the 290 foot elevation) above the containment floor.(1)

From Table 3 it can be seen that the accident environment

experienced at TMI-2 was well below the levels determined for

} the DBE with the exception of flooding , and , as oreviously(

mentioned, appropriate measures have been applied to TMI-1 to

avoid similar problems.

GPU has had and continues to have an interest and involve-

ment in the subject of environmental qualification of elec-

trical equipment. GPU has been a participating member of the

EPRI/ Utility Equipment Qualification Group since the inception

of that group and continues its participation in the Babcock &

Wilcox Owners Group Environmental Qualification Subcommittee.

GPU is currently involved in a rigorous review of the envi-

(~' ronmental qualification of TMI-l electrical safety equipment

subj ected to harsh environments. This review is following the

requirements and guidelines of NRC IE Bulletin 79-01B.
!

-6-
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IE Bulletin 79-01B is specifically intended to obtain

additional- information needed to evaluate . the adequacy of,

environmental. qualification of safety related electrical

(]) equipment in operating reactors. The Bulletin requires all
,

operating reactor owners, including Licensee, to:

1. Provide a master list by system of all electrical
4

equipment exposed t'o a harsh environment and required to

function under postulated accident conditions.

2. Provide evidence of environmental qualification for

each equipment item listed.

' 3. Provide service condition profiles (i.e., tempera-

ture, pressure, etc., as a function of time) and equipment

operating time requirements for each equipment item

listed.
,

j 4. Evaluate the qualification of the equipment items
i

listed against the NRC " Guidelines for Evaluating'.

Environmental Qualification of Class IE Electrical

Equipment in Operating Reactors" and provide a plan to

resolve any deficiencies.

5. Identify the maximum expected flood level inside
4

primary containment resulting from postulated accidents.

For TMI-l inside containment, the DBE environmental<

parameters are approximately the same as listed for TMI-2 in,

() . Table 3. The radiation value of 2 X 10 Rads (gamma) was7

calculated by the NRC for typical PWR's with dry type
,

t

-7-
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containments and is based on the release of 100% of the noble

gases, 50%'of the halogens, and 1% of the remaining solids

(developed from maximum full power operation of the core) . The

(~}
specific plant design makes this calculation applicable to

TMI-1. An analysis was also done for TMI-l to establish

radiation dose levels in areas where fluids are recirculated

from inside containment to accomplish long term core cooling

'
following a LOCA. In addition, instrument relocation is being

performed at TMI Unit 1 so that no important instruments would

be submerged under maximum expected flooding.

The NRC staff hac been ordered by the Commissioners (4)

to:

A. Complete its review of environmental qualification

- and publish Safety Evaluation Reports by February 1, 1981.
''

B. Insure that safety related electrical equipment in

all operating plants is qualified to the heretofore

mentioned Guidelines or NUREG-0588 by June 30, 1982.

C. Make a technical judgment regarding continued

operation where qualification documentation is ques-

tionable.

In such cases, written justification for continued

operation must be provided to the NRC for evaluation of the

safety consequence. This justification could include discus-

sions of the safety implications of such factors as the failure

O mode of the equipment, the presence of bcckup components or

systems, and the difference between the qualified environment

and the postulated environment.

-8-
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The information required for all items of Bulletin 79-OlB
:

is being submitted for TMI-1. These submittals do, however,
,

contain some equipment item information where data from

.(]) equipment suppliers has not yet been received. That data and

any required evaluations will be subsequently forwarded to the

NRC.

GPU is continuing its efforts to assure adequate envi-

ronmental qualification of equipment with full recognition of

current regulatory programs. Completion of this systematic

process will provide reasonable assurance that equipment used

to protect the public health and safety will be environmentally

qualified for conditions more severe than the TMI-2 accident.

O

.

O

;

;

!
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TABLE 1
|

,

TMI-2 Instrument Failures .From Time of Accident Through
April 30, 1979

{} (First 34 Days)

.

. Day From Safety
! Accident Instrument Failure Related Non-Safety

i RC - I- LT)
'

7 A9-99-b Pressurizer level indication X

RC-I-LTJL
22 RC-LT 2 Pressurizer level indication X

28 NI-2 Source range nuclear instrument X
ind ica tion *

,

30 SP-1A-LTl Steam Generator A wide range X
level indication

31 RC-1-LT3 Pressurizer level ind ication X,

Note: No impo r tan t instruments for monitoring the plant
(_ during the stabilization , cooldown , and transition

to natural circulation were completely lost during
this period , allowing suf ficient time to devise re-
placement methods of measurement, to install and test
new systems, and to plan the use of ef fective alternate
methods of controlling the plant.

1

NI-l Source Range, a redundant instrument, remains functional*

to date.

O
,

-10-
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TABLE 2

TMI-2 Instrument Failures From May 1, 1979 to August 21, 1980

0
Safety Non-

Instrument Failure Related Safety Function

AH-HI-5032, 5090 Reactor X Indication
Building Humidity
Ind ication

dF- A- CT4
-CP -LT ' Core Flood Tank X Indication

Level Indication

HP-R-209, 210, 214 Reactor X Indication
Building Atmosphere
Radiation Monitor

IC-R-1091, 1092 Letdown Cooler X Indication
Radiation Monitor

Incore Thermocouples (4 of 52) X Indication() - Incore Temperature
Indication

Incore SPND's Incore X Indication
Neutron Detectors

NI-4 Intermediate Range X Indication
Nuclear Instrument

*RC-3A-PT1, 2 Narrow X Input to RPS
Range Reactor Coolant
System Pressure-Loop A

RC-3A-PT3, 4 Wide Range X Input to ESFAS
Reactor Coolant System
Pressure-Loop A

RC-3A-PT5 Low Range Reactor X Indication
Coolant System Pressure-
Loop A

O *RC-3B-PT1, 2 Narrow Range X Input to RPS
,

Reactor Coolant System l

Pressure-Loop B
,

i
-11-(
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RC-3B-PT3 Wide Range X Input to ESFAS
Reactor Coolant System
: Pressure-Loop B

RC-14A-DPT1, 2, 3, 4 X Input to RPS
Reactor Coolant System

{} Flow-Loop A

'
RC-14B-DPT1, 2, 3, 4 X Input to RPS

{ Reactor Coolant System
Flow-Loop B

RC-22 PT1, 2, 3, 4, 5, X Indication
6, 7, 8 Reactor
Coolant Pump Seals
Pressure Indication

SP-1A-LT2, 3, 4, 5 Steam X Indicaticn
Generator A Level
Indication

SP-1B-LT1, 2, 3, 4, 5 X Indication
Steam Generator B Level
Indication,

O

*The true status of these transmitters is unknown since
the RCS pressure is well below their range of 1700-2500 psig .
However, the physical location of these transmitters

(]) indicates that they are submerged.

.

-12-
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TABLE 3

TMI-2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS INSIDE CONTAINMENT

Q
TMI-2 DBE TMI-2 March 28, 1979

Parameter Environment Acci6ent Environment

Temperature 286*F peak 190*F peak

Pressure 56.2 psig peak 28 psig peak

du l09 3. 6 y 10&
Radiation 2:107-Rads (gamma) 3.Cx100 Rads (gamma)*

Humidity 100% 100%

Chemical Sprays Yes (=24 hours) Yes (=6 minutes)

.

;

|
1

!

*One year approximate total cumulative dose

;

;

-13-
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OUTLINE

The purposes and objectives of this testimony are to respond
-,

)

to three Board questions relating to UCS Contention 12. The'

"

testimony shows that the only environmental stress to which

certain safety-related equipment at TMI-2 was exposed that was

beyond conditions for which it was qualified was submergence

due to flooding, and that appropriate corrective actions are

being taken at TMI-1. The testimony also explains why Regu-

latory Guide 1.89 does not apply to TMI-1, and why the environ-

mental qualification investigation of safety-related electrical

equipment, ordered by the Commission, provides reasonable

assurance of safe operation at TMI-1. Finally, the testimony

h identifies the environmental qualification criteria which

equipment inside of containment must meet with respect to

radiation levels and length of time of exposure.

-

Og'
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i INTRODUCTION

() This testimony, by Mr. George R.-Braulke, GPU Senior Electrical
~

i" Engineer, is addressed to the three Board Questions regarding UCS

Contention No.-12. Each question is quoted below, followed imme-,

f diately by Licensee's response to the question.
1

;

| FIRST BOARD QUESTION REGARDING UCS CONTENTION 12

'

The TMI-2 accident demonstrated that some safety-related
equipment may have been exposed or was in imminent danger

'

of being exposed to environmental' stresses beyond that
j for which it was qualified. The board's concern is primarily
; . with such equipment qualification. In addition, environ-

|- mental stresses to' safety-related equipment.will be of
concern to the extent that such equipment is not included4

| C# in existing staff requirements.

_(<

; -

RESPONSE

l
1 BY WITNESS BRAULKE:
d

I
'

As stated in my separate testimony on UCS Contention 12

(Licensee's Testimony of Robert W. Keaten, George R. Braulke
1

and George J. Brazill in Response to UCS Contention No. 12,
I

| UCS Contention No. 14 and UCS Contention No. 3 (Safety Classi-
!

fication), dated September 15, 1980), the only environmental-

([) stress to which certain safety-related equipment at TMI-24

i was exposed that was beyond conditions for which it was
.

qualified was submergence due to flooding. Corrective
i

I efforts at TMI-l will be completed prior to restart to
I

i

+

f
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prevent the submergence of important instruments. Also, see

the response below to the second Board Question.

O
SECOND BOARD QUESTION REGARDING UCS CONTENTION 12

Which items of Regulatory Guide 1.89 have been grandfathered
with respect to TMI-l? Explain any justification for
allowing restart without compliance with the grandfathered
items,

a

RESPONSE

BY WITNESS BRAULKE:

The Implementation section of Regulatory Guide 1.89 states

as follows:
d
~

This guide reflects current regulatory practice.2

Therefore, except in those cases in which the applicant
proposes an acceptable alternative method for complying
with specified portions of the Commission's regulations,
this guide will be used by the Regulatory staff in
evaluating all construction permit applications for
which the issue date of the Safety Evaluation Report
(SER) is July 1, 1974, or after.

For those construction permit applications for which
an SER was issued prior to July 1,1974, the Regulatory
staff may, subsequent to issuance of the construction
permit (or operating license), reevaluate the Safety
Analysis Report on a case-by-case basis to assure that
acceptable methods for qualification of Class IE equip- j

ment have been specified in purchase orders executed
'

for such equipment on or after November 15, 1974. i

(%sg
TMI-l received its operating license in April, 1974. Consequently,

A
|

Regulatory Guide 1.89 does not apply to TMI-1.

- Nevertheless, the objective of having safety-related equip-
i

ment designed to accommodate the effects of, and to be compatible

-2-
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with, associated environmental conditions, including accidents,

was factored into specification development and equipment evalua-

[~) tion. Specifications did contain a description of the equipment'.s
v

function, the postulated accident conditions, operating time

requirements, and in some instances specific type tests to be

performed. The results of the safety-related equipment qualifi-

cation investigation initiated by IE Circular 78-08 and IE Bulle-

tin 79-01, and performed by Licensee, has discovered no evidence

to date upon which to conclude that this objective was not realized.

As stated by the Commission in Petition for Emergency and

Remedial Action, CLI-80-21, 11 N.R.C. 707 (1980), the DOR Guide-

lines and NUREG-0588 provide more definitive criteria than Regu-

latory Guide 1.89 for the environmental qualification of safety-_;

,/ )

L '' related electrical equipment. In that same decision, the

Commission ordered the use of the DOR Guidelines, which provide

a level of confidence essentially equivalent to that which would

be achieved from the application of IEEE-323-1974, to review

operating plants, and NUREG-0588 to review plants under licensing

review. The Commission also ordered that those documents form

the requirements which must be met in order to satisfy those

aspects of General Design Criterion 4 of Appendix A to 10 C.F.R.

Part 50 which relate to environmental qualification of safety-

related electrical equipment. The Commission ordered that by

()
no later than June 30, 1982, all safety-related electrical''

equipment in all operating plants shall be qualified to the

DOR Guidelines or NUREG-0588. The Commission further stated

-3-
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that. current NRC requirements and those actions ordered in CLI-80-21

provide reasonable assurance that the public health ar,i safety

() is adequately protected during the time necessary for corrective<

action.

The environmental qualification investigation of safety-

rel-Led electrical equipment subjected to possible harsh environ-
ments under IE Bulletin 79-OlB will identify any components that

do not conform to the DOR Guidelines or where adequate documenta-

tion is not available to demonstrate conformance. In such in-

stances, corrective action will be taken in accordance with the

requirements of IE Bulletin 79-01B.

- THIRD BOARD QUESTION REGARDING UCS CONTENTION 12

What are the environmenta. qualification criteria which'

equipment inside of containment must meet with respect
to radiation levels and length of time of exposure?
(Address the Interim Staff Position on Environmental
Qualification of Electrical Equipment, NUREG-0588).

RESPONSE

BY WITNESS BRAULKE:

As stated in my separate testimony in response to UCS Con-

tention 12, the level of radiation to wh.ich safety-related

O equipment inside containment at TMI-1 must be qualified is the
7

conservative dose of 2x10 Rads (gamma), as suggested in the

DOR " Guidelines for Evaluating Qualification of Class lE

Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors." That value is

-4-
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based on the methods and sample calculations described in
,

Appendix D of NUREG-0588. Factors can be applied to the con-
e

servative dose to correct the dose in specific instances for

! shielding and for the time equipment is required to remain

} functional. These factors are detailed in the DOR Guidelines.
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i

p- 3
1

'Q ,/

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That includes the outline and

3 everything you have read.
,

( !
-.

4 MR. EAXTEF: Yes. I am operating under the

5 continuing assumption that the outlines are not being

6ree?ived for evidentiary w ei g h t , but they are teing included

7 in the documents.

8 CHAIR"AN SMITH: Fine.

9 HR. BAXTER: Mr. Eraulke is available for cross

10 exuination.

11 L9053 EXAMINATION

12 BY MS. '4 EI S S :

13 0 /r. Eraulke, you mentioned several places in your
-

e s

'w ' 14 testimony or raferred to the NRC ICE E ulletin 79-013. Did

15 you in preparinc your testimony review the requirements of

16 th a t bulletin and th e Metropolitan Edison responses to i t in

17 sorae de t r '.l?

18 A I referred to the bulletin in my testimony. On

19 p a g e 7 of my testimony I listed the requirements of the ICE

20 Bulletin / 3-01? as it was defined in the regional meetings

21 held by the NRC and documented in Supplement I to th e

22 bulletin .

23 0 Did you review in detail hetropolitan Edison's

24 responses thus far to the IEE tulletin?

25 A Yes, I have.

,,~,
h i 1

\%./
i
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{} 1 MR. BAXTER: -Was the question prior to preparing

2 the testimony of September 15?
,

t,

3 MS. WFISS4 The question was in preparing his

4 testimony.
.

5 BY MS. WEISS: (3esuming)
i

6 Q Does the date make a difference?

7 A At the time the testimony was written we were

'
8 still developing the response to the ISE bulletin.

9 0 !s that response complete, and has it been

10 submitted to NRC?
.

1
11 A I hava a little problem with that question in that

j 12 the bulletin now has three supplements and I think two

13 associated - orders , and some of the requirements extend

) 14 throughouE the life of the plant. Other requirements
'

;

15 require having documented evidence by June 30, 1982, another
: <

' 16 requirement for some equipment, to have that done by

i 17 Februa ry 1, 1961, and for the scope of the -- that is
!

18 outlined on paae 7 of my tectimony. That information was to

19 be provided by November 1, 1980.

20- 0 And all that information has been provided?

: 21 A The information required by bcVember 1 was
!

].
22 submitted as stated in the cover letter of that submittal.

'

23 The information wac provided the NRC at that time

( 24 re presen ted . 95 percent documentation of the equipments |

25 listed. In other words, there were some items still open.'

O
a

j ALDER $CN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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,

O 1 and that we were still trying to get documentation from
V

2 vendors or other sources.

3 0 We have been unable to find a copy of that<

I 4 response or one dated Eeptember 4 either in the Public

5 Document Room or in the central files of NBC. Do you have
,

6 any idea why?

7 A No. .

8 Q Cauld you describe for us, please, what you know

9 about the genesis of ICE Bulletin 79-01B?

10 A I believe in the original bulletin it describes

11 the question of environmental qualification and the

12 responsibility of the licensee to review that documentation

13 originated with circular 78-08, I believe, which was issued
f

- 14 Ma y 31, 1978. -

15 0 Was th a t the -- I am sorry.

16 A The NRC updated that requirement to a bulletin in

17 February of 1979 to bulletin 79-01, which required that that

18 review of the documentation then be formally submitted to

19 the NRC.

20 0 Isn't it true that the NEC first requested all

21 licensees in late 1977 to provide documentation of the

22 environmental qualification of electrical equipment?

23 A There were some bulletins issued in 1977 in

24 particular in connection with electrical penetrations and

25 their environmental qualifications. I know of no bulletin

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 that asked for a complete. review of all environmental
, [}

2 qualifica tion documenta tion.
.

f-- 3 Q So it is your understanding that the first request
.

4 f or across-the-board documentation of environmental

5 qualifica tion dates f rom May 31, 1978?

6 A That is correct.
.

7 Q And as of November 1, 1980, Metropolitan Edison is

8 95 percent -- has complied with 95 percent of that
!

9 requirement?

'

10 A Yes, that is correct.

11 Q But the NRC has not yet reviewed your submittals.

12 A As far as I know they have not reviewed those. I

13 migh t adi that circular 78-08, although it did not require a

O .

14 formal response, an ICE inspector did examine the

; 15 documenta tion a t the site and found that documentation to be
.

16 ad equate . There was no response by the NRC to the

17 informa ica submitted in bulletin 79-01.

18 Q Do you know why -- vell, let me ask another

19 ques tion. At'the time that Three P.ile Island Unit 1 was
-

20 lice nsed , . Metropolitan T lison did make the ascertien that

21 sll required equipment was anvironmentally qualified. That

22 is correct, isn't it?

23 A I was not with GPU or associated with Met Ed at

3 24 the time the plant was licensed. I am not sure of the

25 criteria . I think they were different then. The present

( ).
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.

-1 criteria th a t exist.

2 0 'I think you are right, but.the question of what

3 criteria were used in that judgment is a separate question.

4 What I am asking you is if you do not know from your
,,

5 knowledge or experience, that in order to get the license to

6 operate Three Mile Island Unit 1 Metropolitan Edison must

7 have made the assumption that it's equipment was

8 environmentally qualified in accoraance with General Design

9 Criterion 4.

10 A As I stated, I think the general design criteria

'
11 were diff eren t then. I don't have any firsthand knowledge

:

12 of what was required at that time.

13 0 You don't have any firsthand knowledge with what

14 was in - General. Design Criterion 47
-

,

15 A I don't think General Design Criterion 4 existed

I 16 at that time.

j 17 0 And you do not know whether Metropolitan Edison

18 stated that all equipment necessary to function during an

19 accident was qualified to function in the environment of the

20 acciden t . .

21 A I do not know if they made that precise statement.

22 0 ' Jell, if they did not make th a t precise statement,
;

23 did they. make one to that effect?

24 A All I can say is in reviewing the FSAR there.is
;

'! 25 documentation that the environmental qualification issue was
'

O,

,
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,

1 addressed .
,

2 0. Do you know why the NFC raised it again in 1977,

.

3 1978, and 1979 with respect to all licensee's power reactor

4 plan ts?

5 A I am trying to remember what was put in the
r

6 bulletins about the background. I think as a result of some

7 tests that were done at Sandia laboratories and possibly

| 8 elsewhere that some concerns about environmental
<

3 qualification of particular components came up, and then it

:
10 was expanded from there.

'

11 0 Do you know whether that was in response to s

12 petition of the Union of Concerned Scientists?
,.

13 A The Commission's order, July 80-21, my reading of

O :

14 that does make mention of that UCS petition.

15 MR. EAXTER Mr. Chairman, I don't want to be

16 disruptive, but I want to note that the history of the

17 Commission 's ' regula tory treatment of this ac tion , this area

18 of activity, environmental qualification of equipment and'

19 UC S ' role is well-described by the Commission in its order

20 of this year, and I am sure the Board is free to take notice

21 of that if that would save any time.-
4

I 22 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

23 -0- Do you agree, Mr. 3raulke, with respect to the
;-

24 scope of the general quastion of environmental
,

25 qualification; that if a piece of eculpment is relied upon
]

O
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{) 1 to mitigate a design _ basis accident, that equipment must be

'

2 qualified to operate in the most severe environment which

3 could arire during the accident at the location of the--

4 equipment in question?

5 A If that environment is a result of the accident

! 6 for which it must operate to mitigate that accident, yes, it

i
! 7 should be environmentally qualified.

8 0 And those environmental conditions would include'

1

9 tempera ture.
-

10 A Temperature, pressure, relative humidity,

11 radiation, possible sprays, chemical sprays.

12 0 Flooding?'

13 A Submergence due to flooding, yet.

'

14 0 Pipe whip?

'
15 A No. As far as I know, pipe whip impingement is

1

16 no t a part of the environmental qualifications.

17 0 And the demonstration of environmental

18 qualifica tions must include a demonstration that th e

19 particular equipment can survive this environment and

20 perf orm the required function throuchout the life of the

21 pla n t . And this is referred to as the aging requirement.

22 A The subject of aging is addressed in the DOR

23 guidelines tha t the utilities are to us a in evaluating their

24 equipment qualification documentation. And maybe it is best
s_

251f I road the section from that that refers to the question

|
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1 of aging. It in Section 7 of that document, and it reads

I 2 that " Implicit in the staff position in Regulatory Guide

31.89 with regard to. backfitting IEEE standard 3 23 -lS 7 4 ' i s
;
' sJ

4 the staff 's conclusion that the. incremental imprcvement in

5 safety from arbitrarily requiring that a specific qualified4

6 life be demonstrated for all Class 1-E equipment is not

7 sufficient to justify the expense for plants already

i 8 constructed and operating. This position does not, however,

9 exclude equipment using materials that have been 'dentified*

10 as being susceptible to significant degradation due to

11 thermal and radiatian aging."

12 0 Could you read maybe the next sentence in addition?>

13 A " Component maintenance or replacement schedules

14 should include considerations of the specific aging

15 characteristics of the component materials. Ongoing

16 programs should exist at the plant to review surveillance
,

:
17 and maintenance records to assure that equipment which is

18 exhibiting age-ralited degradation will be identified and;

|
19 replaced as necessary. Appendix E'contains a listing of

20 matarials which may be found in nuclear power plants, along

~

21 with an indication of the ma terials' susceptibility'to.

|. 22 thermal' and radiation aging."

23 .0 Would you agree with my general interpretation of
4

24 that that it affirms the principle that the equipment has to

25 he qualified to perform its function in the environment

O
.
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{} 1 throughout the life of the plant; that it states that the

2 requirements for . determining whether it is so qualified may

3 be different for operating plants than for new plants.-

I

4 A I think that is true in the context that for the

[ 5 operating plant it is a matter of determining whether there

6 is sufficient degradation of materials, and new plants

I 7 because the equipment has not been purchased that, that

8 criteria for an aging evaluation can be factored into the

9 equipment specification, development and procurement.

10 C And in the testing, presumably.

11 A- Yes, right.

12 0 Would you agree with me that environmental

13 qualification is demonstrated through tests and analyses

14 based on tests?
^

15 A It can be done in that manner, yes.

16 0 Do ycu know of any other manter in which it can be

17 done?

18 A The guidelf.nes the NP.C has prepared allow the use

19 of analysis, operating history, type tests, and ongoing

20 qualification as well as a combination of methods.

I

21 0 When the standards refer to analysis doesn't the

22 analysis ultimately track back to testing? In other uords,

231sn ' t the analysis for the purpose of showing equivalence of

24 a pa rticular piece of equip' ent with another one which hasm

25 been through testing?

O
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1 A The analysis -- the DOR ouldelines analysis allow(}
2 analysis on the radiation -- it is based on information

3 developed through the military programs or whatever other

4 sources on materials' susceptibility to radiation.

5 0 That information would have been information

6 gathered originally from the testing.

7 A From testing on those materials.

8 0 Is environmental qualification governed by General

9 Design Critation 4?

10 A It presently is, yes.

11 Q Now, with respect to the original qualification of

12 the equipment in Three Mile Island Unit 1, can you tell me

13 what criteria were applied f or demonstrating environmental

14 qualification at the time that plant received its operating

15 license?

16 A At the time it received its cperating license, I

17 am really not familiar with all the criteria that were used

18 a t that time. *y review of the FSAE, they did make

19 reference of IEEE standard 279-1968 or at least the draft of

20 that s ta n da rd .

21 0 Would you agree that the criteria in IEEE 323-1974

22 were not used?

23 A The standard did not exist then so it is -- they

(-

(%-/ 24 could not have been.

25 0 lior were the criteria in IEEE 323-1971 used.

O
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(} 1 A Again, the standard did not exist.

2 Q Didn't that standard, the 19;' versien, exist at

i .3 the time the operating license was granted to Unit 17
< -
| 4 A Yes. At the time the opera ting license was

5 granted, that is true.
I

those criteria were not used in6 Q But it was not --

7 the review of Three Mile Island 1.

8 A Not to my knowledge. The equipment was specified

9 and procured prior to that date.

10 (2cunsel f or UCS conferring.)

11 0 Can you tell me generally the differences between
4

12 the criteria in IEEE 279-1968, which are the ones which you
,

13 testified were used to demonstrate environmental
4 .

14 qualifica tion a t the time the unit was licensed, and the

15 criteria in the DOR quidelines which are currently being

16 used to judge the accuracy of environ.T. ental qualificatien of

17 equipment in the plant?

18 A I believe IEFE 279-1968 only had one paragraph on

19 environnental qualification. It was quite general. The DOR

20 guidelines are much more specific in how to ovaluate the'

21 documentation associated with environmental qualification.

22 0 Isn't it true that the relevan t section of IEEE

23 279 did not specify the accident conditions which the

(~ |
24 equipment must maet? '*

25 (Pause.)

|
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0 ' ^ 1 e=1r a ve cear or the east ><1 te ver r a
;
'

2 from IEEE 279-1971. I think it might be the same. And it
,

3 says the pe rf o rmance requirements should be determined -- I

4 am sorry. It states that " Performance requirements

5 determined to be necessary for achiaving the system

6 requirements shall be met."

| 7 Q Are you reading from the 1971 version of IEEE 2797

8 A Yas. Page 8, paragraph 4.4
1

9 0 Paragraph 4.47 Ferhaps for clarity you would like
:

10 to make sure there are no diff erences between '60 and '71.

11 I see your counsel about to hand you a copy of the '68

12 version.

: 13 A Yes, they appear the same.

O 14 0 Would it be a ccurate to say that those criteria

15 just told the designer to specify the environmental

16 conditions and did not specify them for him?

17 A I am sorry. Could you repeat the question?

18 0 Wouldn't it be accurate to say that the section

19 yo u just read, which are the criteria which applied at the

20 time tha plant was licensed, told the designer to specif y;

21 the conditions, the relevant environmental conditions and
,i

I 22 did not specify them for him? In other words, they did not

23 sa y your equipment has to meet the folicwing conditions.

24 They jurt said you figure cut what it has to meet and then
,

25 you meet it.

O,
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1 A I think if I understand'your question, you are

2 saying that IEEE 279-1968 did not specify the environmental
.

3 profiles.*

4 0 In contrast to the DDR guidelines, that is right.

5 A Well, no. I think all the NPC documents have

6 stated so f ar is it is incumbent upon the licenses to

7 establish on a plant specific basis what the environmental

8 profiles are for the particular equipment.

9 Q Have you reviewed the DDR guidelines?

10 A Yes, I have.

11 Q Particularly the section en titled " Service

12 Conditions," Section 4.0.e
i

13 DR. JCRDANs When you speak of DDR guidelines,
-

, .

14 what do you mean by that? Which document are you now-

15 ref erring to?

16 MS. WEISS: Yes, you a re rignt. I am referring to

17 a document which is referenced in the witness' testimony.

18 Let me find the exact reference.

19 (Pause.)

20 BY ME. WEISS . (Eesuming)

21 0 I know you reference it in your answer to the
,

22 Boa rd question. I am not sure you reference it in your
!

! 23 direct testimony. But on page 3 -- i

i

24 'A I think I also reference it on . page 7 of my

25 testimon y.

O
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() 1 0 Page 7.

2 A Under review of the requirements of 79-013 it

3 3 states that, "The qualification of equipment items listed,

4 to evaluate the qualification of the equipment items listed
,

|
1 5 against the JSC guidelines for evaluating environmental
,

4 6-qualification of Class 1-E electrical equipment in opera ting

: 7 reactors." And that is what I refer to as the DOR

8 quidelines.

9 0 Right. Item number 4, page 7 of your testimony.j

{
10 And that is also referenced on page 3 of your answer to the

; 11 Board questions on UCS Contention 12, and it is there
:
'

12 referred to as the DOR guidelines.

13 You testified that in Commission decision

'.
.

14 CLI-80-21, the Cassission ordered the use of the DDR

i

i 15 guideline s.
,

| 16 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, if I might help for
i .

i 17 clarity of the record , it is my understanding that.the

18 document being referred to wac transmitted to Victor Stello
1

19 f rom Harold Denton in a memorandum dated November 13, 1979,

20 the ' title of which was " Guidelines for Evaluatingi

21 Classification of Class 1-E Electrical Equipment in

22 Operating Reactors."
.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Why doesn't somebody explain what-

24 D and C and R~mean?

25 MS. WEISS: Division of Operating Reactors.

'LDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(~T 1 CHAIRMAN'SHITH: I see.
U

2 P. S . WEISS: I am ""st wondering whether we should

~N 3 have. thought to provide -- no, chese'were provided. These
(G

4 were attached. A copy of these DOR guidelines was attached

5 to -- ;

6 DR. JORDAN k'e have the copy.

7 MB. BAXTER: If you look at the li st of staff

8 references it is number 44.

9 MS. CUTCHIN: They were provided by the staf f.

10 MS. WEISS: That is why I did not make the copies.

11 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

12 0 If you will address yourself -- I am sure you have

13 already addressed yourself to the section numbered 4.0,
,

. .

14 entitl' d " Service Conditions," beginning on page 4 Isn'te

15 it accurate that those describe in a fair degree of detail

16 the service conditions which are required to show can be met

17 by equipment that needs to be environmentally qualified.
i

18 A They do not specifically name, for instance, the

19 pressure and temperature profiles to be met. Those are

20 dependent upon the analyses in the FSAR. It does mention,

21 as f ar as the scrvice conditions inside the containment,'for

221oss of coolant accident or main steam line break , and for a

23 main stear line break outside containment that those

24 parameters have to be established.

25 Q I don 't think you'd disagree with me that these

,
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1 guidelines contain a great deal :nore in terms of detail and

2 direction than the criteria applied a t the time TMI-l was

3 licensed, would you?

4 A It is my understanding that that was the purpose
i
" 5 for the NRC developing these documents.

I 6 0 Did the criteria contained in IEEE 279-1968
2

7 contain any specific requirements to maintain document files ?

8 A No.

9 Q But the new DGR guidelines do contain such

10 requirements , am I correct?

11 A That is true.

12 Q Did the criteria in the '68 version of*279 contain'

13 any specific requirements with respect to the margin which

14 must be demonstrated above the test recults?

15 A No.

16 Q But that requirement is contained in the DOR

17 guid elines.

18 A Correct.

19 C There is a statement in the Commission decision

20 which you have discussed the decision in, general but not

21 this particular state:nent, and I am referring to CLI-80-21.

22 There is a statement in there ref erring to the 1971 version

23 of IEEE 323, and it says th21 '; is in fact a document which.

r
j h 24 briefly and broadly describes how to qualify any equipment,

25 electrical or otherwise.

O
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,

Would you. agree that that is also an accurate1-

1
i 2 description of the .1968 version of IEEE 2797
;

3 'A' I am sorry. Wouli you refer me to the specific

t 4 page _ that that is on?

5 0 Yes. Given a little paper shuffling I am sure I>

6 'i . -
,

7 (Pause.)

I 8 It appears on paga 6 of CLI-80-21. It is the last
!

'

9 sentence in the first paragraph. It is in fact a document

10 which briefly and broadly describes how to qualif y any

11 equipment, electrical or otherwise.

'

12 A That refers back to IEEE 32 3-1971.

i 13 0 And my question was wouldn't that apply equally?

O -

!
14 Is that also a description of IEEE 279-196S?

15 MR. EAXTER: I am sorry. Are you asking the

i
; 16 wi*.n ess to construe what the Commission meant or whether he
i

q just on his own --

I 18 aS. WEISS: I an asking his opinion, whether he
!

19 would agree that that description applies to IEEE 279-1968,

20 which is af ter all even a less sophisticated document than

21 IEEE 323-19 71.

22 THE WITNESS: IEEE 279-68 does mention in specific

23 protection system equipment.

- 24 BY-MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

25' O. Is it less or more -- is the IEEE 279-1968

: O
i
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h 1 standard less or more a detailed document than IEEE 323-1971?

2 A Less detailed.

/] 3 (Pauso.)'

V '

4 0 Are you, with respect to the discussion we had

5 previously about acing, that general subject matter, are you

6 familiar with the concept of installed life with respect to

4

7 equipment?
,

8 A In s talled life?

.9 0 .Yes.;

10 A. Meaning the time '.t has been installed in the
1 .

11 plant?
3

l
i 12 0 No. I mean the time during which one could assure

13 that the piece.of aquipment continues to be environmentally

O 14 qualified.
,

15 A I do not remember that being defined as installed

16 lif e .

17 0 Are you svare of whether- there is any equipment in

18 Three Mile Island Unit 1 for which the qualified life is

19 less. than the design life of the plant?
i
; 20 A Yes. Our review of 79-019 requirements did

21 uncover -- I am trying to remember. I think it was solenoid

22 valves in which the design lif a was not 40 years.

23 Q. Do you know how long it was?

24- A I think it was 11 years.
,

d

25 . Q Xould you agree then that it is necessary to

i O
;
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1 replace those a#ter they have operated for 11 years?
)

x_/

2 A Yes. And a replacemen t program his been initiated

- 3 at the site to perform such a replacement program.
,

!s
''

4 C Are those the only cieces of equipment for which

5 you have uncovered a discrepancy between its qualified life

6and the desian life of the plant?

7 A Those are the only ones that come to mind, and

8 that was not all of them. Those were only certain solenoid

9 valv es, not all solenoid valves. I think there were

10 somewhere around 300 components that we looked at, and I am

11 having trouble trying to remember all of them. But that is

12 th e only one that I can really recall right now.

13 0 And this discrepancy was discovered in the context

( .

x_/ 14 of preparing your response to' ICE Bullotin 79-01B I think

15 you testified .

16 A Yes. An evaluation of the materials used. Those

17 solenoid valves with an environment for which it would see

18 under normal conditions and then that of an accidente The

1911 years was determined 3 the qualified life.

20 (Councel for UCS conferring.)

21 MS. WEISS: I think, Mr. Chairman, that this is

22 probably as good a place as any to break for the evening.

23 MB. bAXTER: Mr. Chairman, I have a set of special

24 requests which I had men tiened to Ms. 'a eiss ea rlier. This

25 is a short week. T do reccanire the strain on the 9 o a rd and

,o

%,r
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1 the parties, but Mr. Braulke has conflicts next weak. I)

2 would like him very much to be able to hear NEC staff

3
3 witness Eosatoczy on this issue after he finishes, and it

)>

_,

4 was my strong hope that we could com plete UCS 12 by tomorrow

5 noon when we left. It seems to me that would be a

6 convenient breaking point fo r UCS also. That will begin

7 their intermission when Mr. Sholly will start.

8 So I was going to ask if we could go perhaps an

9 hour late tonicht and make a stab at tryinc to finish this

10 issue tomorrow. I understood you were prepared through UCS

11 12. That is what I was hoping --

12 MS. WEISS: We are prepared, but I did not hear of

13 an y limitations on your witness' availability until about
c_

14 3:30 this afternoon. I have extensive cross examination'-

15 plan ned , and I do not see where going an extra hour is going

16 to get neer completinc it. We have had to go through a lot

17 of subjects today.

18 FE. BAXTES: Well, ir is --

19 CHAI? MAN SMITH: It in true that the cross

20 examination plan indicates, based upon our experience so far

21 in proceeding, that they probably will not.

22 MR. E i. X T E R : Maybe it is futile. I had understood

23 t h a t from last week when we set an estimate that it was a
24 half a da y f or Mr. traulke and a half a day for .Mr.

25 Roszteczy.

,-

,,/
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/ 's 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This has been particularly a
V

2 wearying day for everybody.

f- 3 3 MR. BAXTEP It was pretty easy for the lawyers,
i ;

Q|
4 Mr. Chairman.

5 MS. WEISS: Speak for yourself.

6 (Laughter.)

7 (Bosed conferring.)

8 CHAIR"AN SMITH: Eo with that, knowing that it

9 cannot be completed by noon tomorrow, do you mind if we

10 adjourn now? How about 8:30 in the morning? This has

11 become pretty typical f or our final day. We will meet at

12 8:30 tomo rro w zorning. Okay.

13 (Wh ereupon, at 5:07 p.m., the hearing was recessed

O 14 until 8:30 a.m., the following day, Wednesday, November 26,

15 1980.)

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

I
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